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1.1 How the Documentation is Organised

The Open Virtual Network (OVN) documentation is organised into multiple sections:

- **Installation guides** guide you through installing Open vSwitch (OVS) and Open Virtual Network (OVN) on a variety of different platforms.
- **Tutorials** take you through a series of steps to configure OVS and OVN in sandboxed environments.
- **Topic guides** provide a high level overview of OVS and OVN internals and operation.
- **How-to guides** are recipes or use-cases for OVS and OVN. They are more advanced than the tutorials.
- **Frequently Asked Questions** provide general insight into a variety of topics related to configuration and operation of OVS and OVN.

1.2 First Steps

Getting started with Open Virtual Network (OVN) for Open vSwitch? Start here.

- **Install**: [OVN on Linux, FreeBSD and NetBSD] | [OVN on Windows]
- **Tutorials**: [OVN Sandbox] | [OVN OpenStack Tutorial] | [OVN IPsec Tutorial] | [OVN Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) Tutorial]

1.3 Deeper Dive

- **Architecture** *Integration Guide for Centralized Control*
- **Testing** *Testing*
• **Packaging:** Debian Packaging for OVN | RHEL 5.6, 6.x Packaging for Open vSwitch | Fedora, RHEL 7.x Packaging for OVN

1.4 The Open Virtual Network (OVN) Project

Learn more about the Open Virtual Network (OVN) project and about how you can contribute:

- **Community:** OVN Release Process | Authors | Mailing Lists | Patchwork | Reporting Bugs in OVN | OVN’s Security Process
- **Contributing:** Submitting Patches | Backporting patches | OVN Coding Style
- **Maintaining:** Committers | Expectations for Developers with OVN Repo Access | OVN Committer Grant/Revocation Policy | Emeritus Status for OVN Committers
- **Documentation:** OVN Documentation Style | Building OVN Documentation | How OVN’s Documentation Works

1.5 Getting Help

- Seeing an issue of potential bug? Report problems to bugs@openvswitch.org
- Looking for specific information? Try the genindex, modindex or the detailed table of contents.
How to get started with the Open Virtual Network (OVN).

### 2.1 Installing Open Virtual Network (OVN)

A collection of guides detailing how to install OVN in a variety of different environments and using different configurations.

#### 2.1.1 Installation from Source

**OVN on Linux, FreeBSD and NetBSD**

This document describes how to build and install OVN on a generic Linux, FreeBSD, or NetBSD host. For specifics around installation on a specific platform, refer to one of the other installation guides listed in *Installing Open Virtual Network (OVN).*

**Obtaining OVN Sources**

The canonical location for OVN source code is its Git repository, which you can clone into a directory named “ovn” with:

```
$ git clone https://github.com/ovn-org/ovn.git
```

Cloning the repository leaves the “master” branch initially checked out. This is the right branch for general development. If, on the other hand, if you want to build a particular released version, you can check it out by running a command such as the following from the “ovn” directory:

```
$ git checkout v20.09.0
```
The repository also has a branch for each release series. For example, to obtain the latest fixes in the OVN 20.09.x release series, which might include bug fixes that have not yet been in any released version, you can check it out from the “ovn” directory with:

```bash
$ git checkout origin/branch-20.09
```

If you do not want to use Git, you can also obtain tarballs for OVN release versions <https://www.ovn.org/en/releases/>, or download a ZIP file for any snapshot from the GitHub web interface <https://github.com/ovn-org/ovn>.

### Build Requirements

To compile the userspace programs in the OVN distribution, you will need the following software:

- **Open vSwitch** ([https://docs.openvswitch.org/en/latest/intro/install/](https://docs.openvswitch.org/en/latest/intro/install/)). Open vSwitch is included as a sub-module in the OVN source code. It is kept at the minimum recommended version for OVN to build and operate optimally. See below for instructions about how to use a different OVS source location.

  **Note:** These OVS sources used as a set of libraries to build OVN binaries, so OVS submodule is only recommended to build OVN and **not recommended** to be used as a source for OVS build. To actually build/run OVS binaries (ovs-vswitchd, ovssdb-server) use **released versions of Open vSwitch** or packages provided in your distribution.

- GNU make
- One of the following C compilers:
  - GCC 4.6 or later.
  - Clang 3.4 or later.
  - MSVC 2013. Refer to [OVN on Windows](https://github.com/ovn-org/ovn) for additional Windows build instructions.
- libssl, from OpenSSL, is optional but recommended if you plan to connect the OVN services to the OVN DB ovssdb-servers securely. If libssl is installed, then OVN will automatically build with support for it.
- Unbound library, from [http://www.unbound.net](http://www.unbound.net), is optional but recommended if you want to enable ovn-northd, ovn-controller and other utilities to use DNS names when specifying OVSDB remotes. If unbound library is already installed, then OVN will automatically build with support for it. The environment variable OVS_RESOLV_CONF can be used to specify DNS server configuration file (the default file on Linux is /etc/resolv.conf).
- **DDlog** ([https://github.com/vmware/differential-datalog](https://github.com/vmware/differential-datalog)), if you want to build ovn-northd-ddlog, an alternate implementation of ovn-northd that scales better to large deployments. The NEWS file specifies the right version of DDlog to use with this release. Building with DDlog supports requires Rust to be installed (see [https://www.rust-lang.org/tools/install](https://www.rust-lang.org/tools/install)).

If you are working from a Git tree or snapshot (instead of from a distribution tarball), or if you modify the OVN build system or the database schema, you will also need the following software:

- Autoconf version 2.63 or later.
- Automake version 1.10 or later.
- libtool version 2.4 or later. (Older versions might work too.)

The OVN manpages will include an E-R diagram, in formats other than plain text, only if you have the following:

- dot from graphviz ([http://www.graphviz.org/](http://www.graphviz.org/)).
If you are going to extensively modify OVN, consider installing the following to obtain better warnings:

- "sparse" version 0.5.1 or later (https://git.kernel.org/pub/scm/devel/sparse/sparse.git/).
- GNU make.
- clang, version 3.4 or later
- flake8 along with the hacking flake8 plugin (for Python code). The automatic flake8 check that runs against Python code has some warnings enabled that come from the "hacking" flake8 plugin. If it’s not installed, the warnings just won’t occur until it’s run on a system with "hacking" installed.

You may find the ovs-dev script found in ovs/utilities/ovs-dev.py useful.

**Installation Requirements**

The machine you build OVN on may not be the one you run it on. To simply install and run OVN you require the following software:

- Shared libraries compatible with those used for the build.

On Linux you should ensure that /dev/urandom exists. To support TAP devices, you must also ensure that /dev/net/tun exists.

**Bootstrapping**

This step is not needed if you have downloaded a released tarball. If you pulled the sources directly from an OVN Git tree or got a Git tree snapshot, then run boot.sh in the top source directory to build the “configure” script:

```
$ ./boot.sh
```

Before configuring OVN, prepare Open vSwitch sources. The easiest way to do this is to use the included OVS submodule in the OVN source tree:

```
$ git submodule update --init
$ cd ovs
$ ./boot.sh
$ ./configure
$ make
$ cd ..
```

It is not required to build with the included OVS submodule; however the OVS submodule is guaranteed to include minimum recommended version of OVS libraries to ensure OVN’s build and optimal operation. If you wish to build with OVS source code from a different location on the file system, then be sure to configure and build it before building OVN.

**Configuring**

Then configure the package by running the configure script:

```
$ ./configure
```

If your OVS source directory is not the included OVS submodule, specify the location of the OVS source code using –with-ovs-source:
$ ./configure --with-ovs-source=/path/to/ovs/source

If you have built Open vSwitch in a separate directory from its source code, then you need to provide that path in the option --with-ovs-build.

By default all files are installed under /usr/local. OVN expects to find its database in /usr/local/etc/ovn by default. If you want to install all files into, e.g., /usr and /var instead of /usr/local and /usr/local/var and expect to use /etc/ovn as the default database directory, add options as shown here:

$ ./configure --prefix=/usr --localstatedir=/var --sysconfdir=/etc

Note: OVN installed with packages like .rpm (e.g. via yum install or rpm -ivh) and .deb (e.g. via apt-get install or dpkg -i) use the above configure options.

To build with DDlog support, add --with-ddlog=<path to ddlog>/lib to the configure command line. Building with DDLog adds a few minutes to the build because the Rust compiler is slow. To speed this up by about 2x, also add --enable-ddlog-fast-build. This disables some Rust compiler optimizations, making a much slower ovn-northd-ddlog executable, so it should not be used for production builds or for profiling.

By default, static libraries are built and linked against. If you want to use shared libraries instead:

$ ./configure --enable-shared

To use a specific C compiler for compiling Open vSwitch user programs, also specify it on the configure command line, like so:

$ ./configure CC=gcc-4.2

To use ‘clang’ compiler:

$ ./configure CC=clang

To supply special flags to the C compiler, specify them as CFLAGS on the configure command line. If you want the default CFLAGS, which include -g to build debug symbols and -O2 to enable optimizations, you must include them yourself. For example, to build with the default CFLAGS plus -msse3, you might run configure as follows:

$ ./configure CFLAGS="-g -O2 -msse3"

For efficient hash computation special flags can be passed to leverage built-in intrinsics. For example on X86_64 with SSE4.2 instruction set support, CRC32 intrinsics can be used by passing -msse4.2:

$ ./configure CFLAGS="-g -O2 -msse4.2"

Also builtin popcnt instruction can be used to speedup the counting of the bits set in an integer. For example on X86_64 with POPCNT support, it can be enabled by passing -mpopcnt:

$ ./configure CFLAGS="-g -O2 -mpopcnt"

If you are on a different processor and don’t know what flags to choose, it is recommended to use -march=native settings:

$ ./configure CFLAGS="-g -O2 -march=native"

With this, GCC will detect the processor and automatically set appropriate flags for it. This should not be used if you are compiling OVS outside the target machine.
Note: CFLAGS are not applied when building the Linux kernel module. Custom CFLAGS for the kernel module are supplied using the EXTRA_CFLAGS variable when running make. For example:

```
$ make EXTRA_CFLAGS="-Wno-error=date-time"
```

If you are a developer and want to enable Address Sanitizer for debugging purposes, at about a 2x runtime cost, you can add -fsanitize=address -fno-omit-frame-pointer -fno-common to CFLAGS. For example:

```
$ ./configure CFLAGS="-g -O2 -fsanitize=address -fno-omit-frame-pointer -fno-common"
```

To build the Linux kernel module, so that you can run the kernel-based switch, pass the location of the kernel build directory on --with-linux. For example, to build for a running instance of Linux:

```
$ ./configure --with-linux=/lib/modules/$(uname -r)/build
```

Note: If --with-linux requests building for an unsupported version of Linux, then configure will fail with an error message. Refer to the Open Virtual Network (OVN) FAQ for advice in that case.

If you plan to do much OVN development, you might want to add --enable-Werror, which adds the -Werror option to the compiler command line, turning warnings into errors. That makes it impossible to miss warnings generated by the build. For example:

```
$ ./configure --enable-Werror
```

If you’re building with GCC, then, for improved warnings, install sparse (see “Prerequisites”) and enable it for the build by adding --enable-sparse. Use this with --enable-Werror to avoid missing both compiler and sparse warnings, e.g.:

```
$ ./configure --enable-Werror --enable-sparse
```

To build with gcov code coverage support, add --enable-coverage:

```
$ ./configure --enable-coverage
```

The configure script accepts a number of other options and honors additional environment variables. For a full list, invoke configure with the --help option:

```
$ ./configure --help
```

You can also run configure from a separate build directory. This is helpful if you want to build OVN in more than one way from a single source directory, e.g. to try out both GCC and Clang builds. For example:

```
$ mkdir _gcc && (cd _gcc && ./configure CC=gcc)
$ mkdir _clang && (cd _clang && ./configure CC=clang)
```

Under certain loads the ovsdb-server and other components perform better when using the jemalloc memory allocator, instead of the glibc memory allocator. If you wish to link with jemalloc add it to LIBS:

```
$ ./configure LIBS=-ljemalloc
```

Example usage:: $ # Clone OVS repo $cd /home/foo/ovs $./boot.sh $mkdir_gcc $cd_gcc && ./configure && cd .. $make -C_gcc
$ # Clone OVN repo $ cd /home/foo/ovn $ ./boot.sh $ ./configure --with-ovs-source=/home/foo/ovs/ --with-ovs-build=/home/foo/ovs/_gcc

It is expected to configure both Open vSwitch and OVN with the same prefix.

Building

1. Run GNU make in the build directory, e.g.:

   $ make

   or if GNU make is installed as “gmake”:

   $ gmake

   If you used a separate build directory, run make or gmake from that directory, e.g.:

   $ make -C _gcc
   $ make -C _clang

   **Note:** Some versions of Clang and ccache are not completely compatible. If you see unusual warnings when you use both together, consider disabling ccache.

2. Consider running the testsuite. Refer to Testing for instructions.

3. Run `make install` to install the executables and manpages into the running system, by default under `/usr/local`

   $ sudo make install

Starting

Before starting the OVN, start the Open vSwitch daemons. Refer to the Open vSwitch documentation for more details on how to start OVS.

On Unix-alike systems, such as BSDs and Linux, starting the OVN suite of daemons is a simple process. OVN includes a shell script, called ovn-ctl which automates much of the tasks for starting and stopping ovn-northd, ovn-controller and ovsdb-servers. After installation, the daemons can be started by using the ovn-ctl utility. This will take care to setup initial conditions, and start the daemons in the correct order. The ovn-ctl utility is located in ‘$(pkgdatadir)/scripts’, and defaults to ‘/usr/local/share/ovn/scripts’. ovn-ctl utility requires the ‘ovs-lib’ helper shell script which is present in ‘/usr/local/share/openvswitch/scripts’. So invoking ovn-ctl as “./ovn-ctl” will fail.

An example after install might be:

```bash
$ export PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/share/ovn/scripts
$ ovn-ctl start_northd
$ ovn-ctl start_controller
```

If you built with DDlog support, then you can start `ovn-northd-ddlog` instead of `ovn-northd` by adding `--ovn-northd-ddlog=yes`, e.g.:

```bash
$ export PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/share/ovn/scripts
$ ovn-ctl --ovn-northd-ddlog=yes start_northd
$ ovn-ctl start_controller
```
Starting OVN Central services

OVN central services includes ovn-northd, Northbound and Southbound ovsdb-server.

$ export PATH=$PATH:/usr/local/share/ovn/scripts $ ovn-ctl start_northd

Refer to ovn-ctl(8) for more information and the supported options.

You may wish to manually start the OVN central daemons. Before starting ovn-northd you need to start OVN North-bound and Southbound ovsdb-servers. Before ovsdb-servers can be started, configure the Northbound and Southbound databases:

```bash
$ sudo mkdir -p /usr/local/etc/ovn
$ sudo ovsdb-tool create /usr/local/etc/ovn/ovnnb_db.db ovn-nb.ovsschema
$ sudo ovsdb-tool create /usr/local/etc/ovn/ovnsb_db.db ovn-sb.ovsschema
```

Configure ovsdb-servers to use databases created above, to listen on a Unix domain socket and to use the SSL configuration in the database:

```bash
$ sudo mkdir -p /usr/local/var/run/ovn
$ sudo ovsdb-server /usr/local/etc/ovn/ovnnb_db.db --remote=punix:/usr/local/var/run/ovn/ovnnb_db.sock
  --remote=db:OVN_Northbound,NB_Global,connections
  --private-key=db:OVN_Northbound,SSL,private_key
  --certificate=db:OVN_Northbound,SSL,certificate
  --bootstrap-ca-cert=db:OVN_Northbound,SSL,ca_cert
$ sudo ovsdb-server /usr/local/etc/ovn/ovnsb_db.db --remote=punix:/usr/local/var/run/ovn/ovnsb_db.sock
  --remote=db:OVN_Southbound,SB_Global,connections
  --private-key=db:OVN_Southbound,SSL,private_key
  --certificate=db:OVN_Southbound,SSL,certificate
  --bootstrap-ca-cert=db:OVN_Southbound,SSL,ca_cert
```

**Note:** If you built OVN without SSL support, then omit --private-key, --certificate, and --bootstrap-ca-cert.

Initialize the databases using ovn-nbctl and ovn-sbctl. This is only necessary the first time after you create the databases with ovsdb-tool, though running it at any time is harmless:

```bash
$ ovn-nbctl --no-wait init
$ ovn-sbctl --no-wait init
```

Start ovn-northd, telling it to connect to the OVN db servers same Unix domain socket:

```bash
$ ovn-northd --pidfile --detach --log-file
```

If you built with DDlog support, you can start ovn-northd-ddlog instead, the same way:

```bash
$ ovn-northd-ddlog --pidfile --detach --log-file
```
Starting OVN Central services in containers

For OVN central node, we dont need to load ovs kernel modules on host. Hence, OVN central containers OS need not depend on host OS.

Also we can leverage deploying entire OVN control plane in a pod spec for use cases like OVN-kubernetes

Export following variables in .env and place it under project root:

```bash
$ OVN_BRANCH=<BRANCH>
$ OVN_VERSION=<VERSION>
$ DISTRO=<LINUX_DISTRO>
$ KERNEL_VERSION=<LINUX_KERNEL_VERSION>
$ GITHUB_SRC=<GITHUB_URL>
$ DOCKER_REPO=<REPO_TO_PUSH_IMAGE>
```

To build ovn modules:

```bash
$ cd utilities/docker
$ make build
```

Compiled Modules will be tagged with docker image

To Push ovn modules:

```bash
$ make push
```

OVN docker image will be pushed to specified docker repo.

Start OVN containers using below command:

```bash
$ docker run -itd --net=host --name=ovn-nb-raft \
   --privileged <docker_repo>:<tag> ovn-nb-cluster-create

$ docker run -itd --net=host --name=ovn-northd-raft \
   --privileged <docker_repo>:<tag> ovn-northd-cluster
```

Start OVN containers in cluster mode using below command on node2 and node3 to make them join the peer using below command:
$ docker run -e "host_ip=<host_ip>" -e "remote_host=<remote_host_ip>" -e "nb_db_port=<port>" -itd --name=ovn-nb-raft --net=host --privileged <docker_repo>:<tag> ovn-nb-cluster-join

$ docker run -e "host_ip=<host_ip>" -e "remote_host=<remote_host_ip>" -e "sb_db_port=<port>" -itd --name=ovn-sb-raft --net=host --privileged <docker_repo>:<tag> ovn-sb-cluster-join


Start OVN containers using unix socket:

$ docker run -itd --net=host --name=ovn-nb --v /var/run/ovn/:/var/run/ovn/ <docker_repo>:<tag> ovn-nb

$ docker run -itd --net=host --name=ovn-sb --v /var/run/ovn/:/var/run/ <docker_repo>:<tag> ovn-sb

$ docker run -itd --net=host --name=ovn-northd --v /var/run/ovn/:/var/run/ <docker_repo>:<tag> ovn-northd

**Note:** Current ovn central components comes up in docker image in a standalone and cluster mode with protocol tcp. The debian docker file use ubuntu 16.04 as a base image for reference. User can use any other base image for debian, e.g. u14.04, etc. RHEL based docker support is now added with centos7 as a base image.

**Starting OVN host service**

On each chassis, ovn-controller service should be started. ovn-controller assumes it gets configuration information from the Open_vSwitch table of the local OVS instance. Refer to the ovn-controller(8) for the configuration keys. Below are the required keys to be configured on each chassis.

1. **external_ids:** system-id
2. **external_ids:** ovn-remote
3. **external_ids:** ovn-encap-type
4. **external_ids:** ovn-encap-ip

You may wish to manually start the ovn-controller service on each chassis.

Start the ovn-controller, telling it to connect to the local ovsdb-server Unix domain socket:

$ ovn-controller --pidfile --detach --log-file
Starting OVN host service in containers

For OVN host too, we dont need to load ovs kernel modules on host. Hence, OVN host container OS need not depend on host OS.

Also we can leverage deploying OVN host in a pod spec for use cases like OVN-kubernetes to manage OVS which can be running as a service on host or in container.

Start ovsdb-server and ovs-vsswitchd components as per http://docs.openvswitch.org/en/latest/intro/install/general/

start local ovn-controller with below command if ovs is also running in container:

```bash
$ docker run -itd --net=host --name=ovn-controller \
  --volumes-from=ovsdb-server \
  <docker_repo>:<tag> ovn-controller
```

start local ovn-controller with below command if ovs is running as a service:

```bash
$ docker run -itd --net=host --name=ovn-controller \
  -v /var/run/openvswitch/:/var/run/openvswitch/ \
  <docker_repo>:<tag> ovn-controller
```

Validating

At this point you can use ovn-nbctl on the central node to set up logical switches and ports and other OVN logical entities. For example, to create a logical switch \texttt{sw0} and add logical port \texttt{sw0-p1}

```bash
$ ovn-nbctl ls-add sw0
$ ovn-nbctl lsp-add sw0 sw0-p1
$ ovn-nbctl show
```

Refer to ovn-nbctl(8) and ovn-sbctl (8) for more details.

When using ovn in container, exec to container to run above commands:

```bash
$ docker exec -it <ovn-nb/ovn-sb/ovn-northd/ovn-controller> /bin/bash
```

Reporting Bugs

Report problems to bugs@openvswitch.org.

OVN on Windows

TODO

- This document needs to be updated.

2.1.2 Installation from Packages

OVN is packaged on a variety of distributions. The tooling required to build these packages is included in the OVN tree. The instructions are provided below.
Distributions packaging Open Virtual Network (OVN)

This document lists various popular distributions packaging OVN.

**Note:** The packaged version available with distributions may not be latest OVN release.

**Debian**

You can use `apt-get` or `aptitude` to install the .deb packages and must be superuser. Debian has `ovn-common`, `ovn-host`, `ovn-central` and `ovn-vtep` .deb packages.

**Fedora**

Fedora provides `ovn`, `ovn-host`, `ovn-central` and `ovn-vtep` rpm packages. Use `yum` or `dnf` to install the rpm packages and must be superuser.

**OpenSuSE**

OpenSUSE provides `openvswitch-ovn-common`, `openvswitch-ovn-host`, `openvswitch-ovn-central` and `openvswitch-ovn-vtep` rpm packages.

**Debian Packaging for OVN**

OVN packages needs to be split from OVS. This section will be updated once it is done.

**Fedora, RHEL 7.x Packaging for OVN**

This document provides instructions for building and installing OVN RPM packages on a Fedora Linux host. Instructions for the installation of OVN Fedora Linux host without using RPM packages can be found in the [OVN on Linux, FreeBSD and NetBSD](#).

These instructions have been tested with Fedora 29 and 30, and are also applicable for RHEL 7.x and its derivatives, including CentOS 7.x and Scientific Linux 7.x.

**Build Requirements**

You will need to install all required packages to build the RPMs. Newer distributions use `dnf` but if it’s not available, then use `yum` instructions.

The command below will install RPM tools and generic build dependencies. And (optionally) include these packages: libcap-ng libcap-ng-devel.

DNF:

```
$ dnf install '@Development Tools' rpm-build dnf-plugins-core
```

YUM:
Then it is necessary to install OVN specific build dependencies. The dependencies are listed in the SPEC file, but first it is necessary to replace the VERSION tag to be a valid SPEC.

The command below will create a temporary SPEC file:

```
$ sed -e 's/@VERSION@/0.0.1/' rhel/ovn-fedora.spec.in > /tmp/ovn.spec
```

And to install specific dependencies, use the corresponding tool below. For some of the dependencies on RHEL you may need to add two additional repositories to help yum-builddep, e.g.:

```
$ subscription-manager repos --enable=rhel-7-server-extras-rpms
$ subscription-manager repos --enable=rhel-7-server-optional-rpms
```

**DNF:**

```
$ dnf builddep /tmp/ovn.spec
```

**YUM:**

```
$ yum-builddep /tmp/ovn.spec
```

Once that is completed, remove the file `/tmp/ovn.spec`.

**Bootstraping**

Refer to [Bootstrapping](#).

**Configuring**

Refer to [Configuring](#).

**Building**

**OVN RPMs**

To build OVN RPMs, first generate openvswitch source tarball in your openvswitch source directory by running

```
$ make dist
```

And then execute the following in the OVN source directory (in which `./configure` was executed):

```
$ make rpm-fedora
```

This will create the RPMs `ovn`, `ovn-central`, `ovn-host`, `ovn-vtep`, `ovn-docker`, `ovn-debuginfo`, `ovn-central-debuginfo`, `ovn-host-debuginfo` and `ovn-vtep-debuginfo`.

You can also have the above commands automatically run the OVN unit tests. This can take several minutes.

```
$ make rpm-fedora RPMBUILD_OPT="--with check"
```
Installing

RPM packages can be installed by using the command `rpm -i`. Package installation requires superuser privileges. Refer to the RHEL README for additional usage and configuration information.

Reporting Bugs

Report problems to bugs@openvswitch.org.

RHEL 5.6, 6.x Packaging for Open vSwitch

This document describes how to build and install Open vSwitch on a Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) host. If you want to install Open vSwitch on a generic Linux host, refer to OVN on Linux, FreeBSD and NetBSD instead.

We have tested these instructions with RHEL 5.6 and RHEL 6.0.

For RHEL 7.x (or derivatives, such as CentOS 7.x), you should follow the instructions in the Fedora, RHEL 7.x Packaging for OVN. The Fedora spec files are used for RHEL 7.x.

Prerequisites

You may build from an Open vSwitch distribution tarball or from an Open vSwitch Git tree.

The default RPM build directory, `_topdir`, has five directories in the top-level.

- **BUILD/** where the software is unpacked and built
- **RPMS/** where the newly created binary package files are written
- **SOURCES/** contains the original sources, patches, and icon files
- **SPECS/** contains the spec files for each package to be built
- **SRPMS/** where the newly created source package files are written

Before you begin, note the RPM sources directory on your version of RHEL. The command `rpmbuild --showrc` will show the configuration for each of those directories. Alternatively, the command `rpm --eval '%{_topdir}'}' shows the current configuration for the top level directory and the command `rpm --eval '%{_sourcedir}'}' does the same for the sources directory. On RHEL 5, the default RPM _topdir is /usr/src/redhat and the default RPM sources directory is /usr/src/redhat/SOURCES. On RHEL 6, the default _topdir is $HOME/rpmbuild and the default RPM sources directory is $HOME/rpmbuild/SOURCES.

Build Requirements

You will need to install all required packages to build the RPMs. The command below will install RPM tools and generic build dependencies:

```
$ yum install @'Development Tools' rpm-build yum-utils
```

Then it is necessary to install Open vSwitch specific build dependencies. The dependencies are listed in the SPEC file, but first it is necessary to replace the VERSION tag to be a valid SPEC.

The command below will create a temporary SPEC file:
Open Virtual Network (OVN), Release 21.03.90

$ sed -e 's/@VERSION@/0.0.1/' rhel/openvswitch.spec.in > /tmp/ovs.spec

And to install specific dependencies, use yum-builddep tool:

$ yum-builddep /tmp/ovs.spec

Once that is completed, remove the file /tmp/ovs.spec.

If python-sphinx package is not available in your version of RHEL, you can install it via pip with ‘pip install sphinx’.

Open vSwitch requires python 2.7 or newer which is not available in older distributions. In the case of RHEL 6.x and its derivatives, one option is to install python34 from EPEL.

Bootstrapping and Configuring

If you are building from a distribution tarball, skip to Building. If not, you must be building from an Open vSwitch Git tree. Determine what version of Autoconf is installed (e.g. run autoconf --version). If it is not at least version 2.63, then you must upgrade or use another machine to build the packages.

Assuming all requirements have been met, build the tarball by running:

$ ./boot.sh
$ ./configure
$ make dist

You must run this on a machine that has the tools listed in Build Requirements as prerequisites for building from a Git tree. Afterward, proceed with the rest of the instructions using the distribution tarball.

Now you have a distribution tarball, named something like openvswitch-x.y.z.tar.gz. Copy this file into the RPM sources directory, e.g.:

$ cp openvswitch-x.y.z.tar.gz $HOME/rpmbuild/SOURCES

Broken build symlink

Some versions of the RHEL 6 kernel-devel package contain a broken build symlink. If you are using such a version, you must fix the problem before continuing.

To find out whether you are affected, run:

$ cd /lib/modules/<version>
$ ls -l build/

where <version> is the version number of the RHEL 6 kernel.

Note: The trailing slash in the final command is important. Be sure to include it.

If the ls command produces a directory listing, your kernel-devel package is OK. If it produces a No such file or directory error, your kernel-devel package is buggy.

If your kernel-devel package is buggy, then you can fix it with:

$ cd /lib/modules/<version>
$ rm build
$ ln -s /usr/src/kernels/<target> build
where `<target>` is the name of an existing directory under `/usr/src/kernels`, whose name should be similar to `<version>` but may contain some extra parts. Once you have done this, verify the fix with the same procedure you used above to check for the problem.

**Building**

You should have a distribution tarball named something like `openvswitch-x.y.z.tar.gz`. Copy this file into the RPM sources directory:

```
$ cp openvswitch-x.y.z.tar.gz $HOME/rpmbuild/SOURCES
```

Make another copy of the distribution tarball in a temporary directory. Then unpack the tarball and `cd` into its root:

```
$ tar xzf openvswitch-x.y.z.tar.gz
$ cd openvswitch-x.y.z
```

**Userspace**

To build Open vSwitch userspace, run:

```
$ rpmbuild -bb rhel/openvswitch.spec
```

This produces two RPMs: “openvswitch” and “openvswitch-debuginfo”.

The above command automatically runs the Open vSwitch unit tests. To disable the unit tests, run:

```
$ rpmbuild -bb --without check rhel/openvswitch.spec
```

**Note:** If the build fails with `configure: error: source dir /lib/modules/2.6.32-279.el6.x86_64/build doesn't exist` or similar, then the kernel-devel package is missing or buggy.

**Kernel Module**

On RHEL 6, to build the Open vSwitch kernel module run:

```
$ rpmbuild -bb rhel/kmod-openvswitch-rhel6.spec
```

You might have to specify a kernel version and/or variants, e.g.:

```
$ rpmbuild -bb -D "kversion 2.6.32-131.6.1.el6.x86_64" -D "kflavors default debug kdump" rhel/kmod-openvswitch-rhel6.spec
```

This produces an “kmod-openvswitch” RPM for each kernel variant, in this example: “kmod-openvswitch”, “kmod-openvswitch-debug”, and “kmod-openvswitch-kdump”.

**Red Hat Network Scripts Integration**

A RHEL host has default firewall rules that prevent any Open vSwitch tunnel traffic from passing through. If a user configures Open vSwitch tunnels like Geneve, GRE, VXLAN, LISP etc., they will either have to manually add `iptables` firewall rules to allow the tunnel traffic or add it through a startup script Refer to the “enable-protocol” command in the `ovs-ctl(8)` manpage for more information.

---
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In addition, simple integration with Red Hat network scripts has been implemented. Refer to README.RHEL.rst in the source tree or /usr/share/doc/openvswitch/README.RHEL.rst in the installed openvswitch package for details.

**Reporting Bugs**

Report problems to bugs@openvswitch.org.

### 2.1.3 Upgrades

**OVN Upgrades**

Since OVN is a distributed system, special consideration must be given to the process used to upgrade OVN across a deployment. This document discusses the recommended upgrade process.

**Release Notes**

You should always check the OVS and OVN release notes (NEWS file) for any release specific notes on upgrades.

**OVS**

OVN depends on and is included with OVS. It’s expected that OVS and OVN are upgraded together, partly for convenience. OVN is included in OVS releases so it’s easiest to upgrade them together. OVN may also make use of new features of OVS only available in that release.

**Upgrade ovn-controller**

You should start by upgrading ovn-controller on each host it’s running on. First, you upgrade the OVS and OVN packages. Then, restart the ovn-controller service. You can restart with ovn-ctl:

```
$ sudo /usr/share/openvswitch/scripts/ovn-ctl restart_controller
```

or with systemd:

```
$ sudo systemd restart ovn-controller
```

**Upgrade OVN Databases and ovn-northd**

The OVN databases and ovn-northd should be upgraded next. Since ovn-controller has already been upgraded, it will be ready to operate on any new functionality specified by the database or logical flows created by ovn-northd.

Upgrading the OVN packages installs everything needed for an upgrade. The only step required after upgrading the packages is to restart ovn-northd, which automatically restarts the databases and upgrades the database schema, as well.

You may perform this restart using the ovn-ctl script:

```
$ sudo /usr/share/openvswitch/scripts/ovn-ctl restart_northd
```

or if you’re using a Linux distribution with systemd:
$ sudo systemctl restart ovn-northd

Schema Change

During database upgrading, if there is schema change, the DB file will be converted to the new schema automatically, if the schema change is backward compatible. OVN tries the best to keep the DB schemas backward compatible.

However, there can be situations that an incompatible change is reasonable. An example of such case is to add constraints in the table to ensure correctness. If there were already data that violates the new constraints got added somehow, it will result in DB upgrade failures. In this case, user should manually correct data using ovn-nbctl (for north-bound DB) or ovn-sbctl (for south-bound DB), and then upgrade again following previous steps. Below is a list of known impactible schema changes and how to fix when error encountered.

1. Release 2.11: index [type, ip] added for Encap table of south-bound DB to prevent duplicated IPs being used for same tunnel type. If there are duplicated data added already (e.g. due to improper chassis management), a convenient way to fix is to find the chassis that is using the IP with command:

   $ ovn-sbctl show

Then delete the chassis with command:

   $ ovn-sbctl chassis-del <chassis>

Upgrading OVN Integration

Lastly, you may also want to upgrade integration with OVN that you may be using. For example, this could be the OpenStack Neutron driver or ovn-kubernetes.

OVN’s northbound database schema is a backwards compatible interface, so you should be able to safely complete an OVN upgrade before upgrading any integration in use.

2.1.4 Others

Open Virtual Network (OVN) Documentation

This document describes how to build the OVN documentation for use offline. A continuously updated, online version can be found at docs.ovn.org.

Note: These instructions provide information on building the documentation locally. For information on writing documentation, refer to OVN Documentation Style

Build Requirements

As described in the OVN Documentation Style, the OVN documentation is written in reStructuredText and built with Sphinx. A detailed guide on installing Sphinx in many environments is available on the Sphinx website but, for most Linux distributions, you can install with your package manager. For example, on Debian/Ubuntu run:

   $ sudo apt-get install python-sphinx
Similarly, on RHEL/Fedora run:

```bash
$ sudo dnf install python-sphinx
```

A `requirements.txt` is also provided in the `/Documentation`, should you wish to install using `pip`:

```bash
$ virtualenv .venv
$ source .venv/bin/activate
$ pip install -r Documentation/requirements.txt
```

### Configuring

It’s unlikely that you’ll need to customize any aspect of the configuration. However, the `Documentation/conf.py` is the go-to place for all configuration. This file is well documented and further information is available on the Sphinx website.

### Building

Once Sphinx installed, the documentation can be built using the provided Makefile targets:

```bash
$ make docs-check
```

**Important:** The `docs-check` target will fail if there are any syntax errors. However, it won’t catch more succinct issues such as style or grammar issues. As a result, you should always inspect changes visually to ensure the result is as intended.

Once built, documentation is available in the `/Documentation/_build` folder. Open the root `index.html` to browse the documentation.
Getting started with Open vSwitch (OVS) and Open Virtual Network (OVN) for Open vSwitch.

### 3.1 OVN Sandbox

This tutorial shows you how to explore features using `ovs-sandbox` as a simulated test environment. It’s assumed that you have an understanding of OVS before going through this tutorial. Detail about OVN is covered in `ovn-architecture`, but this tutorial lets you quickly see it in action.

#### 3.1.1 Getting Started

For some general information about `ovs-sandbox`, see the Open vSwitch documentation on `ovs-sandbox`. `ovs-sandbox` in the OVN repo includes OVN support by default. To start it, you would simply need to run:

```bash
$ make sandbox
```

Running the sandbox does the following steps to the environment:

1. Creates the `OVN_Northbound` and `OVN_Southbound` databases as described in `ovn-nb(5)` and `ovn-sb(5)`.  
2. Creates a backup server for `OVN_Southbond` database. Sandbox launch screen provides the instructions on accessing the backup database. However, access to the backup server is not required to go through the tutorial.  
3. Creates the `hardware_vtep` database as described in `vtep(5)`.  
4. Runs the `ovn-northd(8)`, `ovn-controller(8)`, and `ovn-controller-vtep(8)` daemons.  
5. Makes OVN and VTEP utilities available for use in the environment, including `vtep-ctl(8)`, `ovn-nbctl(8)`, and `ovn-sbctl(8)`.
3.1.2 Using GDB

GDB support is not required to go through the tutorial. See the “Using GDB” section of ovs-advanced in Open vSwitch documentation for more info. Additional flags exist for launching the debugger for the OVN programs:

```
--gdb-ovn-northd
--gdb-ovn-controller
--gdb-ovn-controller-vtep
```

3.1.3 Creating OVN Resources

Once you have ovs-sandbox running with OVN enabled, you can start using OVN utilities to create resources in OVN. As an example, we will create an environment that has two logical switches connected by a logical router.

Create the first logical switch with one port:

```
$ ovn-nbctl ls-add sw0
$ ovn-nbctl lsp-add sw0 sw0-port1
$ ovn-nbctl lsp-set-addresses sw0-port1 "50:54:00:00:00:01 192.168.0.2"
```

Create the second logical switch with one port:

```
$ ovn-nbctl ls-add sw1
$ ovn-nbctl lsp-add sw1 sw1-port1
$ ovn-nbctl lsp-set-addresses sw1-port1 "50:54:00:00:00:03 11.0.0.2"
```

Create the logical router and attach both logical switches:

```
$ ovn-nbctl lr-add lr0
$ ovn-nbctl lrp-add lr0 lrp0 00:00:00:00:ff:01 192.168.0.1/24
$ ovn-nbctl lsp-add sw0 lrp0-attachment
$ ovn-nbctl lsp-set-type lrp0-attachment router
$ ovn-nbctl lsp-set-addresses lrp0-attachment 00:00:00:00:ff:01
$ ovn-nbctl lsp-set-options lrp0-attachment router-port=lrp0
$ ovn-nbctl lrp-add lr0 lrp1 00:00:00:00:ff:02 11.0.0.1/24
$ ovn-nbctl lsp-add sw1 lrp1-attachment
$ ovn-nbctl lsp-set-type lrp1-attachment router
$ ovn-nbctl lsp-set-addresses lrp1-attachment 00:00:00:00:ff:02
$ ovn-nbctl lsp-set-options lrp1-attachment router-port=lrp1
```

View a summary of OVN’s current logical configuration:

```
$ ovn-nbctl show
switch 1396cf55-d176-4082-9a55-1c06cef626e4 (sw1)
  port lrp1-attachment
    addresses: ["00:00:00:00:ff:02"]
  port sw1-port1
    addresses: ["50:54:00:00:00:03 11.0.0.2"]
switch 2c9d6d03-09fc-4e32-8da6-305f129b0d53 (sw0)
  port lrp0-attachment
    addresses: ["00:00:00:00:ff:01"]
  port sw0-port1
    addresses: ["50:54:00:00:00:01 192.168.0.2"]
router f8377e8c-f75e-4fc8-8751-f3ea03c6dd98 (lr0)
  port lrp0
    mac: "00:00:00:00:ff:01"
(continues on next page)
networks: ["192.168.0.1/24"]
port lrpl
  mac: "00:00:00:00:ff:02"
networks: ["11.0.0.1/24"]

The tutorial directory of the OVS source tree includes a script that runs all of the commands for you:

```
$ ./ovn-setup.sh
```

### 3.1.4 Using ovn-trace

Once you have configured resources in OVN, try using `ovn-trace` to see how OVN would process a sample packet through its logical pipeline.

For example, we can trace an IP packet from `sw0-port1` to `sw1-port1`. The `--minimal` output shows each visible action performed on the packet, which includes:

1. The logical router will decrement the IP TTL field.
2. The logical router will change the source and destination MAC addresses to reflect the next hop.
3. The packet will be output to `sw1-port1`.

```
$ ovn-trace --minimal sw0 'inport == "sw0-port1" \n> && eth.src == 50:54:00:00:00:01 && ip4.src == 192.168.0.2 \n> && eth.dst == 00:00:00:00:ff:01 && ip4.dst == 11.0.0.2 \n> && ip.ttl == 64'
```

The `ovn-trace` utility can also provide much more detail on how the packet would be processed through OVN's logical pipeline, as well as correlate that to OpenFlow flows programmed by `ovn-controller`. See the `ovn-trace(8)` man page for more detail.

### 3.2 OVN OpenStack Tutorial

This tutorial demonstrates how OVN works in an OpenStack “DevStack” environment. It was tested with the “master” branches of DevStack and Open vSwitch near the beginning of May 2017. Anyone using an earlier version is likely to encounter some differences. In particular, we noticed some shortcomings in OVN utilities while writing the tutorial and pushed out some improvements, so it’s best to use recent Open vSwitch at least from that point of view.

The goal of this tutorial is to demonstrate OVN in an end-to-end way, that is, to show how it works from the cloud management system at the top (in this case, OpenStack and specifically its Neutron networking subsystem), through the OVN northbound and southbound databases, to the bottom at the OVN local controller and Open vSwitch data plane. We hope that this demonstration makes it easier for users and potential users to understand how OVN works and how to debug and troubleshoot it.

In addition to new material, this tutorial incorporates content from `ovn_devstack.rst` in OpenStack neutron, by Russell Bryant and others. Without that example, this tutorial could not have been written.
We provide enough details in the tutorial that you should be able to fully follow along, by creating a DevStack VM and cloning DevStack and so on. If you want to do this, start out from Setting Up DevStack below.

### 3.2.1 Setting Up DevStack

This section explains how to install DevStack, a kind of OpenStack packaging for developers, in a way that allows you to follow along with the tutorial in full.

Unless you have a spare computer laying about, it’s easiest to install DevStack in a virtual machine. This tutorial was built using a VM implemented by KVM and managed by virt-manager. I recommend configuring the VM configured for the x86-64 architecture, 6 GB RAM, 2 VCPUs, and a 20 GB virtual disk.

**Note:** Since we will be creating VMs inside this VM, it is important to have nesting configured properly. See https://github.com/openstack/devstack/blob/master/doc/source/guides/devstack-with-nested-kvm.rst for details on that.

Also, if you happen to run your Linux-based host with 32-bit userspace, then you will have some special issues, even if you use a 64-bit mode:

- You may find that you can get 32-bit DevStack VMs to work to some extent, but I personally got tired of finding workarounds. I recommend running your VMs in 64-bit mode. To get this to work, I had to go to the CPUs tab for the VM configuration in virt-manager and change the CPU model from the one originally listed to “Hypervisor Default” (it is curious that this is not the default!).

- On a host with 32-bit userspace, KVM supports VMs with at most 2047 MB RAM. This is adequate, barely, to start DevStack, but it is not enough to run multiple (nested) VMs. To prevent out-of-memory failures, set up extra swap space in the guest. For example, to add 2 GB swap:

```bash
$ sudo dd if=/dev/zero of=/swapfile bs=1M count=2048
$ sudo mkswap /swapfile
$ sudo swapon /swapfile
```

and then add a line like this to `/etc/fstab` to add the new swap automatically upon reboot:

```
/swapfile swap swap defaults 0 0
```

Here are step-by-step instructions to get started:

1. Install a VM.

   I tested these instructions with Centos 7.6. Download the “minimal install” ISO and booted it. The install is straightforward. Be sure to enable networking, and set a host name, such as “ovn-devstack-1”. Add a regular (non-root) user, and check the box “Make this user administrator”. Also, set your time zone.

2. You can SSH into the DevStack VM, instead of running from a console. I recommend it because it’s easier to cut and paste commands into a terminal than a VM console. You might also consider using a very wide terminal, perhaps 160 columns, to keep tables from wrapping.

   To improve convenience further, you can make it easier to log in with the following steps, which are optional:

   a. On your host, edit your `~/.ssh/config`, adding lines like the following:

   ```
   Host ovn-devstack-1
   Hostname VMIP
   User VMUSER
   ```

   where VMIP is the VM’s IP address and VMUSER is your username inside the VM. (You can omit the `User` line if your username is the same in the host and the VM.) After you do this, you can SSH to the VM.
by name, e.g. \texttt{ssh ovn-devstack-1}, and if command-line completion is set up in your host shell, you can shorten that to something like \texttt{ssh ovn} followed by hitting the Tab key.

b. If you have SSH public key authentication set up, with an SSH agent, run on your host:

\begin{verbatim}
$ ssh-copy-id ovn-devstack-1
\end{verbatim}

and type your password once. Afterward, you can log in without typing your password again.

(If you don’t already use SSH public key authentication and an agent, consider looking into it—it will save you time in the long run.)

c. Optionally, inside the VM, append the following to your \texttt{~/.bash_profile}:

\begin{verbatim}
. $HOME/devstack/openrc admin
\end{verbatim}

It will save you running it by hand each time you log in. But it also prints garbage to the console, which can screw up services like \texttt{ssh-copy-id}, so be careful.

2. Boot into the installed system and log in as the regular user, then install Git:

\begin{verbatim}
$ sudo yum install git
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{Note:} Support for Centos 7 in Devstack is going away, but you can still use it. Especially while Centos 8 support is not finished. The one important caveat for making Centos 7 work with Devstack is that you will explicitly have to install these packages as well:

\begin{verbatim}
$ sudo yum install python3 python3-devel
\end{verbatim}

If you installed a 32-bit i386 guest (against the advice above), install a non-PAE kernel and reboot into it at this point:

\begin{verbatim}
$ sudo yum install kernel-core kernel-devel
$ sudo reboot
\end{verbatim}

Be sure to select the non-PAE kernel from the list at boot. Without this step, DevStack will fail to install properly later.

3. Get copies of DevStack and Neutron and set them up:

\begin{verbatim}
$ git clone https://git.openstack.org/openstack-dev/devstack.git
$ git clone https://git.openstack.org/openstack/neutron.git
$ cd devstack
$ cp ../neutron/devstack/ovn-local.conf.sample local.conf
\end{verbatim}

\textbf{Note:} Depending on the name of the network device used by the VM, devstack may be unable to automatically obtain its IP address. If that happens, edit \texttt{local.conf} and explicitly provide it (X marks the spot):

\begin{verbatim}
HOST_IP=X
\end{verbatim}

If you installed a 32-bit i386 guest (against the advice above), at this point edit \texttt{local.conf} to add the following line:

\begin{verbatim}
CIRROS_ARCH=i386
\end{verbatim}
4. Initialize DevStack:

$ ./stack.sh

This will spew many screenfuls of text, and the first time you run it, it will download lots of software from the Internet. The output should eventually end with something like this:

This is your host IP address: 172.16.189.6
This is your host IPv6 address: ::1
Horizon is now available at http://172.16.189.6/dashboard
Keystone is serving at http://172.16.189.6/identity/
The default users are: admin and demo
The password: password
2017-03-09 15:10:54.117 | stack.sh completed in 2110 seconds.

If there’s some kind of failure, you can restart by running ./stack.sh again. It won’t restart exactly where it left off, but steps up to the one where it failed will skip the download steps. (Sometimes blindly restarting after a failure will allow it to succeed.) If you reboot your VM, you need to rerun this command. (If you run into trouble with stack.sh after rebooting your VM, try running ./unstack.sh.)

At this point you can navigate a web browser on your host to the Horizon dashboard URL. Many OpenStack operations can be initiated from this UI. Feel free to explore, but this tutorial focuses on the alternative command-line interfaces because they are easier to explain and to cut and paste.

5. The firewall in the VM by default allows SSH access but not HTTP. You will probably want HTTP access to use the OpenStack web interface. The following command enables that. (It also enables every other kind of network access, so if you’re concerned about security then you might want to find a more targeted approach.)

$ sudo iptables -F

(You need to re-run this if you reboot the VM.)

6. To use OpenStack command line utilities in the tutorial, run:

$ . ~/devstack/openrc admin

This needs to be re-run each time you log in (but see the following section).

### 3.2.2 DevStack preliminaries

Before we really jump in, let’s set up a couple of things in DevStack. This is the first real test that DevStack is working, so if you get errors from any of these commands, it’s a sign that stack.sh didn’t finish properly, or perhaps that you didn’t run the openrc admin command at the end of the previous instructions.

If you stop and restart DevStack via unstack.sh followed by stack.sh, you have to rerun these steps.

1. For SSH access to the VMs we’re going to create, we’ll need a SSH keypair. Later on, we’ll get OpenStack to install this keypair into VMs. Create one with:

    $ openstack keypair create demo > ~/id_rsa_demo
    $ chmod 600 ~/id_rsa_demo

2. By default, DevStack security groups drop incoming traffic, but to test networking in a reasonable way we need to enable it. You only need to actually edit one particular security group, but DevStack creates multiple and it’s somewhat difficult to figure out which one is important because all of them are named “default”. So, the following adds rules to allow SSH and ICMP traffic into every security group:
3. Later on, we’re going to create some VMs and we’ll need an operating system image to install. DevStack comes with a very simple image built-in, called “cirros”, which works fine. We need to get the UUID for this image. Our later commands assume shell variable IMAGE_ID holds this UUID. You can set this by hand, e.g.:

```
$ openstack image list
+--------------------------------------+--------------------------+--------+
| ID | Name | Status |
+--------------------------------------+--------------------------+--------+
| 77f37d2c-3d6b-4e99-a01b-1fa5d78d1fa1 | cirros-0.3.5-x86_64-disk | active |
+--------------------------------------+--------------------------+--------+
$ IMAGE_ID=73ca34f3-63c4-4c10-a62f-4540afc24eaa
```

or by parsing CLI output:

```
$ IMAGE_ID=$(openstack image list -f value -c ID)
```

**Note:** Your image ID will differ from the one above, as will every UUID in this tutorial. They will also change every time you run `stack.sh`. The UUIDs are generated randomly.

### 3.2.3 Shortening UUIDs

OpenStack, OVN, and Open vSwitch all really like UUIDs. These are great for uniqueness, but 36-character strings are terrible for readability. Statistically, just the first few characters are enough for uniqueness in small environments, so let’s define a helper to make things more readable:

```
$ abbrev() { a="[0-9a-zA-F]" b=$a$a c=$b$b; sed "s/$b-$c-$c-$c-$c$c$c//g"; }
```

You can use this as a filter to abbreviate UUIDs. For example, use it to abbreviate the above image list:

```
$ openstack image list -f yaml | abbrev
- ID: 77f37d
  Name: cirros-0.3.5-x86_64-disk
  Status: active
```

The command above also adds `-f yaml` to switch to YAML output format, because abbreviating UUIDs screws up the default table-based formatting and because YAML output doesn’t produce wrap columns across lines and therefore is easier to cut and paste.

### 3.2.4 Overview

Now that DevStack is ready, with OVN set up as the networking back-end, here’s an overview of what we’re going to do in the remainder of the demo, all via OpenStack:

1. Switching: Create an OpenStack network `n1` and VMs `a` and `b` attached to it.

   An OpenStack network is a virtual switch; it corresponds to an OVN logical switch.
2. Routing: Create a second OpenStack network \( n2 \) and VM \( c \) attached to it, then connect it to network \( n1 \) by creating an OpenStack router and attaching \( n1 \) and \( n2 \) to it.

3. Gateways: Make VMs \( a \) and \( b \) available via an external network.

4. IPv6: Add IPv6 addresses to our VMs to demonstrate OVN support for IPv6 routing.

5. ACLs: Add and modify OpenStack stateless and stateful rules in security groups.

6. DHCP: How it works in OVN.

7. Further directions: Adding more compute nodes.

At each step, we will take a look at how the features in question work from OpenStack’s Neutron networking layer at the top to the data plane layer at the bottom. From the highest to lowest level, these layers and the software components that connect them are:

- **OpenStack Neutron**, which as the top level in the system is the authoritative source of the virtual network configuration. We will use OpenStack’s `openstack` utility to observe and modify Neutron and other OpenStack configuration.

- **networking-ovn**, the Neutron driver that interfaces with OVN and translates the internal Neutron representation of the virtual network into OVN’s representation and pushes that representation down the OVN northbound database. In this tutorial it’s rarely worth distinguishing Neutron from networking-ovn, so we usually don’t break out this layer separately.

- **The OVN Northbound database**, aka NB DB. This is an instance of OVSDDB, a simple general-purpose database that is used for multiple purposes in Open vSwitch and OVN. The NB DB’s schema is in terms of networking concepts such as switches and routers. The NB DB serves the purpose that in other systems might be filled by some kind of API; for example, in place of calling an API to create or delete a logical switch, networking-ovn performs these operations by inserting or deleting a row in the NB DB’s `Logical_Switch` table. We will use OVN’s `ovn-nbctl` utility to observe the NB DB. (We won’t directly modify data at this layer or below. Because configuration trickles down from Neutron through the stack, the right way to make changes is to use the `openstack` utility or another OpenStack interface and then wait for them to percolate through to lower layers.)

- **The ovn-northd daemon**, a program that runs centrally and translates the NB DB’s network representation into the lower-level representation used by the OVN Southbound database in the next layer. The details of this daemon are usually not of interest, although without it OVN will not work, so this tutorial does not often mention it.

- **The OVN Southbound database**, aka SB DB, which is also an OVSDDB database. Its schema is very different from the NB DB. Instead of familiar networking concepts, the SB DB defines the network in terms of collections of match-action rules called “logical flows”, which while similar in concept to OpenFlow flows use logical concepts, such as virtual machine instances, in place of physical concepts like physical Ethernet ports. We will use OVN’s `ovn-sbctl` utility to observe the SB DB.

- **The ovn-controller daemon**, A copy of ovn-controller runs on each hypervisor. It reads logical flows from the SB DB, translates them into OpenFlow flows, and sends them to Open vSwitch’s `ovs-vsswitch` daemon. Like ovn-northd, usually the details of what this daemon are not of interest, even though it’s important to the operation of the system.

- **ovs-vsswitch**. This program runs on each hypervisor. It is the core of Open vSwitch, which processes packets according to the OpenFlow flows set up by ovn-controller.
• Open vSwitch datapath. This is essentially a cache designed to accelerate packet processing. Open vSwitch includes a few different datapaths but OVN installations typically use one based on the Open vSwitch Linux kernel module.

3.2.5 Switching

Switching is the basis of networking in the real world and in virtual networking as well. OpenStack calls its concept of a virtual switch a “network”, and OVN calls its corresponding concept a “logical switch”.

In this step, we’ll create an OpenStack network n1, then create VMs a and b and attach them to n1.

Creating network n1

Let’s start by creating the network:

```bash
$ openstack network create --provider-network-type geneve n1
```

OpenStack needs to know the subnets that a network serves. We inform it by creating subnet objects. To keep it simple, let’s give our network a single subnet for the 10.1.1.0/24 network. We have to give it a name, in this case n1subnet:

```bash
$ openstack subnet create --subnet-range 10.1.1.0/24 --network n1 n1subnet
```

If you ask Neutron to show us the available networks, we see n1 as well as the two networks that DevStack creates by default:

```bash
$ openstack network list -f yaml | abbrev
- ID: 5b6baf
  Name: n1
  Subnets: 5e67e7
- ID: c02c4d
  Name: private
  Subnets: d88a34, fd87f9
- ID: d1ac28
  Name: public
  Subnets: 0b1e79, c87dc1
```

Neutron pushes this network setup down to the OVN northbound database. We can use `ovn-nbctl show` to see an overview of what’s in the NB DB:

```bash
$ ovn-nbctl show | abbrev
switch 5b3d5f (neutron-c02c4d) (aka private)
  port b256dd
    type: router
    router-port: lrp-b256dd
  port f264e7
    type: router
    router-port: lrp-f264e7
switch 2579f4 (neutron-d1ac28) (aka public)
  port provnet-d1ac28
    type: localnet
    addresses: ["unknown"]
  port ae9b52
    type: router
    router-port: lrp-ae9b52
```

(continues on next page)
This output shows that OVN has three logical switches, each of which corresponds to a Neutron network, and a logical router that corresponds to the Neutron router that DevStack creates by default. The logical switch that corresponds to our new network \texttt{n1} has no ports yet, because we haven’t added any. The public and private networks that DevStack creates by default have router ports that connect to the logical router.

Using ovn-northd, OVN translates the NB DB’s high-level switch and router concepts into lower-level concepts of “logical datapaths” and logical flows. There’s one logical datapath for each logical switch or router:

```
$ ovn-sbctl list datapath_binding | abbrev
_uuid               : 0ad69d
external_ids        : {logical-switch="5b3d5f", name="neutron-c02c4d", "name2"="private"}
tunnel_key          : 1

_uuid               : a8a758
external_ids        : {logical-switch="3eb263", name="neutron-5b6baf", "name2"="n1"}
tunnel_key          : 4

_uuid               : 191256
external_ids        : {logical-switch="2579f4", name="neutron-d1ac28", "name2"="public"}
tunnel_key          : 3

_uuid               : b87bec
external_ids        : {logical-router="c59ad2", name="neutron-9b057f", "name2"="router1"}
tunnel_key          : 2
```

This output lists the NB DB UUIDs in external_ids:logical-switch and Neutron UUIDs in externals_ids:uuid. We can dive in deeper by viewing the OVN logical flows that implement a logical switch. Our new logical switch is a simple and almost pathological example given that it doesn’t yet have any ports attached to it. We’ll look at the details a bit later:

```
$ ovn-sbctl lflow-list n1 | abbrev
Datapath: "neutron-5b6baf" aka "n1" (a8a758) Pipeline: ingress
  table=0 (ls_in_port_sec_l2 ), priority=100 , match=(eth.src[40]), action=(drop;)
  table=0 (ls_in_port_sec_l2 ), priority=100 , match=(vlan.present), action=(drop;)
...
```

```
Datapath: "neutron-5b6baf" aka "n1" (a8a758) Pipeline: egress
  table=0 (ls_out_pre_lb ), priority=0 , match=(l), action=(next;)
  table=1 (ls_out_pre_acl ), priority=0 , match=(l), action=(next;)
...
We have one hypervisor (aka “compute node”, in OpenStack parlance), which is the one where we’re running all these commands. On this hypervisor, ovn-controller is translating OVN logical flows into OpenFlow flows (“physical flows”). It makes sense to go deeper, to see the OpenFlow flows that get generated from this datapath. By adding --ovs to the ovn-sbctl command, we can see OpenFlow flows listed just below their logical flows. We also need to use sudo because connecting to Open vSwitch is privileged. Go ahead and try it:

```
$ sudo ovn-sbctl --ovs lflow-list n1 | abbrev
Datapath: "neutron-5b6baf" aka "n1" (a8a758) Pipeline: ingress
    table=0 (ls_in_port_sec_l2 ), priority=100 , match=(eth.src[40]), action=(drop;)
    table=0 (ls_in_port_sec_l2 ), priority=100 , match=(vlan.present), action=(drop;)
...
Datapath: "neutron-5b6baf" aka "n1" (a8a758) Pipeline: egress
    table=0 (ls_out_pre_lb ), priority=0 , match=(1), action=(next;)
    table=1 (ls_out_pre_acl ), priority=0 , match=(1), action=(next;)
...
```

You were probably disappointed: the output didn’t change, and no OpenFlow flows were printed. That’s because no OpenFlow flows are installed for this logical datapath, which in turn is because there are no VIFs for this logical datapath on the local hypervisor. For a better example, you can try ovn-sbctl --ovs on one of the other logical datapaths.

### Attaching VMs

A switch without any ports is not very interesting. Let’s create a couple of VMs and attach them to the switch. Run the following commands, which create VMs named a and b and attaches them to our network n1 with IP addresses 10.1.1.5 and 10.1.1.6, respectively. It is not actually necessary to manually assign IP address assignments, since OpenStack is perfectly happy to assign them itself from the subnet’s IP address range, but predictable addresses are useful for our discussion:

```
$ openstack server create --nic net-id=n1,v4-fixed-ip=10.1.1.5 --flavor m1.nano --image $IMAGE_ID --key-name demo a
$ openstack server create --nic net-id=n1,v4-fixed-ip=10.1.1.6 --flavor m1.nano --image $IMAGE_ID --key-name demo b
```

These commands return before the VMs are really finished being built. You can run openstack server list a few times until each of them is shown in the state ACTIVE, which means that they’re not just built but already running on the local hypervisor.

These operations had the side effect of creating separate “port” objects, but without giving those ports any easy-to-read names. It’ll be easier to deal with them later if we can refer to them by name, so let’s name a’s port ap and b’s port bp:

```
$ openstack port set --name ap $(openstack port list --server a -f value -c ID)
$ openstack port set --name bp $(openstack port list --server b -f value -c ID)
```

We’ll need to refer to these ports’ MAC addresses a few times, so let’s put them in variables:

```
$ AP_MAC=$(openstack port show -f value -c mac_address ap)
$ BP_MAC=$(openstack port show -f value -c mac_address bp)
```

At this point you can log into the consoles of the VMs if you like. You can do that from the OpenStack web interface or get a direct URL to paste into a web browser using a command like:

```
$ openstack console url show -f yaml a
```
Open Virtual Network (OVN), Release 21.03.90

(The option `-f yaml` keeps the URL in the output from being broken into noncontiguous pieces on a 80-column console.)

The VMs don’t have many tools in them but `ping` and `ssh` from one to the other should work fine. The VMs do not have any external network access or DNS configuration.

Let’s chase down what’s changed in OVN. Start with the NB DB at the top of the system. It’s clear that our logical switch now has the two logical ports attached to it:

```
$ ovn-nbctl show | abbrev
...
switch 3eb263 (neutron-5b6baf) (aka n1)
    port c29d41 (aka bp)
        addresses: ["fa:16:3e:99:7a:17 10.1.1.6"]
    port 820c08 (aka ap)
        addresses: ["fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7 10.1.1.5"]
...
```

We can get some more details on each of these by looking at their NB DB records in the Logical_Switch_Port table. Each port has addressing information, port security enabled, and a pointer to DHCP configuration (which we’ll look at much later in `DHCP`):

```
$ ovn-nbctl list logical_switch_port ap bp | abbrev
    _uuid : ef17e5
    addresses : ["fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7 10.1.1.5"]
    dhcpv4_options : 165974
    dhcpv6_options : []
    dynamic_addresses : []
    enabled : true
    external_ids : {"neutron:port_name"=ap}
    name : "820c08"
    options : []
    parent_name : []
    port_security : ["fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7 10.1.1.5"]
    tag : []
    tag_request : []
    type : ""
    up : true

    _uuid : e8af12
    addresses : ["fa:16:3e:99:7a:17 10.1.1.6"]
    dhcpv4_options : 165974
    dhcpv6_options : []
    dynamic_addresses : []
    enabled : true
    external_ids : {"neutron:port_name"=bp}
    name : "c29d41"
    options : []
    parent_name : []
    port_security : ["fa:16:3e:99:7a:17 10.1.1.6"]
    tag : []
    tag_request : []
    type : ""
    up : true
```

Now that the logical switch is less pathological, it’s worth taking another look at the SB DB logical flow table. Try a command like this:
and then glance through the flows. Packets that egress a VM into the logical switch travel through the flow table’s ingress pipeline starting from table 0. At each table, the switch finds the highest-priority logical flow that matches and executes its actions, or if there’s no matching flow then the packet is dropped. The ovn-sbctl manpage gives all the details, but with a little thought it’s possible to guess a lot without reading the manpage. For example, consider the flows in ingress pipeline table 0, which are the first flows encountered by a packet traversing the switch:

```plaintext
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>table</th>
<th>priority</th>
<th>match</th>
<th>action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>eth.src[40]</td>
<td>drop;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>vlan.present</td>
<td>drop;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>inport == &quot;820c08&quot; &amp;&amp; eth.src[40]</td>
<td>next;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>inport == &quot;c29d41&quot; &amp;&amp; eth.src[40]</td>
<td>next;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

The first two flows, with priority 100, immediately drop two kinds of invalid packets: those with a multicast or broadcast Ethernet source address (since multicast is only for packet destinations) and those with a VLAN tag (because OVN doesn’t yet support VLAN tags inside logical networks). The next two flows implement L2 port security: they advance to the next table for packets with the correct Ethernet source addresses for their ingress ports. A packet that does not match any flow is implicitly dropped, so there’s no need for flows to deal with mismatches.

The logical flow table includes many other flows, some of which we will look at later. For now, it’s most worth looking at ingress table 13:

```plaintext
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>table</th>
<th>priority</th>
<th>match</th>
<th>action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>eth.mcast</td>
<td>outport = &quot;_MC_flood&quot;; output;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>eth.dst == fa:16:3e:99:7a:17</td>
<td>outport = &quot;c29d41&quot;; output;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>eth.dst == fa:16:3e:a9:4c:7c</td>
<td>outport = &quot;820c08&quot;; output;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

The first flow in table 13 checks whether the packet is an Ethernet multicast or broadcast and, if so, outputs it to a special port that egresses to every logical port (other than the ingress port). Otherwise the packet is output to the port corresponding to its Ethernet destination address. Packets addressed to any other Ethernet destination are implicitly dropped.

(It’s common for an OVN logical switch to know all the MAC addresses supported by its logical ports, like this one. That’s why there’s no logic here for MAC learning or flooding packets to unknown MAC addresses. OVN does support unknown MAC handling but that’s not in play in our example.)

**Note:** If you’re interested in the details for the multicast group, you can run a command like the following and then look at the row for the correct datapath:

```
$ ovn-sbctl find multicast_group name=_MC_flood | abbrev
```

Now if you want to look at the OpenFlow flows, you can actually see them. For example, here’s the beginning of the output that lists the first four logical flows, which we already looked at above, and their corresponding OpenFlow flows. If you want to know more about the syntax, the ovs-fields manpage explains OpenFlow matches and ovs-ofctl(8) explains OpenFlow actions:

```
$ sudo ovn-sbctl --ovs lflow-list n1 | abbrev
Datapath: "neutron-5b6baf" aka "n1" (a8a758) Pipeline: ingress
  table=0 (ls_in_port_sec_l2 ), priority=100 , match=(eth.src[40]), action=(drop;)
  table=8 metadata=0x4,dl_src=01:00:00:00:00:00 actions=drop
```

(continues on next page)
Logical Tracing

Let’s go a level deeper. So far, everything we’ve done has been fairly general. We can also look at something more specific: the path that a particular packet would take through OVN, logically, and Open vSwitch, physically.

Let’s use OVN’s ovn-trace utility to see what happens to packets from a logical point of view. The ovn-trace(8) manpage has a lot of detail on how to do that, but let’s just start by building up from a simple example. You can start with a command that just specifies the logical datapath, an input port, and nothing else; unspecified fields default to all-zeros. This doesn’t do much:

```bash
$ ovn-trace n1 'inport == "ap"
```

We see that the packet was dropped in logical table 0, “ls_in_port_sec_l2”, the L2 port security stage (as we discussed earlier). That’s because we didn’t use the right Ethernet source address for a. Let’s see what happens if we do:

```bash
$ ovn-trace n1 'inport == "ap" && eth.src == "$AP_MAC"
```

Now the packet passes through L2 port security and skips through several other tables until it gets dropped in the L2 lookup stage (because the destination is unknown). Let’s add the Ethernet destination for b:

```bash
$ ovn-trace n1 'inport == "ap" && eth.src == "$AP_MAC" && eth.dst == "$BP_MAC"
```

(continues on next page)
You can see that in this case the packet gets properly switched from a to b.

Physical Tracing for Hypothetical Packets

ovn-trace showed us how a hypothetical packet would travel through the system in a logical fashion, that is, without regard to how VMs are distributed across the physical network. This is a convenient representation for understanding how OVN is supposed to work abstractly, but sometimes we might want to know more about how it actually works in the real systems where it is running. For this, we can use the tracing tool that Open vSwitch provides, which traces a hypothetical packet through the OpenFlow tables.

We can actually get two levels of detail. Let’s start with the version that’s easier to interpret, by physically tracing a packet that looks like the one we logically traced before. One obstacle is that we need to know the OpenFlow port number of the input port. One way to do that is to look for a port whose “attached-mac” is the one we expect and print its ofport number:

```bash
$ AP_PORT=$(ovs-vsctl --bare --columns=ofport find interface external-ids:attached-mac="$AP_MAC")
$ echo $AP_PORT
3
```

(You could also just do a plain `ovs-vsctl list interface` and then look through for the right row and pick its ofport value.)

Now we can feed this input port number into `ovs-appctl ofproto/trace` along with the correct Ethernet source and destination addresses and get a physical trace:

```bash
$ sudo ovs-appctl ofproto/trace br-int in_port=$AP_PORT,dl_src=$AP_MAC,dl_dst=$BP_MAC
Flow: in_port=3,vlan_tci=0x0000,dl_src=fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7,dl_dst=fa:16:3e:99:7a:17,d1_
     type=0x0000
bridge("br-int")
```

(continues on next page)
13. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0x918259e3
   resubmit(,14)
14. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0xcad14db2
   resubmit(,15)
15. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0x7834d912
   resubmit(,16)
16. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0x87745210
   resubmit(,17)
17. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0x34951929
   resubmit(,18)
18. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0xd7a8c9fb
   resubmit(,19)
19. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0xd02e9578
   resubmit(,20)
20. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0x42d35507
   resubmit(,21)
21. metadata=0x4, dl_dst=fa:16:3e:99:7a:17, priority 50, cookie 0x57a4c46f
    set_field:0x2->reg15
    resubmit(,32)
32. priority 0
    resubmit(,33)
33. reg15=0x2, metadata=0x4, priority 100
    set_field:0x0b->reg13
    set_field:0x9->reg11
    set_field:0xa->reg12
    resubmit(,34)
34. priority 0
    set_field:0->reg0
    set_field:0->reg1
    set_field:0->reg2
    set_field:0->reg3
    set_field:0->reg4
    set_field:0->reg5
    set_field:0->reg6
    set_field:0->reg7
    set_field:0->reg8
    set_field:0->reg9
    resubmit(,40)
40. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0xde9f3899
    resubmit(,41)
41. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0x74074eff
    resubmit(,42)
42. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0x7789c8b1
    resubmit(,43)
43. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0xa6b002c0
    resubmit(,44)
44. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0xaeab2b45
    resubmit(,45)
45. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0x290cc4d4
    resubmit(,46)
46. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0xa3223b88
    resubmit(,47)
47. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0x7ac2132e
    resubmit(,48)
48. reg15=0x2, metadata=0x4, dl_dst=fa:16:3e:99:7a:17, priority 50, cookie 0x8aa6426d
    resubmit(,64)
64. priority 0
There’s a lot there, which you can read through if you like, but the important part is:

65. reg15=0x2, metadata=0x4, priority 100
output:4

which means that the packet is ultimately being output to OpenFlow port 4. That’s port b, which you can confirm with:

```bash
$ sudo ovs-vsctl find interface ofport=4

_uuid : 840a5aca-ea8d-4c16-a11b-a94e0f408091
admin_state : up
bdf : {}
bfd_status : {}
cfm_fault : {}
cfm_fault_status : {}
cfm_health : {}
cfm_mpid : {}
cfm_remote_mpid : {}
cfm_remote_opstate : {}
duplex : full
error : []
external_ids : {attached-mac="fa:16:3e:99:7a:17", iface-id="c29d4120-204a-4c44-
bd83-8d91f5f447fd", iface-status=active, vm-id="2db969ca-ca2a-4d9a-b49e-f287d39c5645"
}
ifindex : 9
ingress_policing_burst: 0
ingress_policing_rate: 0
lacp_current : []
lacp_resets : 1
link_speed : 10000000
link_speed : up
lldp : {}
mac : ['fe:16:3e:99:7a:17']
mtu : 1500
mtu_request : {}
name : "capc29d4120-20"
ofport : 4
ofport_request : []
options : {}
other_config : {}
statistics : {collisions=0, rx_bytes=4254, rx_crc_err=0, rx_dropped=0, rx_-
errors=0, rx_frame_err=0, rx_over_err=0, rx_packets=39, tx_bytes=4188, tx_dropped=0,
→ tx_errors=0, tx_packets=39}
status : {driver_name=tun, driver_version="1.6", firmware_version=""}
type : ""
Physical Tracing for Real Packets

In the previous sections we traced a hypothetical L2 packet, one that’s honestly not very realistic: we didn’t even supply an Ethernet type, so it defaulted to zero, which isn’t anything one would see on a real network. We could refine our packet so that it becomes a more realistic TCP or UDP or ICMP, etc. packet, but let’s try a different approach: working from a real packet.

Pull up a console for VM a and start ping 10.1.1.6, then leave it running for the rest of our experiment.

Now go back to your DevStack session and run:

```
$ sudo watch ovs-dpctl dump-flows
```

We’re working with a new program. ovn-dpctl is an interface to Open vSwitch datapaths, in this case to the Linux kernel datapath. Its `dump-flows` command displays the contents of the in-kernel flow cache, and by running it under the `watch` program we see a new snapshot of the flow table every 2 seconds.

Look through the output for a flow that begins with `recirc_id(0)` and matches the Ethernet source address for a. There is one flow per line, but the lines are very long, so it’s easier to read if you make the window very wide. This flow’s packet counter should be increasing at a rate of 1 packet per second. It looks something like this:

```
recirc_id(0),in_port(3),eth(src=fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7),eth_type(0x0800),ipv4(src=10.1.1.5, frag=no), packets:388, bytes:38024, used:0.977s, actions:ct(zone=8),recirc(0x18)
```

**Note:** Flows in the datapath can expire quickly and the `watch` command mentioned above may be too slow to catch it. If that is your case, stop the ping 10.1.1.6 session and re-start it a few seconds after this command:

```
$ sudo conntrack -F ; rm -f /tmp/flows.txt ;
for _ in $(seq 100) ; do \
    sudo ovs-dpctl dump-flows >> /tmp/flows.txt ; \
    sleep 0.1 ; done
```

Then, look for `recirc_id(0)` in flows.txt after ping command was issued:

```
$ sort --uniq /tmp/flows.txt | grep zone
```

We can hand the first part of this (everything up to the first space) to `ofproto/trace`, and it will tell us what happens:

```
$ sudo ovs-appctl ofproto/trace 'recirc_id(0),in_port(3),eth(src=fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7),
eth_type(0x0800),ipv4(src=10.1.1.5,dst=10.1.0.0/255.255.0.0,frag=no),
flow_id=0x18
Flow: ip,in_port=3,vlan_tci=0x0000,dl_src=fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7,dl_dst=00:00:00:00:00:00,

bridge("br-int")
----------------
0. in_port=3, priority 100
```
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8. reg14=0x1, metadata=0x4, dl_src=fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7, priority 50, cookie 0x6dcc418a
   resubmit(,8)
9. ip, reg14=0x1, metadata=0x4, dl_src=fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7, nw_src=10.1.1.5, priority 90, cookie 0x343af48c
   resubmit(,9)
10. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0x719549d1
    resubmit(,10)
11. ip, metadata=0x4, priority 100, cookie 0x46c089e6
    load:0x1->NXM_NX_XXREG0[96]
    resubmit(,12)
12. metadata=0x4, priority 0, cookie 0x838152a3
    resubmit(,13)
13. ip, reg0=0x1/0x1, metadata=0x4, priority 100, cookie 0xd1941634
    ct(table=22, zone=NXM_NX_REG13[0..15])
    drop

Final flow: ip, reg0=0x1, reg11=0x9, reg12=0xa, reg13=0x8, reg14=0x1, metadata=0x4, in_port=3, vlan_tci=0x0000, dl_src=fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7, dl_dst=00:00:00:00:00:00, nw_src=10.1.1.5, nw_dst=10.1.0.0/nw_proto=0/nw_tos=0/nw_ecn=0/nw_ttl=0

Megaflow: recirc_id(0xb), in_port(3), ct_state(-new+est-rel-rpl-inv-trk), ct_label(0/0x1), eth(src=fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7,dst=fa:16:3e:99:7a:17), eth_type(0x0800), ipv4(dst=10.1.1.4/255.255.255.252,frag=no), packets:171, bytes:16758, used:0.271s

Datapath actions: ct(zone=11), recirc(0xc)

Note: Be careful cutting and pasting `ovs-dpctl dump-flows` output into `ofproto/trace` because the latter has terrible error reporting. If you add an extra line break, etc., it will likely give you a useless error message.

There's no output action in the output, but there are ct and recirc actions (which you can see in the Datapath actions at the end). The ct action tells the kernel to pass the packet through the kernel connection tracking for firewalling purposes and the recirc says to go back to the flow cache for another pass based on the firewall results. The 0xb value inside the recirc gives us a hint to look at the kernel flows for a cached flow with recirc_id(0xb). Indeed, there is one:

```plaintext
recirc_id(0xb), in_port(3), ct_state(-new+est-rel-rpl-inv-trk), ct_label(0/0x1),
   eth(src=fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7,dst=fa:16:3e:99:7a:17), eth_type(0x0800), ipv4(dst=10.1.1.4/255.255.255.252,frag=no), packets:171, bytes:16758, used:0.271s,
   actions:ct(zone=11), recirc(0xc)
```

We can then repeat our command with the match part of this kernel flow:

```
$ sudo ovs-appctl ofproto/trace 'recirc_id(0xb),in_port(3),ct_state(-new+est-rel-rpl-
   __inv+trk),ct_label(0/0x1),eth(src=fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7,dst=fa:16:3e:99:7a:17),eth_
   __type(0x0800),ipv4(dst=10.1.1.4/255.255.255.252,frag=no)'
   ...
Datapath actions: ct(zone=11), recirc(0xc)
```

In other words, the flow passes through the connection tracker a second time. The first time was for a’s outgoing firewall; this second time is for b’s incoming firewall. Again, we continue tracing with recirc_id(0xc):
It took multiple hops, but we finally came to the end of the line where the packet was output to b after passing through both firewalls. The port number here is a datapath port number, which is usually different from an OpenFlow port number. To check that it is b’s port, we first list the datapath ports to get the name corresponding to the port number:

```
$ sudo ovs-dpctl show
system@ovs-system:
  lookups: hit:1994 missed:56 lost:0
  flows: 6
  masks: hit:2340 total:4 hit/pkt:1.14
  port 0: ovs-system (internal)
  port 1: br-int (internal)
  port 2: br-ex (internal)
  port 3: tap820c0888-13
  port 4: tapc29d4120-20
```

and then confirm that this is the port we think it is with a command like this:

```
$ ovs-vsctl --columns=external-ids list interface tapc29d4120-20
external_ids : {attached-mac="fa:16:3e:99:7a:17", iface-id="c29d4120-20a4-4c44-bd83-8d91f5f447fd", iface-status=active, vm-id="2db969ca-ca2a-4d9a-b49e-f287d39c5645"}
```

Finally, we can relate the OpenFlow flows from our traces back to OVN logical flows. For individual flows, cut and paste a “cookie” value from `ofproto/trace` output into `ovn-sbctl lflow-list`, e.g.:

```
$ ovn-sbctl lflow-list 0x6dcc418a|abbrev
Datapath: "neutron-5b6baf" aka "n1" (a8a758) Pipeline: ingress
    table=0 (is_in_port_sec_l2 ), priority=50 , match=(inport == "820c08" && eth.src==fa:16:3e:9c:4c:c7), action=(next;)
```

Or, you can pipe `ofproto/trace` output through `ovn-detrace` to annotate every flow:

```
$ sudo ovs-appctl ofproto/trace 'recirc_id(0xc),in_port(3),ct_state(-new+est+rel-rpl-inv+trk),ct_label(0/0x1),eth(src=fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7,dst=fa:16:3e:99:7a:17),eth_type(0x0800),ipv4(dst=10.1.1.6,proto=1,frag=no)'
```

### 3.2.6 Routing

Previously we set up a pair of VMs a and b on a network n1 and demonstrated how packets make their way between them. In this step, we’ll set up a second network n2 with a new VM c, connect a router r to both networks, and demonstrate how routing works in OVN.

There’s nothing really new for the network and the VM so let’s just go ahead and create them:

```
$ openstack network create --provider-network-type geneve n2
$ openstack subnet create --subnet-range 10.1.2.0/24 --network n2 n2subnet
$ openstack server create --nic net-id=n2,v4-fixed-ip=10.1.2.7 --flavor m1.nano --image $IMAGE_ID --key-name demo c
```
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$ openstack port set --name cp $(openstack port list --server c -f value -c ID)
$ CP_MAC=$(openstack port show -f value -c mac_address cp)

The new network n2 is not yet connected to n1 in any way. You can try tracing a packet from a to see, for example, that it doesn’t make it to c. Instead, it will end up as multicast unknown in n1:

$ ovn-trace n1 'inport == "ap" && eth.src == '$AP_MAC' && eth.dst == '$CP_MAC'

Now create an OpenStack router and connect it to n1 and n2:

$ openstack router create r
$ openstack router add subnet r n1subnet
$ openstack router add subnet r n2subnet

Now a, b, and c should all be able to reach other. You can get some verification that routing is taking place by running you ping between c and one of the other VMs: the reported TTL should be one less than between a and b (63 instead of 64).

Observe via ovn-nbctl the new OVN logical switch and router and then ports that connect them together:

$ ovn-nbctl show|abbrev
... 
switch f51234 (neutron-332346) (aka n2)
  port 82b983
    type: router
    router-port: lrp-82b983
  port 2e585f (aka cp)
    addresses: ["fa:16:3e:89:f2:36 10.1.2.7"]
switch 3eb263 (neutron-5b6baf) (aka n1)
  port c29d41 (aka bp)
    addresses: ["fa:16:3e:99:7a:17 10.1.1.6"]
  port 820c08 (aka ap)
    addresses: ["fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7 10.1.1.5"]
  port 17d870 
    type: router
    router-port: lrp-17d870
... 
router dde06c (neutron-f88ebc) (aka r)
  port lrp-82b983
    type: router
    router-port: lrp-82b983
  port 1rp-82b983
    mac: "fa:16:3e:19:9f:46"
    networks: ["10.1.2.1/24"]
  port 1rp-17d870
    mac: "fa:16:3e:f6:e2:8f"
    networks: ["10.1.1.1/24"]

We have not yet looked at the logical flows for an OVN logical router. You might find it of interest to look at them on your own:

$ ovn-sbctl lflow-list r | abbrev | less -S
...

Let’s grab the n1subnet router porter MAC address to simplify later commands:

$ N1SUBNET_MAC=$(ovn-nbctl --bare --columns=mac find logical_router_port networks=10.1.1.1/24)
Let’s see what happens at the logical flow level for an ICMP packet from a to c. This generates a long trace but an interesting one, so we’ll look at it bit by bit. The first three stanzas in the output show the packet’s ingress into n1 and processing through the firewall on that side (via the “ct_next” connection-tracking action), and then the selection of the port that leads to router r as the output port:

```
$ ovn-trace n1 'inport == "ap" && eth.src == "$AP_MAC" && eth.dst == "$N1SUBNET_MAC" &
→ ip4.src == 10.1.1.5 && ip4.dst == 10.1.2.7 && ip.ttl == 64 && icmp4.type == 8' ...

ingress(dp="n1", inport="ap")
---------------------------------------------------------------
0. ls_in_port_sec_l2 (ovn-northd.c:3234): inport == "ap" && eth.src ==
→ {fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7}, priority 50, uuid 6dcc418a
   next;
1. ls_in_port_sec_ip (ovn-northd.c:2364): inport == "ap" && eth.src ==
→ fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7 && ip4.src == {10.1.1.5}, priority 90, uuid 343af48c
   next;
3. ls_in_pre_acl (ovn-northd.c:2646): ip, priority 100, uuid 46c089e6
   reg0[0] = 1;
   next;
5. ls_in_pre_stateful (ovn-northd.c:2764): reg0[0] == 1, priority 100, uuid d1941634
   ct_next;
ct_next(ct_state=est|trk /* default (use --ct to customize) */)
---------------------------------------------------------------
→ 0 && (inport == "ap" && ip4), priority 2002, uuid a12b39f0
   next;
13. ls_in_l2_lkup (ovn-northd.c:3529): eth.dst == fa:16:3e:f6:e2:8f, priority 50,
   uuid c43ead31
   outport = "17d870";
   output;

egress(dp="n1", inport="ap", outport="17d870")
---------------------------------------------------------------
1. ls_out_pre_acl (ovn-northd.c:2626): ip && outport == "17d870", priority 110, uuid
   60395450
   next;
8. ls_out_port_sec_l2 (ovn-northd.c:3654): outport == "17d870", priority 50, uuid
   91b5cab0
   output;
   /* output to "17d870", type "patch" */
```

The next two stanzas represent processing through logical router r. The processing in table 5 is the core of the routing implementation: it recognizes that the packet is destined for an attached subnet, decrements the TTL and updates the Ethernet source address. Table 6 then selects the Ethernet destination address based on the IP destination. The packet then passes to switch n2 via an OVN “logical patch port”:

```
ingress(dp="r", inport="lrp-17d870")
---------------------------------------------------------------
0. lr_in_admission (ovn-northd.c:4071): eth.dst == fa:16:3e:f6:e2:8f && inport ==
→ "lrp-17d870", priority 50, uuid fa5270b0
   next;
5. lr_in_ip_routing (ovn-northd.c:3782): ip4.dst == 10.1.2.0/24, priority 49, uuid
   5f9d469f
   ip.ttl--;
   reg0 = ip4.dst;
   reg1 = 10.1.2.1;
```
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```c
eth.src = fa:16:3e:19:9f:46;
outport = "lrp-82b983";
flags.loopback = 1;
next;
   -> 7, priority 100, uuid 03d506d3
   eth.dst = fa:16:3e:89:f2:36;
   next;
8. lr_in_arp_request (ovn-northd.c:5260): 1, priority 0, uuid 6dacdd82
    output;

egress(dp="r", inport="lrp-17d870", outport="lrp-82b983")

3. lr_out_delivery (ovn-northd.c:5288): outport == "lrp-82b983", priority 100, uuid
   _00bea4f2
   output;
   /* output to "lrp-82b983", type "patch" */
```

Finally the logical switch for n2 runs through the same logic as n1 and the packet is delivered to VM c:

```c
ingress(dp="n2", inport="82b983")
-----------------------------------------------
0. ls_in_port_sec_l2 (ovn-northd.c:3234): inport == "82b983", priority 50, uuid
   _9a789e06
   next;
3. ls_in_pre_acl (ovn-northd.c:2624): ip && inport == "82b983", priority 110, uuid
   _ab52f21a
   next;
13. ls_in_l2_lkup (ovn-northd.c:3529): eth.dst == fa:16:3e:89:f2:36, priority 50,
    _uuid dcafb3e9
    outport = "cp";
    output;

egress(dp="n2", inport="82b983", outport="cp")
-----------------------------------------------
1. ls_out_pre_acl (ovn-northd.c:2648): ip, priority 100, uuid cd9cfa74
   reg0[0] = 1;
   next;
2. ls_out_pre_stateful (ovn-northd.c:2766): reg0[0] == 1, priority 100, uuid 9e8e22c5
   ct_next;
   ct_next(ct_state=est|trk /* default (use --ct to customize) */)
   -----------------------------------------------
   == 0 && (outport == "cp" && ip4 && ip4.src == $as_ip4_0fc1b6cf_f925_49e6_8f00_
   ->6dcdbea9dc), priority 2002, uuid a746fa0d
   next;
7. ls_out_port_sec_ip (ovn-northd.c:2364): outport == "cp" && eth.dst ==
   ->fa:16:3e:89:f2:36 && ip4.dst == (255.255.255.255, 224.0.0.0/4, 10.1.2.7), priority
   ->90, uuid 4d9862b5
   next;
8. ls_out_port_sec_l2 (ovn-northd.c:3654): outport == "cp" && eth.dst ==
    ->(fa:16:3e:89:f2:36), priority 50, uuid 0242cdc3
    output;
    /* output to "cp", type "" */
```
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It’s possible to use ofproto/trace, just as before, to trace a packet through OpenFlow tables, either for a hypothetical packet or one that you get from a real test case using ovs-dpctl. The process is just the same as before and the output is almost the same, too. Using a router doesn’t actually introduce any interesting new wrinkles, so we’ll skip over this for this case and for the remainder of the tutorial, but you can follow the steps on your own if you like.

3.2.7 Adding a Gateway

The VMs that we’ve created can access each other but they are isolated from the physical world. In OpenStack, the dominant way to connect a VM to external networks is by creating what is called a “floating IP address”, which uses network address translation to connect an external address to an internal one.

DevStack created a pair of networks named “private” and “public”. To use a floating IP address from a VM, we first add a port to the VM with an IP address from the “private” network, then we create a floating IP address on the “public” network, then we associate the port with the floating IP address.

Let’s add a new VM with a floating IP:

```
$ openstack server create --nic net-id=private --flavor m1.nano --image $IMAGE_ID --key-name demo d
$ openstack port set --name dp $(openstack port list --server d -f value -c ID)
$ DP_MAC=$(openstack port show -f value -c mac_address dp)
$ openstack floating ip create --floating-ip-address 172.24.4.8 public
$ openstack server add floating ip d 172.24.4.8
```

(We specified a particular floating IP address to make the examples easier to follow, but without that OpenStack will automatically allocate one.)

It’s also necessary to configure the “public” network because DevStack does not do it automatically:

```
$ sudo ip link set br-ex up
$ sudo ip addr add 172.24.4.1/24 dev br-ex
```

Now you should be able to “ping” VM d from the OpenStack host:

```
$ ping 172.24.4.8
PING 172.24.4.8 (172.24.4.8) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 172.24.4.8: icmp_seq=1 ttl=63 time=56.0 ms
64 bytes from 172.24.4.8: icmp_seq=2 ttl=63 time=1.44 ms
64 bytes from 172.24.4.8: icmp_seq=3 ttl=63 time=1.04 ms
64 bytes from 172.24.4.8: icmp_seq=4 ttl=63 time=0.403 ms
^C
--- 172.24.4.8 ping statistics ---
4 packets transmitted, 4 received, 0% packet loss, time 3003ms
rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.403/14.731/56.028/23.845 ms
```

You can also SSH in with the key that we created during setup:

```
$ ssh -o UserKnownHostsFile=/dev/null -o StrictHostKeyChecking=no -i ~/id_rsa_demo cirros@172.24.4.8
```

Let’s dive in and see how this gets implemented in OVN. First, the relevant parts of the NB DB for the “public” and “private” networks and the router between them:
What we see is:

- VM d is on the “private” switch under its private IP address 10.0.0.6. The “private” switch is connected to “router1” via two router ports (one for IPv4, one for IPv6).
- The “public” switch is connected to “router1” and to the physical network via a “localnet” port.
- “router1” is in the middle between “private” and “public”. In addition to the router ports that connect to these switches, it has “nat” entries that direct network address translation. The translation between floating IP address 172.24.4.8 and private address 10.0.0.6 makes perfect sense.

When the NB DB gets translated into logical flows at the southbound layer, the “nat” entries get translated into IP matches that then invoke “ct_snat” and “ct_dnat” actions. The details are intricate, but you can get some of the idea by just looking for relevant flows:

```bash
$ ovn-sbctl lflow-list router1 | abbrev | grep nat | grep -E '172.24.4.8'
table=3 (lr_in_unsnat ), priority=100 , match=(ip && ip4.dst == 172.24.4.8 &&
→ inport == "lrp-ae9b52" && is_chassis_resident("cr-lrp-ae9b52")), action=(ct_snat;)
table=3 (lr_in_unsnat ), priority=50 , match=(ip && ip4.dst == 172.24.4.8),
→ action=(reg9[0] = 1; next;)
```

(continues on next page)
Let’s take a look at how a packet passes through this whole gauntlet. The first two stanzas just show the packet traveling through the “public” network and being forwarded to the “router1” network:

```
$ ovn-trace public 'inport == "provnet-d1ac2896-18a7-4bca-8f46-b21e2370e5b1" && eth.
   src == 00:01:02:03:04:05 && eth.dst == fa:16:3e:b2:d2:67 && ip4.src == 172.24.4.1 &&
   ip4.dst == 172.24.4.8 && ip.ttl == 64 && icmp4.type==8'
...
```

```
In “router1”, first the ct_snat action without an argument attempts to “un-SNAT” the packet. ovn-trace treats this as a no-op, because it doesn’t have any state for tracking connections. As an alternative, it invokes ct_dnat(10.0.0.6) to NAT the destination IP:
```
```
```
Still in “router1”, the routing and output steps transmit the packet to the “private” network:
In the “private” network, the packet passes through VM d’s firewall and is output to d:

```
ingress(dp="private", inport="f264e7")
0. ls_in_port_sec_l2 (ovn-northd.c:3234): inport == "f264e7", priority 50, uuid 5b721214
   next;
3. ls_in_pre_acl (ovn-northd.c:2624): ip && inport == "f264e7", priority 110, uuid 5bcd3209
   next;
13. ls_in_l2_lkup (ovn-northd.c:3529): eth.dst == fa:16:3e:c1:f5:a2, priority 50, uuid 7957f80f
      outport = "dp";
      output;
egress(dp="private", inport="f264e7", outport="dp")
1. ls_out_pre_acl (ovn-northd.c:2648): ip, priority 100, uuid 4981c79d
   reg0[0] = 1;
   next;
2. ls_out_pre_stateful (ovn-northd.c:2766): reg0[0] == 1, priority 100, uuid 247e02eb
   ct_next;
ct_next(ct_state=est|trk /* default (use --ct to customize) */)
   == 0 && (outport == "dp" && ip4 && ip4.src == 0.0.0.0/0 && icmp4), priority 2002,
   uuid b860fc9f
   next;
7. ls_out_port_sec_ip (ovn-northd.c:2364): outport == "dp" && eth.dst ==
      fa:16:3e:c1:f5:a2 && ip4.dst == (255.255.255.255, 224.0.0.0/4, 10.0.0.6), priority
      90, uuid 15655a98
```
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8. ls_out_port_sec_l2 (ovn-northd.c:3654): outport == "dp" && eth.dst ==
   
   \{fa:16:3e:c1:f5:a2\}, priority 50, uuid 5916f94b
   
   output;
   /* output to "dp", type "" */

3.2.8 IPv6

OVN supports IPv6 logical routing. Let’s try it out.

The first step is to add an IPv6 subnet to networks n1 and n2, then attach those subnets to our router r. As usual, though OpenStack can assign addresses itself, we use fixed ones to make the discussion easier:

```bash
$ openstack subnet create --ip-version 6 --subnet-range fc11::/64 --network n1
   →n1subnet6
$ openstack subnet create --ip-version 6 --subnet-range fc22::/64 --network n2
   →n2subnet6
$ openstack router add subnet r n1subnet6
$ openstack router add subnet r n2subnet6
```

Then we add an IPv6 address to each of our VMs:

```bash
$ A_PORT_ID=$(openstack port list --server a -f value -c ID)
$ openstack port set --fixed-ip subnet=n1subnet6,ip-address=fc11::5 $A_PORT_ID
$ B_PORT_ID=$(openstack port list --server b -f value -c ID)
$ openstack port set --fixed-ip subnet=n1subnet6,ip-address=fc11::6 $B_PORT_ID
$ C_PORT_ID=$(openstack port list --server c -f value -c ID)
$ openstack port set --fixed-ip subnet=n2subnet6,ip-address=fc22::7 $C_PORT_ID
```

At least for me, the new IPv6 addresses didn’t automatically get propagated into the VMs. To do it by hand, pull up the console for a and run:

```bash
$ sudo ip addr add fc11::5/64 dev eth0
$ sudo ip route add via fc11::1
```

Then in b:

```bash
$ sudo ip addr add fc11::6/64 dev eth0
$ sudo ip route add via fc11::1
```

Finally in c:

```bash
$ sudo ip addr add fc22::7/64 dev eth0
$ sudo ip route add via fc22::1
```

Now you should have working IPv6 routing through router r. The relevant parts of the NB DB look like the following. The interesting parts are the new fc11:: and fc22:: addresses on the ports in n1 and n2 and the new IPv6 router ports in r:

```bash
$ ovn-nbctl show | abbrev
... switch f51234 (neutron-332346) (aka n2)
  port la8162
    type: router
    router-port: lrp-la8162
```

(continues on next page)
Try tracing a packet from a to c. The results correspond closely to those for IPv4 which we already discussed back under Routing:

```
$ N1SUBNET6_MAC=$(ovn-nbctl --bare --columns=mac find logical_router_port networks="fc11::1/64")
$ ovn-trace n1 'inport == "ap" && eth.src == "$AP_MAC" && eth.dst == "$N1SUBNET6_MAC" && ip6.src == fc11::5 && ip6.dst == fc22::7 && ip.ttl == 64 && icmp6.type == 8'
```

-----------------------------
0. ls_in_port_sec_l2 (ovn-northd.c:3234): inport == "ap" && eth.src == {fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7}, priority 50, uuid 6dcc418a
    next;
1. ls_in_port_sec_ip (ovn-northd.c:2390): inport == "ap" && eth.src == {fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7} && ip6.src == {fe80::f816:3eff:fea9:4cc7, fc11::5}, priority 90,
    next;
3. ls_in_pre_acl (ovn-northd.c:2646): ip, priority 100, uuid 46c089e6
    reg0[0] = 1;
    next;
5. ls_in_pre_stateful (ovn-northd.c:2764): reg0[0] == 1, priority 100, uuid d1941634
    ct_next;
```
   == 0 && (inport == "ap" && ip6), priority 2002, uuid 7fdd607e
   next;
13. ls_in_l2_lkup (ovn-northd.c:3529): eth.dst == fa:16:3e:ef:2f:8b, priority 50,
   uuid eld87fc5
   outport = "ad952e";
   output;

egress(dp="n1", inport="ap", outport="ad952e")
----------------------------------------------

1. ls_out_pre_acl (ovn-northd.c:2626): ip && outport == "ad952e", priority 110, uuid
   88f68898
   next;
8. ls_out_port_sec_l2 (ovn-northd.c:3654): outport == "ad952e", priority 50, uuid
   5935755e
   output;
   /* output to "ad952e", type "patch" */

ingress(dp="r", inport="1rp-ad952e")
------------------------------------
0. lr_in_admission (ovn-northd.c:4071): eth.dst == fa:16:3e:ef:2f:8b && inport ==
   "1rp-ad952e", priority 50, uuid ddf7b712
   next;
5. lr_in_ip_routing (ovn-northd.c:3782): ip6.dst == fc22::/64, priority 129, uuid
   cc2130ec
   ip.ttl--;
   xxreg0 = ip6.dst;
   xxreg1 = fc22::1;
   eth.src = fa:16:3e:06:de:ad;
   outport = "1rp-la8162";
   flags.loopback = 1;
   next;
6. lr_in_arp_resolve (ovn-northd.c:5122): outport == "1rp-la8162" && xxreg0 ==
   fc22::7, priority 100, uuid bcf75288
   eth.dst = fa:16:3e:89:f2:36;
   next;
8. lr_in_arp_request (ovn-northd.c:5260): 1, priority 0, uuid 6dadcdd82
   output;

egress(dp="r", inport="1rp-ad952e", outport="1rp-la8162")
-------------------------------

3. lr_out_delivery (ovn-northd.c:5288): outport == "1rp-la8162", priority 100, uuid
   5260dfc5
   output;
   /* output to "1rp-la8162", type "patch" */

ingress(dp="n2", inport="la8162")
----------------------------------
10. ls_in_port_sec_l2 (ovn-northd.c:3234): inport == "la8162", priority 50, uuid
    10957d1b
    next;
13. ls_in_pre_acl (ovn-northd.c:2624): ip && inport == "la8162", priority 110, uuid
    a278b0d00
    next;
13. ls_in_l2_lkup (ovn-northd.c:3529): eth.dst == fa:16:3e:89:f2:36, priority 50,
    uuid dcafb3e9
    outport = "cp";
3.2.9 ACLs

Let’s explore how ACLs work in OpenStack and OVN. In OpenStack, ACL rules are part of “security groups”, which are “default deny”, that is, packets are not allowed by default and the rules added to security groups serve to allow different classes of packets. The default group (named “default”) that is assigned to each of our VMs so far allows all traffic from our other VMs, which isn’t very interesting for testing. So, let’s create a new security group, which we’ll name “custom”, add rules to it that allow incoming SSH and ICMP traffic, and apply this security group to VM c:

```bash
$ openstack security group create custom
$ openstack security group rule create --dst-port 22 custom
$ openstack security group rule create --protocol icmp custom
$ openstack server remove security group c default
$ openstack server add security group c custom
```

Now we can do some experiments to test security groups. From the console on a or b, it should now be possible to “ping” c or to SSH to it, but attempts to initiate connections on other ports should be blocked. (You can try to connect on another port with `ssh -p PORT IP` or `nc IP PORT -vv`.) Connection attempts should time out rather than receive the “connection refused” or “connection reset” error that you would see between a and b.

It’s also possible to test ACLs via ovn-trace, with one new wrinkle. ovn-trace can’t simulate connection tracking state in the network, so by default it assumes that every packet represents an established connection. That’s good enough for what we’ve been doing so far, but for checking properties of security groups we want to look at more detail.

If you look back at the VM-to-VM traces we’ve done until now, you can see that they execute two `ct_next` actions:

- The first of these is for the packet passing outward through the source VM’s firewall. We can tell ovn-trace to treat the packet as starting a new connection or adding to an established connection by adding a `--ct` option: `--ct new` or `--ct est`, respectively. The latter is the default and therefore what we’ve been using so far. We can also use `--ct est,rpl`, which in addition to `--ct est` means that the connection was initiated by the destination VM rather than by the VM sending this packet.
• The second is for the packet passing inward through the destination VM’s firewall. For this one, it makes sense to tell ovn-trace that the packet is starting a new connection, with --ct new, or that it is a packet sent in reply to a connection established by the destination VM, with --ct est,rpl.

ovn-trace uses the --ct options in order, so if we want to override the second ct_next behavior we have to specify two options.

Another useful ovn-trace option for this testing is --minimal, which reduces the amount of output. In this case we’re really just interested in finding out whether the packet reaches the destination VM, that is, whether there’s an eventual output action to c, so --minimal works fine and the output is easier to read.

Try a few traces. For example:

First, obtain the mac address of logical router's IPv4 interface on n1:

```
$ N1SUBNET4_MAC=$(ovn-nbctl --bare --columns=mac 
    find logical_router_port networks="10.1.1.1/24")
```

• VM a initiates a new SSH connection to c:

```
$ ovn-trace --ct new --ct new --minimal nl 'inport == "ap" &&
    eth.src == '$AP_MAC' && eth.dst == '$N1SUBNET4_MAC' &&
    ip4.src == 10.1.1.5 && ip4.dst == 10.1.2.7 && ip.ttl == 64 &&
    tcp.dst == 22'
...
ct_next(ct_state=new|trk) {
    ip.ttl--;
    eth.src = fa:16:3e:19:9f:46;
    eth.dst = fa:16:3e:89:f2:36;
    ct_next(ct_state=new|trk) {
        output("cp");
    );
};
```

This succeeds, as you can see since there is an output action.

• VM a initiates a new Telnet connection to c:

```
$ ovn-trace --ct new --ct new --minimal nl 'inport == "ap" &&
    eth.src == '$AP_MAC' && eth.dst == '$N1SUBNET4_MAC' &&
    ip4.src == 10.1.1.5 && ip4.dst == 10.1.2.7 && ip.ttl == 64 &&
    tcp.dst == 23'
ct_next(ct_state=new|trk) {
    ip.ttl--;
    eth.src = fa:16:3e:19:9f:46;
    eth.dst = fa:16:3e:89:f2:36;
    ct_next(ct_state=new|trk);
};
```

This fails, as you can see from the lack of an output action.

• VM a replies to a packet that is part of a Telnet connection originally initiated by c:

```
$ ovn-trace --ct est,rpl --ct est,rpl --minimal nl 'inport == "ap" &&
    eth.src == '$AP_MAC' && eth.dst == '$N1SUBNET4_MAC' &&
    ip4.src == 10.1.1.5 && ip4.dst == 10.1.2.7 && ip.ttl == 64 &&
    tcp.dst == 23'
...
ct_next(ct_state=est|rpl|trk) {
    ip.ttl--;
```
This succeeds, as you can see from the output action, since traffic received in reply to an outgoing connection is always allowed.

### 3.2.10 DHCP

As a final demonstration of the OVN architecture, let's examine the DHCP implementation. Like switching, routing, and NAT, the OVN implementation of DHCP involves configuration in the NB DB and logical flows in the SB DB.

Let's look at the DHCP support for a's port `ap`. The port's Logical_Switch_Port record shows that `ap` has DHCPv4 options:

```bash
$ ovn-nbctl list logical_switch_port ap | abbrev
_uuid : ef17e5
addresses : [
"fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7 10.1.1.5 fc11::5"
]
dhcpv4_options : 165974
dhcpv6_options : 26f7cd
dynamic_addresses : []
enabled : true
external_ids : 
"neutron:port_name"=ap
name : "820c08"
options : []
parent_name : []
port_security : [
"fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7 10.1.1.5 fc11::5"
]
tag : []
tag_request : []
type : 
up : true
```

We can then list them either by UUID or, more easily, by port name:

```bash
$ ovn-nbctl list dhcp_options ap | abbrev
_uuid : 165974
cidr : "10.1.1.0/24"
external_ids : 
subnet_id="5e67e7"
options : 
"lease_time=43200", 
"mtu=1442", 
"router=10.1.1.1", 
"server_id=10.1.1.1", 
"server_mac=fa:16:3e:bb:94:72"
```

These options show the basic DHCP configuration for the subnet. They do not include the IP address itself, which comes from the Logical_Switch_Port record. This allows a whole Neutron subnet to share a single DHCP_Options record. You can see this sharing in action, if you like, by listing the record for port `bp`, which is on the same subnet as `ap`, and see that it is the same record as before:

```bash
$ ovn-nbctl list dhcp_options bp | abbrev
_uuid : 165974
cidr : "10.1.1.0/24"
external_ids : 
subnet_id="5e67e7"
options : 
"lease_time=43200", 
"mtu=1442", 
"router=10.1.1.1", 
"server_id=10.1.1.1", 
"server_mac=fa:16:3e:bb:94:72"
```
You can take another look at the southbound flow table if you like, but the best demonstration is to trace a DHCP packet. The following is a trace of a DHCP request inbound from `ap`. The first part is just the usual travel through the firewall:

```
$ ovn-trace n1 'inport == "ap" && eth.src == "$AP_MAC" && eth.dst == ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff && ip4.dst == 255.255.255.255 && udp.src == 68 && udp.dst == 67 && ip.ttl == 1'
...
```

```
ingress(dp="n1", inport="ap")
```

```
0. ls_in_port_sec_l2 (ovn-northd.c:3234): inport == "ap" && eth.src == {fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7}, priority 50, uuid 6dcc418a
next;
```

```
1. ls_in_port_sec_ip (ovn-northd.c:2325): inport == "ap" && eth.src == fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7 && ip4.src == 0.0.0.0 && ip4.dst == 255.255.255.255 && udp.src == 68 && udp.dst == 67, priority 90, uuid e46bed6f
next;
```

```
3. ls_in_pre_acl (ovn-northd.c:2646): ip, priority 100, uuid 46c089e6
reg0[0] = 1;
next;
```

```
5. ls_in_pre_stateful (ovn-northd.c:2764): reg0[0] == 1, priority 100, uuid d1941634
ct_next;
```

The next part is the new part. First, an ACL in table 6 allows a DHCP request to pass through. In table 11, the special `put_dhcp_opts` action replaces a DHCPDISCOVER or DHCPREQUEST packet by a reply. Table 12 flips the packet’s source and destination and sends it back the way it came in:

```
next;
```

```
11. ls_in_dhcp_options (ovn-northd.c:3409): inport == "ap" && eth.src == fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7 && ip4.src == 0.0.0.0 && ip4.dst == 255.255.255.255 && udp.src == 68 && udp.dst == 67, priority 200, uuid 8d63f29c
next;
```

```
reg0[3] = put_dhcp_opts(offerip = 10.1.1.5, lease_time = 43200, mtu = 1442, netmask = 255.255.255.0, router = 10.1.1.1, server_id = 10.1.1.1);
/* We assume that this packet is DHCPDISCOVER or DHCPREQUEST. */
next;
```

```
12. ls_in_dhcp_response (ovn-northd.c:3438): inport == "ap" && eth.src == fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7 && ip4 && udp.src == 68 && udp.dst == 67 && reg0[3], priority 100, uuid 995eeea9
eth.dst = eth.src;
eth.src = fa:16:3e:bb:94:72;
ip4.dst = 10.1.1.5;
ip4.src = 10.1.1.1;
udp.src = 67;
udp.dst = 68;
outport = inport;
flags.loopback = 1;
output;
```

Then the last part is just traveling back through the firewall to VM `a`:

```
egress(dp="n1", inport="ap", outport="ap")
```

```
1. ls_out_pre_acl (ovn-northd.c:2648): ip, priority 100, uuid 3752b746
reg0[0] = 1;
next;
```

(continues on next page)
2. ls_out_pre_stateful (ovn-northd.c:2766): reg0[0] == 1, priority 100, uuid 0c066e1a
   ct_next;

   ct_next(ct_state=est|trk /* default (use --ct to customize) */)

4. ls_out_acl (ovn-northd.c:3008): outport == "ap" && eth.src == fa:16:3e:bb:94:72 &&
   ip4.src == 10.1.1.1 && udp && udp.src == 67 && udp.dst == 68, priority 34000, uuid
   0b383e77
   ct_commit;
   next;

7. ls_out_port_sec_ip (ovn-northd.c:2364): outport == "ap" && eth.dst ==
   fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7 && ip4.dst == {255.255.255.255, 224.0.0.0/4, 10.1.1.5}, priority
   90, uuid 7b8cbcd5
   next;

8. ls_out_port_sec_l2 (ovn-northd.c:3654): outport == "ap" && eth.dst ==
   {fa:16:3e:a9:4c:c7}, priority 50, uuid b874ece8
   output;
   /* output to "ap", type "" */

### 3.2.11 Further Directions

We’ve looked at a fair bit of how OVN works and how it interacts with OpenStack. If you still have some interest, then you might want to explore some of these directions:

- Adding more than one hypervisor (“compute node”, in OpenStack parlance). OVN connects compute nodes by tunneling packets with the STT or Geneve protocols. OVN scales to 1000 compute nodes or more, but two compute nodes demonstrate the principle. All of the tools and techniques we demonstrated also work with multiple compute nodes.

- Container support. OVN supports seamlessly connecting VMs to containers, whether the containers are hosted on “bare metal” or nested inside VMs. OpenStack support for containers, however, is still evolving, and too difficult to incorporate into the tutorial at this point.

- Other kinds of gateways. In addition to floating IPs with NAT, OVN supports directly attaching VMs to a physical network and connecting logical switches to VTEP hardware.

### 3.3 OVN Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) Tutorial

This document provides a step-by-step guide for setting up role-based access control (RBAC) in OVN. In OVN, hypervisors (chassis) read and write the southbound database to do configuration. Without restricting hypervisor’s access to the southbound database, a compromised hypervisor might disrupt the entire OVN deployment by corrupting the database. RBAC ensures that each hypervisor can only modify its own data and thus improves the security of OVN. More details about the RBAC design can be found in ovn-architecture(7) manpage.

This document assumes OVN is installed in your system and runs normally.

#### 3.3.1 Generating Certificates and Keys

In the OVN RBAC deployment, ovn-controller connects to the southbound database via SSL connection. The southbound database uses CA-signed certificate to authenticate ovn-controller.

---
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Suppose there are three machines in your deployment. *machine_1* runs *chassis_1* and has IP address *machine_1-ip*. *machine_2* runs *chassis_2* and has IP address *machine_2-ip*. *machine_3* hosts southbound database and has IP address *machine_3-ip*. *machine_3* also hosts public key infrastructure (PKI).

1. **Initiate PKI.**
   
   In *machine_3*:
   ```bash
   $ ovs-pki init
   ```

2. **Generate southbound database’s certificate request. Sign the certificate request with the CA key.**
   
   In *machine_3*:
   ```bash
   $ ovs-pki req -u sbdb
   $ ovs-pki sign sbdb switch
   ```

3. **Generate chassis certificate requests. Copy the certificate requests to *machine_3*.**
   
   In *machine_1*:
   ```bash
   $ ovs-pki req -u chassis_1
   $ scp chassis_1-req.pem \n   machine_3@machine_3-ip:/path/to/chassis_1-req.pem
   ```
   
   In *machine_2*:
   ```bash
   $ ovs-pki req -u chassis_2
   $ scp chassis_2-req.pem \n   machine_3@machine_3-ip:/path/to/chassis_2-req.pem
   ```
   
   **Note:** *chassis_1* must be the same string as *external_ids:system-id* in the Open_vSwitch table (the chassis name) of *machine_1*. Same applies for *chassis_2*.

4. **Sign the chassis certificate requests with the CA key. Copy *chassis_1*’s signed certificate and the CA certificate to *machine_1*. Copy *chassis_2*’s signed certificate and the CA certificate to *machine_2*.**
   
   In *machine_3*:
   ```bash
   $ ovs-pki sign chassis_1 switch
   $ ovs-pki sign chassis_2 switch
   $ scp chassis_1-cert.pem \n   machine_1@machine_1-ip:/path/to/chassis_1-cert.pem
   $ scp /var/lib/openvswitch/pki/switchca/cacert.pem \n   machine_1@machine_1-ip:/path/to/cacert.pem
   $ scp chassis_2-cert.pem \n   machine_2@machine_2-ip:/path/to/chassis_2-cert.pem
   $ scp /var/lib/openvswitch/pki/switchca/cacert.pem \n   machine_2@machine_2-ip:/path/to/cacert.pem
   ```

### 3.3.2 Configuring RBAC

1. **Set certificate, private key, and CA certificate for the southbound database. Configure the southbound database to listen on SSL connection and enforce role-based access control.**
   
   In *machine_3*:
2. Set certificate, private key, and CA certificate for `chassis_1` and `chassis_2`. Configure `chassis_1` and `chassis_2` to connect southbound database via SSL.

In `machine_1`:

```
$ ovn-sbctl set-ssl /path/to/sbdb-privkey.pem /path/to/sbdb-cert.pem /path/to/cacert.pem
$ ovn-sbctl set-connection role=ovn-controller pssl:6642
```

In `machine_2`:

```
$ ovn-sbctl set-ssl /path/to/sbdb-privkey.pem /path/to/sbdb-cert.pem /path/to/cacert.pem
$ ovn-sbctl set-connection role=ovn-controller pssl:6642
```

The OVN central control daemon and RBAC

The OVN central control daemon (`ovn-northd`) needs full write access to the southbound database. When you have one machine hosting the central components, `ovn-northd` can talk to the databases through a local unix socket, bypassing the `ovn-controller` RBAC configured for the listener at port ‘6642’. However, if you want to deploy multiple machines for hosting the central components, `ovn-northd` will require a remote connection to all of them.

1.Configure the southbound database with a second SSL listener on a separate port without RBAC enabled for use by `ovn-northd`.

In `machine_3`:

```
$ ovn-sbctl -- --id=@conn_uuid create Connection
   target="pssl\:16642"
   -- add SB_Global . connections=@conn_uuid
```

**Note:** Care should be taken to restrict access to the above mentioned port so that only trusted machines can connect to it.

### 3.4 OVN IPsec Tutorial

This document provides a step-by-step guide for encrypting tunnel traffic with IPsec in Open Virtual Network (OVN). OVN tunnel traffic is transported by physical routers and switches. These physical devices could be untrusted (devices in public network) or might be compromised. Enabling IPsec encryption for the tunnel traffic can prevent the traffic data from being monitored and manipulated. More details about the OVN IPsec design can be found in `ovn-architecture` manpage.

This document assumes OVN is installed in your system and runs normally. Also, you need to install OVS IPsec packages in each chassis (refer to Open vSwitch documentation on ipsec).
3.4.1 Generating Certificates and Keys

OVN chassis uses CA-signed certificate to authenticate peer chassis for building IPsec tunnel. If you have enabled Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) in OVN, you can use the RBAC SSL certificates and keys to set up OVN IPsec. Or you can generate separate certificates and keys with ovs-pki (refer to Generating Certificates and Keys).

Note: OVN IPsec requires x.509 version 3 certificate with the subjectAltName DNS field setting the same string as the common name (CN) field. CN should be set as the chassis name. ovs-pki in Open vSwitch 2.10.90 and later generates such certificates. Please generate compatible certificates if you use another PKI tool, or an older version of ovs-pki, to manage certificates.

3.4.2 Configuring OVN IPsec

You need to install the CA certificate, chassis certificate and private key in each chassis. Use the following command:

```
$ ovs-vsctl set Open_vSwitch . \
    other_config:certificate=/path/to/chassis-cert.pem \
    other_config:private_key=/path/to/chassis-privkey.pem \
    other_config:ca_cert=/path/to/cacert.pem
```

3.4.3 Enabling OVN IPsec

To enable OVN IPsec, set `ipsec` column in NB_Global table of the northbound database to true:

```
$ ovn-nbctl set nb_global . ipsec=true
```

With OVN IPsec enabled, all tunnel traffic in OVN will be encrypted with IPsec. To disable it, set `ipsec` column in NB_Global table of the northbound database to false:

```
$ ovn-nbctl set nb_global . ipsec=false
```

3.4.4 Troubleshooting

The ovs-monitor-ipsec daemon in each chassis manages and monitors the IPsec tunnel state. Use the following ovs-appctl command to view ovs-monitor-ipsec internal representation of tunnel configuration:

```
$ ovs-appctl -t ovs-monitor-ipsec tunnels/show
```

If there is a misconfiguration, then ovs-appctl should indicate why. For example:

| Interface name: ovn-host_2-0 v1 (CONFIGURED) | Should be set to CONFIGURED. Otherwise, error message will be provided |
| Interface name: ovn-host_2-0 v1 | (CONFIGURED) |
| Tunnel Type: | geneve |
| Remote IP: | 2.2.2.2 |
| SKB mark: | None |
| Local cert: | /path/to/chassis-cert.pem |
| Local name: | host_1 |
| Local key: | /path/to/chassis-privkey.pem |

(continues on next page)
Remote cert:  None
Remote name:  host_2
CA cert: /path/to/cacert.pem
PSK: None
Ofport: 2  <<< Whether ovs-vswitchd has assigned Ofport number to this Tunnel Port
CFM state: Disabled  <<< Whether CFM declared this tunnel healthy
Kernel policies installed:...
  <<< IPsec policies for this OVS tunnel in Linux Kernel installed by strongSwan
Kernel security associations installed:...
  <<< IPsec security associations for this OVS tunnel in Linux Kernel installed by strongswan
IPsec connections that are active:...
  <<< IPsec "connections" for this OVS tunnel

If you don’t see any active connections, try to run the following command to refresh the ovs-monitor-ipsec daemon:

$ ovs-appctl -t ovs-monitor-ipsec refresh

You can also check the logs of the ovs-monitor-ipsec daemon and the IKE daemon to locate issues. ovs-monitor-ipsec outputs log messages to /var/log/openvswitch/ovs-monitor-ipsec.log.

3.4.5 Bug Reporting

If you think you may have found a bug with security implications, like

1. IPsec protected tunnel accepted packets that came unencrypted; OR
2. IPsec protected tunnel allowed packets to leave unencrypted;

Then report such bugs according to OVN’s Security Process.

If bug does not have security implications, then report it according to instructions in Reporting Bugs in OVN.

If you have suggestions to improve this tutorial, please send an email to ovs-discuss@openvswitch.org.

3.5 OVN Interconnection

This document provides a guide for interconnecting multiple OVN deployments with OVN managed tunneling. More details about the OVN Interconnection design can be found in ovn-architecture(7) manpage.

This document assumes two or more OVN deployments are setup and runs normally, possibly at different data-centers, and the gateway chassis of each OVN are with IP addresses that are reachable between each other.

3.5.1 Setup Interconnection Databases

To interconnect different OVN, you need to create global OVSDB databases that store interconnection data. The databases can be setup on any nodes that are accessible from all the central nodes of each OVN deployment. It is recommended that the global databases are setup with HA, with nodes in different availability zones, to avoid single point of failure.
1. Install OVN packages on each global database node.

2. Start OVN IC-NB and IC-SB databases.

   On each global database node
   
   ```bash
   $ ovn-ctl [options] start_ic_ovsdb
   ```

   Options depends on the HA mode you use. To start standalone mode with TCP connections, use
   
   ```bash
   $ ovn-ctl --db-ic-nb-create-insecure-remote=yes --db-ic-sb-create-insecure-remote=yes start_ic_ovsdb
   ```

   This command starts IC database servers that accept both unix socket and TCP connections. For other modes, see more details with
   
   ```bash
   $ ovn-ctl --help
   ```

3.5.2 Register OVN to Interconnection Databases

For each OVN deployment, set an availability zone name

```bash
$ ovn-nbctl set NB_Global . name=<availability zone name>
```

The name should be unique across all OVN deployments, e.g. ovn-east, ovn-west, etc.

For each OVN deployment, start the ovn-ic daemon on central nodes

```bash
$ ovn-ctl --ovn-ic-nb-db=<IC-NB> --ovn-ic-sb-db=<IC-SB> --ovn-northd-nb-db=<NB> --ovn-northd-sb-db=<SB> [more options] start_ic
```

An example of <IC-NB> is tcp:<global db hostname>:6645, or for clustered DB: tcp:<node1>:6645,tcp:<node2>:6645,tcp:<node3>:6645. <IC-SB> is similar, but usually with a different port number, typically, 6646.

For <NB> and <SB>, use same connection methods as for starting northd.

Verify each OVN registration from global IC-SB database, using ovn-ic-sbctl, either on a global DB node or other nodes but with property DB connection method specified in options

```bash
$ ovn-ic-sbctl show
```

3.5.3 Configure Gateways

For each OVN deployment, specify some chassises as interconnection gateways. The number of gateways you need depends on the scale and bandwidth you need for the traffic between the OVN deployments.

For a node to work as an interconnection gateway, it must firstly be installed and configured as a regular OVN chassis, with OVS and ovn-controller running. To make a chassis as an interconnection gateway, simply run the command on the chassis

```bash
$ ovs-vsctl set open_vswitch . external_ids:ovn-is-interconn=true
```

After configuring gateways, verify from the global IC-SB database
3.5.4 Create Transit Logical Switches

Transit Logical Switches, or Transit Switches, are virtual switches for connecting logical routers in different OVN setups.

$ ovn-ic-nbctl ts-add <name>

After creating a transit switch, it can be seen from each OVN deployment’s Northbound database, which can be seen using

$ ovn-nbctl find logical_switch other_config:interconn-ts=<name>

You will also see it with simply ovn-nbctl ls-list.

If there are multiple tenants that require traffic being isolated from each other, then multiple transit switches can be created accordingly.

3.5.5 Connect Logical Routers to Transit Switches

Connect logical routers from each OVN deployment to the desired transit switches just as if they are regular logical switches, which includes below steps (from each OVN, for each logical router you want to connect).

Assume a transit switch named ts1 is already created in IC-NB and a logical router lr1 created in current OVN deployment.

1. Create a logical router port.

$ ovn-nbctl lrp-add lr1 lrp-lr1-ts1 aa:aa:aa:aa:aa:01 169.254.100.1/24

(The mac and IP are examples.)

2. Create a logical switch port on the transit switch and peer with the logical router port.

$ ovn-nbctl lsp-add ts1 lsp-ts1-lr1 --
   lsp-set-addresses lsp-ts1-lr1 router --
   lsp-set-type lsp-ts1-lr1 router --
   lsp-set-options lsp-ts1-lr1 router-port=lrp-lr1-ts1

3. Assign gateway(s) for the logical router port.

$ ovn-nbctl lrp-set-gateway-chassis lrp-lr1-ts1 <gateway name> [priority]

Optionally, you can assign more gateways and specify priorities, to achieve HA, just as usual for a distributed gateway port.

Similarly in another OVN deployment, you can connect a logical router (e.g. lr2) to the same transit switch the same way, with a different IP (e.g. 169.254.100.2) on the same subnet.

The ports connected to transit switches will be automatically populated to IC-SB database, which can be verified by

$ ovn-ic-sbctl show
3.5.6 Create Static Routes

Now that you have all the physical and logical topologies ready, simply create static routes between the OVN deployments so that packets can be forwarded by the logical routers through transit switches to the remote OVN.

For example, in ovn-east, there are workloads using 10.0.1.0/24 under lr1, and in ovn-west, there are workloads using 10.0.2.0/24 under lr2.

In ovn-east, add below route

$ ovn-nbctl lr-route-add lr1 10.0.2.0/24 169.254.100.2

In ovn-west, add below route

$ ovn-nbctl lr-route-add lr2 10.0.1.0/24 169.254.100.1

Now the traffic should be able to go through between the workloads through tunnels crossing gateway nodes of ovn-east and ovn-west.

3.5.7 Route Advertisement

Alternatively, you can avoid the above manual static route configuration by enabling route advertisement and learning on each OVN deployment

$ ovn-nbctl set NB_Global . options:ic-route-adv=true \ options:ic-route-learn=true

With this setting, the above routes will be automatically learned and configured in Northbound DB in each deployment. For example, in ovn-east, you will see the route

$ ovn-nbctl lr-route-list lr1
IPv4 Routes
10.0.2.0/24 169.254.100.2 dst-ip (learned)

In ovn-west you will see

$ ovn-nbctl lr-route-list lr2
IPv4 Routes
10.0.1.0/24 169.254.100.1 dst-ip (learned)

Static routes configured in the routers can be advertised and learned as well. For more details of router advertisement and its configure options, please see <code>ovn-nb</code>(5).

3.6 Adding a new OVN feature to the DDlog version of ovn-northd

This document describes the usual steps an OVN developer should go through when adding a new feature to ovn-northd-ddlog. In order to make things less abstract we will use the IP Multicast ovn-northd-ddlog implementation as an example. Even though the document is structured as a tutorial there might still exist feature-specific aspects that are not covered here.

3.6.1 Overview

DDLog is a dataflow system: it receives data from a data source (a set of “input relations”), processes it through “intermediate relations” according to the rules specified in the DDlog program, and sends the processed “output
relations” to a data sink. In OVN, the input relations primarily come from the OVN Northbound database and the output relations primarily go to the OVN Southbound database. The process looks like this:

```
from NBDB +----------+ +-----------------+ +-----------+ to SBDB
---------->|Input rels|-->|Intermediate rels|-->|Output rels|-------->
+----------+ +-----------------+ +-----------+
```

Adding a new feature to `ovn-northd-ddlog` usually involves the following steps:

1. Update northbound and/or southbound OVSDB schemas.
2. Configure DDlog/OVSDB bindings.
3. Define intermediate DDlog relations and rules to compute them.
4. Write rules to update output relations.
5. Generate `Logical_Flow``s and/or other forwarding records (e.g., `Multicast_Group`) that will control the dataplane operations.

### 3.6.2 Update NB and/or SB OVSDB schemas

This step is no different from the normal development flow in C.

Most of the times a developer chooses between two ways of configuring a new feature:

1. Adding a set of columns to tables in the NB and/or SB database (or adding key-value pairs to existing columns).
2. Adding new tables to the NB and/or SB database.

Looking at IP Multicast, there are two OVN Northbound tables where configuration information is stored:

- `Logical_Switch`, column `other_config`, keys `mcast_*`.
- `Logical_Router`, column `options`, keys `mcast_*`.

These tables become inputs to the DDlog pipeline.

In addition we add a new table `IP_Multicast` to the SB database. DDlog will update this table, that is, `IP_Multicast` receives output from the above pipeline.

### 3.6.3 Configuring DDlog/OVSDB bindings

**Configuring `northd/automake.mk`**

The OVN build process uses DDlog’s `ovsdb2ddlog` utility to parse `ovn-nb.ovsschema` and `ovn-sb.ovsschema` and then automatically populate `OVN_Northbound.dl` and `OVN_Southbound.dl`. For each OVN Northbound and Southbound table, it generates one or more corresponding DDlog relations.

We need to supply `ovsdb2ddlog` with some information that it can’t infer from the OVSDB schemas. This information must be specified as `ovsdb2ddlog` arguments, which are read from `northd/ovn-nb.dlopts` and `northd/ovn-sb.dlopts`.

The main choice for each new table is whether it is used for output. Output tables can also be used for input, but the converse is not true. If the table is used for output at all, we add `-o <table>` to the option file. Our new table `IP_Multicast` is an output table, so we add `-o IP_Multicast` to `ovn-sb.dlopts`.

For input-only tables, `ovsdb2ddlog` generates a DDlog input relation with the same name. For output tables, it generates this table plus an output relation named `Out_<table>`. Thus, `OVN_Southbound.dl` has two relations for `IP_Multicast`:

```
``
input relation IP_Multicast {
  _uuid: uuid,
  datapath: string,
  enabled: Set<bool>,
  querier: Set<bool>
}
output relation Out_IP_Multicast {
  _uuid: uuid,
  datapath: string,
  enabled: Set<bool>,
  querier: Set<bool>
}

For an output table, consider whether only some of the columns are used for output, that is, some of the columns are effectively input-only. This is common in OVN for OVSDB columns that are managed externally (e.g. by a CMS). For each input-only column, we add \texttt{--ro <table>.<column>}. Alternatively, if most of the columns are input-only but a few are output columns, add \texttt{--rw <table>.<column>} for each of the output columns. In our case, all of the columns are used for output, so we do not need to add anything.

Finally, in some cases \texttt{ovn-northd-ddlog} shouldn’t change values in . One such case is the \texttt{seq_no} column in the \texttt{IP_Multicast} table. To do that we need to instruct \texttt{ovsdb2ddlog} to treat the column as read-only by using the \texttt{--ro} switch.

\texttt{ovsdb2ddlog} generates a number of additional DDlog relations, for use by auto-generated OVSDB adapter logic. These are irrelevant to most DDLog developers, although sometimes they can be handy for debugging. See the \texttt{appendix} for details.

### 3.6.4 Define intermediate DDLog relations and rules to compute them.

Obviously there will be a one-to-one relationship between logical switches/routers and IP multicast configuration. One way to represent this relationship is to create multicast configuration DDlog relations to be referenced by \&Switch and \&Router DDlog records:

```plaintext
/* IP Multicast per switch configuration. */
relation &McastSwitchCfg{
  datapath : uuid,
  enabled : bool,
  querier : bool
}
&McastSwitchCfg{
  .datapath = ls_uuid,
  .enabled = map_get_bool_def(other_config, "mcast_snoop", false),
  .querier = map_get_bool_def(other_config, "mcast_querier", true)) :-
  nb.Logical_Switch(._uuid = ls_uuid,
                 .other_config = other_config).
```

Then reference these relations in \&Switch and \&Router. For example, in lswitch.dl, the \&Switch relation definition now contains:

```plaintext
relation &Switch{
  ls: nb.Logical_Switch,
  [...]
  mcast_cfg: Ref<McastSwitchCfg>
}
```
And is populated by the following rule which references the correct `McastSwitchCfg` based on the logical switch uuid:

```prolog
&Switch(.ls = ls, 
    [...] 
    .mcast_cfg = mcast_cfg) :- 
    nb.Logical_Switch[ls], 
    [...] 
    mcast_cfg in &McastSwitchCfg(.datapath = ls._uuid).
```

**Build state based on information dynamically updated by `ovn-controller`**

Some OVN features rely on information learned by `ovn-controller` to generate `Logical_Flow` or other records that control the dataplane. In case of IP Multicast, `ovn-controller` uses IGMP to learn multicast groups that are joined by hosts.

Each `ovn-controller` maintains its own set of records to avoid ownership and concurrency with other controllers. If two hosts that are connected to the same logical switch but reside on different hypervisors (different `ovn-controller` processes) join the same multicast group G, each of the controllers will create an `IGMP_Group` record in the OVN Southbound database which will contain a set of ports to which the interested hosts are connected.

At this point `ovn-northd-ddlog` needs to aggregate the per-chassis IGMP records to generate a single `Logical_Flow` for group G. Moreover, the ports on which the hosts are connected are represented as references to `Port_Binding` records in the database. These also need to be translated to `&SwitchPort` DDlog relations. The corresponding DDlog operations that need to be performed are:

- Flatten the `<IGMP group, ports>` mapping in order to be able to do the translation from `Port_Binding` to `&SwitchPort`. For each `IGMP_Group` record in the OVN Southbound database generate an individual record of type `IgmpSwitchGroupPort` for each `Port_Binding` in the set of ports that joined the group. Also, translate the `Port_Binding uuid` to the corresponding `Logical_Switch_Port uuid`:

```prolog
relation IgmpSwitchGroupPort(
    address: string, 
    switch : Ref<Switch>, 
    port : uuid
) 

IgmpSwitchGroupPort(address, switch, lsp_uuid) :- 
    sb::IGMP_Group(.address = address, .datapath = igmp_dp_set, 
    .ports = pb_ports), 
    var pb_port_uuid = FlatMap(pb_ports), 
    sb::Port_Binding(_uuid = pb_port_uuid, .logical_port = lsp_name), 
    &SwitchPort(
        .lsp = nb.Logical_Switch_Port(._uuid = lsp_uuid, .name = lsp_name), 
        .sw = switch).
```

- Aggregate the flattened `IgmpSwitchGroupPort` (implicitly from all `ovn-controller` instances) grouping by adress and logical switch:

```prolog
relation IgmpSwitchMulticastGroup(
    address: string, 
    switch : Ref<Switch>, 
    ports : Set<uuid>
) 
```

(continues on next page)
At this point we have all the feature configuration relevant information stored in DDlog relations in `ovn-northd-ddlog` memory.

### 3.6.5 Write rules to update output relations

The developer updates output tables by writing rules that generate `Out_*` relations. For IP Multicast this means:

```prolog
/* IP_Multicast table (only applicable for Switches). */
sb::Out_IP_Multicast(_.uuid = hash128(cfg.datapath),
    .datapath = cfg.datapath,
    .enabled = set_singleton(cfg.enabled),
    .querier = set_singleton(cfg.querier)) :-
    &McastSwitchCfg[&cfg].
```

Note: OVN_Southbound.dl also contains an IP_Multicast relation with input qualifier. This relation stores the current snapshot of the OVSDB table and cannot be written to.

### 3.6.6 Generate Logical_Flow and/or other forwarding records

At this point we have defined all DDlog relations required to generate Logical_Flow's. All we have to do is write the rules to do so. For each `IgmpSwitchMulticastGroup` we generate a Flow that has as action "outport = <Multicast_Group>; output;":

```prolog
/* Ingress table 17: Add IP multicast flows learnt from IGMP (priority 90). */
for (IgmpSwitchMulticastGroup(.address = address, .switch = &sw)) {
    Flow(_.logical_datapath = sw.dpname,
      .stage = switch_stage(IN, L2_LKUP),
      .priority = 90,
      .__match = "eth.mcast && ip4 && ip4.dst == ${address}",
      .actions = "outport = "$address"; output;",
      .external_ids = map_empty())
}
```

In some cases generating a logical flow is not enough. For IGMP we also need to maintain OVN southbound Multicast_Group records, one per IGMP group storing the corresponding Port_Binding uuids of ports where multicast traffic should be sent. This is also relatively straightforward:

```prolog
/* Create a multicast group for each IGMP group learned by a Switch. */
/* 'tunnel_key' == 0 triggers an ID allocation later. */
sb::Out_Multicast_Group(_.datapath = switch.dpname,
    .name = address,
    .tunnel_key = 0,
    .ports = set_map_uuid2name(port_ids)) :-
    IgmpSwitchMulticastGroup(address, &switch, port_ids).
```

We must also define DDlog relations that will allocate `tunnel_key` values. There are two cases: tunnel keys for records that already existed in the database are preserved to implement stable id allocation; new multicast groups need
new keys. This kind of allocation can be tricky, especially to new users of DDlog. OVN contains multiple instances of allocation, so it’s probably worth reading through the existing cases and following their pattern, and, if it’s still tricky, asking for assistance.

3.6.7 Appendix A. Additional relations generated by ovsdb2ddlog

ovsdb2ddlog generates some extra relations to manage communication with the OVSDB server. It generates records in the following relations when rows in OVSDB output tables need to be added or deleted or updated.

In the steady state, when everything is working well, a given record stays in any one of these relations only briefly: just long enough for ovn-northd-ddlog to send a transaction to the OVSDB server. When the OVSDB server applies the update and sends an acknowledgement, this ordinarily means that these relations become empty, because there are no longer any further changes to send.

Thus, records that persist in one of these relations is a sign of a problem. One example of such a problem is the database server rejecting the transactions sent by ovn-northd-ddlog, which might happen if, for example, a bug in a .dl file would cause some OVSDB constraint or relational integrity rule to be violated. (Such a problem can often be diagnosed by looking in the OVSDB server’s log.)

- **DeltaPlus_IP_Multicast** used by the DDlog program to track new records that are not yet added to the database:

```plaintext
output relation DeltaPlus_IP_Multicast (  
    datapath: uuid_or_string_t,  
    enabled: Set<bool>,  
    querier: Set<bool>  
)
```

- **DeltaMinus_IP_Multicast** used by the DDlog program to track records that are no longer needed in the database and need to be removed:

```plaintext
output relation DeltaMinus_IP_Multicast (  
    _uuid: uuid  
)
```

- **Update_IP_Multicast** used by the DDlog program to track records whose fields need to be updated in the database:

```plaintext
output relation Update_IP_Multicast (  
    _uuid: uuid,  
    enabled: Set<bool>,  
    querier: Set<bool>  
)
```
CHAPTER 4

Deep Dive

How OVN is implemented and, where necessary, why it was implemented that way.

4.1 OVN

4.1.1 Debugging the DDlog version of ovn-northd

This document gives some tips for debugging correctness issues in the DDlog implementation of ovn-northd. To keep things concrete, we assume here that a failure occurred in one of the test cases in ovn-e2e.at, but the same methodology applies in any other environment. If none of these methods helps, ask for assistance or submit a bug report.

Before trying these methods, you may want to check the northd log file, tests/testsuite.dir/<test_number>/northd/ovn-northd.log for error messages that might explain the failure.

**Compare OVSDB tables generated by DDlog vs C**

The first thing I typically want to check when ovn-northd-ddlog does not behave as expected is how the OVSDB tables computed by DDlog differ from what the C implementation produces. Fortunately, all the infrastructure needed to do this already exists in OVN.

First, let’s modify the test script, e.g., ovn.at to dump the contents of OVSDB right before the failure. The most common issue is a difference between the logical flows generated by the two implementations. To make it easy to compare the generated flows, make sure that the test contains something like this in the right place:

```bash
ovn-sbctl dump-flows > sbflows
AT_CAPTURE_FILE([sbflows])
```

The first line above dumps the OVN logical flow table to a file named sbflows. The second line ensures that, if the test fails, sbflows get logged to testsuite.log. That is not particularly useful for us right now, but it means that if someone later submits a bug report, that’s one more piece of data that we don’t have to ask for them to submit along with it.
Next, we want to run the test twice, with the C and DDlog versions of northd, e.g., make check -j6
TESTSUITEFLAGS="-d 111 112" if 111 and 112 are the C and DDlog versions of the same test. The -d in
this command line makes the test driver keep test directories around even for tests that succeed, since by default it
deletes them.

Now you can look at sbflows in each test log directory. The ovn-northd-ddlog developers have gone to some
trouble to make the DDlog flows as similar as possible to the C ones, right down to white space and other formatting.
Thus, the DDlog output is often identical to C aside from logical datapath UUIDs.

Usually, this means that one can get informative results by running diff, e.g.:

```
diff -u tests/testsuite.dir/111/sbflows tests/testsuite.dir/111/sbflows
```

Running the input through the uuidfilt utility from OVS will generally get rid of the logical datapath UUID
differences as well:

```
diff -u <(uuidfilt tests/testsuite.dir/111/sbflows) <(uuidfilt tests/testsuite.dir/
˓→-111/sbflows)
```

If there are nontrivial differences, this often identifies your bug.

Often, once you have identified the difference between the two OVSDB dumps, this will immediately lead you to the
root cause of the bug, but if you are not this lucky then the next method may help.

**Record and replay DDlog execution**

DDlog offers a way to record all input table updates throughout the execution of northd and replay them against DDlog
running as a standalone executable without all other OVN components. This has two advantages. First, this allows
one to easily tweak the inputs, e.g. to simplify the test scenario. Second, the recorded execution can be easily replayed
anywhere without having to reproduce your OVN setup.

Use the --ddlog-record option to record updates, e.g. --ddlog-record=replay.dat to record to
replay.dat. (OVN’s built-in tests automatically do this.) The file contains the log of transactions in the
DDlog command format (see https://github.com/vmware/differential-datalog/blob/master/doc/command_reference/
command_reference.md).

To replay the log, you will need the standalone DDlog executable. By default, the build system does not compile this
program, because it increases the already long Rust compilation time. To build it, add NORTHD_CLI=1 to the make
command line, e.g. make NORTHD_CLI=1.

You can modify the log before replaying it, e.g., adding dump <table> commands to dump the contents of relations
at various points during execution. The <table> name must be fully qualified based on the file in which it is declared,
e.g. OVN_Southbound::<table> for southbound tables or lrouter::<table>. for lrouter.dl. You
also can use dump without an argument to dump the contents of all tables.

The following command replays the log generated by OVN test number 112 and dumps the output of DDlog to
replay.dump:

```
northd/ovn_northd_ddlog/target/release/ovn_northd_cli < tests/testsuite.dir/112/
˓→northd/replay.dat > replay.dump
```

Or, to dump just the table contents following the run, without having to edit replay.dat:

```
(cat tests/testsuite.dir/112/northd/replay.dat; echo 'dump;') | northd/ovn_northd_
˓→_ddlog/target/release/ovn_northd_cli --no-delta --no-init-snapshot > replay.dump
```

Depending on whether and how you installed OVS and OVN, you might need to point LD_LIBRARY_PATH to library
build directories to get the CLI to run, e.g.:
export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=$HOME/ovn/_build/lib/.libs:$HOME/ovs/_build/lib/.libs

Note: The replay output may be less informative than you expect because DDlog does not, by default, keep around enough information to include input relation and intermediate relations in the output. These relations are often critical to understanding what is going on. To include them, add the options --output-internal-relations --output-input-relations=In_ to DDLOG_EXTRA_FLAGS for building ovn-northd-ddlog. For example, configure as:

```
./configure DDLOG_EXTRA_FLAGS='--output-internal-relations --output-input-relations=In_'
```

### Debugging by Logging

One limitation of the previous method is that it allows one to inspect inputs and outputs of a rule, but not the (sometimes fairly complicated) computation that goes on inside the rule. You can of course break up the rule into several rules and dump the intermediate outputs.

There are at least two alternatives for generating log messages. First, you can write rules to add strings to the Warning relation declared in ovn_north.dl. Code in ovn-northd-ddlog.c will log any given string in this relation just once, when it is first added to the relation. (If it is removed from the relation and then added back later, it will be logged again.)

Second, you can call using the `warn()` function declared in ovn.dl from a DDlog rule. It’s not straightforward to know exactly when this function will be called, like it would be in an imperative language like C, since DDlog is a declarative language where the user doesn’t directly control when rules are triggered. You might, for example, see the rule being triggered multiple times with the same input. Nevertheless, this debugging technique is useful in practice.

You will find many examples of the use of `Warning` and `warn` in ovn_northd.dl, where it is frequently used to report non-critical errors.

### Debugging panics

**TODO:** update these instructions as DDlog’s internal handling of panic’s is improved.

DDlog is a safe language, so DDlog programs normally do not crash, except for the following three cases:

- A panic in a Rust function imported to DDlog as `extern function`.
- A panic in a C function imported to DDlog as `extern function`.
- A bug in the DDlog runtime or libraries.

Below we walk through the steps involved in debugging such failures. In this scenario, there is an array-index-out-of-bounds error in the `ovn_scan_static_dynamic_ip6()` function, which is written in Rust and imported to DDlog as an `extern function`. When invoked from a DDlog rule, this function causes a panic in one of DDlog worker threads.

**Step 1: Check for error messages in the northd log.** A panic can generally lead to unpredictable outcomes, so one cannot count on a clean error message showing up in the log (Other outcomes include crashing the entire process and even deadlocks. We are working to eliminate the latter possibility). In this case we are lucky to observe a bunch of error messages like the following in the northd log:

```
error: failed to receive flush ack message from timely dataflow thread
```
These messages are telling us that something is broken inside the DDlog runtime.

**Step 2: Record and replay the failing scenario.** We use DDlog’s record/replay capabilities (see above) to capture the faulty scenario. We replay the recorded trace:

```bash
crul/ovn_northd_ddlog/target/release/ovn_northd_cli < tests/testsuite.dir/117/ \-northd/replay.dat
```

This generates a bunch of output ending with:

```none
thread 'worker thread 2' panicked at 'index out of bounds: the len is 1 but the index is 1', /rustc/eae343dfe991621e8afdc82734f4a172d7ddf9b/src/libcore/slice/mod.rs:2681:10
note: run `RUST_BACKTRACE=1` environment variable to display a backtrace.
```

We re-run the CLI again with backtrace enabled (as suggested by the error message):

```bash
RUST_BACKTRACE=1 northd/ovn_northd_ddlog/target/release/ovn_northd_cli < tests/ \-testsuite.dir/117/northd/replay.dat
```

This finally yields the following stack trace, which suggests array bound violation in `ovn_scan_static_dynamic_ip6`:

```none
0: backtrace::backtrace::libunwind::trace
    at /cargo/registry/src/github.com-1ecc6299db9ec823/backtrace-0.3.29 10:
    →core::panicking::panic_bounds_check
    at src/libcore/panicking.rs:61
[SKIPPED]
11: ovn_northd_ddlog::__ovn::ovn_scan_static_dynamic_ip6
12: ovn_northd_ddlog::prog::__f
[SKIPPED]
```

Finally, looking at the source code of `ovn_scan_static_dynamic_ip6`, we identify the following line, containing an unsafe array indexing operator, as the culprit:

```rust
ovn_ipv6_parse(&f[1].to_string())
```

**Clean build**

Occasionally it’s desirable to a full and complete build of the DDlog-generated code. To trigger that, delete the generated `ovn_northd_ddlog` directory and the `ddlog.stamp` witness file, like this:

```bash
rm -rf northd/ovn_northd_ddlog northd/ddlog.stamp
```

or:

```bash
make clean-ddlog
```

**Submitting a bug report**

If you are having trouble with DDlog and the above methods do not help, please submit a bug report to bugs@openvswitch.org, CC ryzhyk@gmail.com.

In addition to problem description, please provide as many of the following as possible:
• Are you running with the right DDlog for the version of OVN? OVN and DDlog are both evolving and OVN needs to build against a specific version of DDlog.
• replay.dat file generated as described above
• Logs: ovn-northd.log and testsuite.log, if you are running the OVN test suite

4.1.2 Integration Guide for Centralized Control

HA for OVN DB servers using pacemaker

The ovsdb servers can work in either active or backup mode. In backup mode, db server will be connected to an active server and replicate the active servers contents. At all times, the data can be transacted only from the active server. When the active server dies for some reason, entire OVN operations will be stalled.

Pacemaker is a cluster resource manager which can manage a defined set of resource across a set of clustered nodes. Pacemaker manages the resource with the help of the resource agents. One among the resource agent is OCF

OCF is nothing but a shell script which accepts a set of actions and returns an appropriate status code.

With the help of the OCF resource agent ovn/utilities/ovndb-servers.ocf, one can defined a resource for the pacemaker such that pacemaker will always maintain one running active server at any time.

After creating a pacemaker cluster, use the following commands to create one active and multiple backup servers for OVN databases:

```bash
$ pcs resource create ovndb_servers ocf:ovn:ovndb-servers
   master_ip=x.x.x.x
   ovn_ctl=<path of the ovn-ctl script>
   op monitor interval="10s"
   op monitor role=Master interval="15s"
$ pcs resource master ovndb_servers-master ovndb_servers
   meta notify="true"
```

The master_ip and ovn_ctl are the parameters that will be used by the OCF script. ovn_ctl is optional, if not given, it assumes a default value of /usr/share/openvswitch/scripts/ovn-ctl. master_ip is the IP address on which the active database server is expected to be listening, the slave node uses it to connect to the master node. You can add the optional parameters ‘nb_master_port’, ‘nb_master_protocol’, ‘sb_master_port’, ‘sb_master_protocol’ to set the protocol and port.

Whenever the active server dies, pacemaker is responsible to promote one of the backup servers to be active. Both ovn-controller and ovn-northd needs the ip-address at which the active server is listening. With pacemaker changing the node at which the active server is run, it is not efficient to instruct all the ovn-controllers and the ovn-northd to listen to the latest active server’s ip-address.

This problem can be solved by two ways:

1. By using a native ocf resource agent ocf:heartbeat:IPaddr2. The IPAddr2 resource agent is just a resource with an ip-address. When we collocate this resource with the active server, pacemaker will enable the active server to be connected with a single ip-address all the time. This is the ip-address that needs to be given as the parameter while creating the ovndb_servers resource.

Use the following command to create the IPAddr2 resource and colocate it with the active server:

```bash
$ pcs resource create VirtualIP ocf:heartbeat:IPaddr2 ip=x.x.x.x
   op monitor interval=30s
$ pcs constraint order promote ovndb_servers-master then VirtualIP
$ pcs constraint colocation add VirtualIP with master ovndb_servers-master
   score=INFINITY
```
2. Using load balancer vip ip as a master_ip. In order to use this feature, one needs to use listen_on_master_ip_only to no. Current code for load balancer have been tested to work with tcp protocol and needs to be tested/enhanced for ssl. Using load balancer, standby nodes will not listen on nb and sb db ports so that load balancer will always communicate to the active node and all the traffic will be sent to active node only. Standby will continue to sync using LB VIP IP in this case.

Use the following command to create pcs resource using LB VIP:

```
$ pcs resource create ovndb_servers ocf:ovn:ovndb-servers \
   master_ip="<load_balance_vip_ip>" \
   listen_on_master_ip_only="no" \
   ovn_ctl=<path of the ovn-ctl script> \
   op monitor interval="10s" \
   op monitor role=Master interval="15s"
$ pcs resource master ovndb_servers-master ovndb_servers \
   meta notify="true"
```

### 4.1.3 OVN Gateway High Availability Plan

The OVN gateway is responsible for shuffling traffic between the tunneled overlay network (governed by ovn-northd), and the legacy physical network. In a naive implementation, the gateway is a single x86 server, or hardware VTEP. For most deployments, a single system has enough forwarding capacity to service the entire virtualized network, however, it introduces a single point of failure. If this system dies, the entire OVN deployment becomes unavailable. To mitigate this risk, an HA solution is critical – by spreading responsibility across multiple systems, no single server failure can take down the network.

An HA solution is both critical to the manageability of the system, and extremely difficult to get right. The purpose of this document, is to propose a plan for OVN Gateway High Availability which takes into account our past experience building similar systems. It should be considered a fluid changing proposal, not a set-in-stone decree.

**Note:** This document describes a range of options OVN could take to provide high availability for gateways. The current implementation provides L3 gateway high availability by the “Router Specific Active/Backup” approach de-
Basic Architecture

In an OVN deployment, the set of hypervisors and network elements operating under the guidance of ovn-northd are in what’s called “logical space”. These servers use VXLAN, STT, or Geneve to communicate, oblivious to the details of the underlying physical network. When these systems need to communicate with legacy networks, traffic must be routed through a Gateway which translates from OVN controlled tunnel traffic, to raw physical network traffic.

Since the gateway is typically the only system with a connection to the physical network all traffic between logical space and the WAN must travel through it. This makes it a critical single point of failure – if the gateway dies, communication with the WAN ceases for all systems in logical space.

To mitigate this risk, multiple gateways should be run in a “High Availability Cluster” or “HA Cluster”. The HA cluster will be responsible for performing the duties of a gateways, while being able to recover gracefully from individual member failures.

L2 vs L3 High Availability

In order to achieve this goal, there are two broad approaches one can take. The HA cluster can appear to the network like a giant Layer 2 Ethernet Switch, or like a giant IP Router. These approaches are called L2HA, and L3HA respectively. L2HA allows ethernet broadcast domains to extend into logical space, a significant advantage, but this comes at a cost. The need to avoid transient L2 loops during failover significantly complicates their design. On the other hand, L3HA works for most use cases, is simpler, and fails more gracefully. For these reasons, it is suggested that OVN supports an L3HA model, leaving L2HA for future work (or third party VTEP providers). Both models are discussed further below.
**L3HA**

In this section, we’ll work through a basic simple L3HA implementation, on top of which we’ll gradually build more sophisticated features explaining their motivations and implementations as we go.

**Naive active-backup**

Let’s assume that there are a collection of logical routers which a tenant has asked for, our task is to schedule these logical routers on one of N gateways, and gracefully redistribute the routers on gateways which have failed. The absolute simplest way to achieve this is what we’ll call “naive-active-backup”.

```
Naive Active Backup HA Implementation
```

```
+----------------+ +----------------+
| Leader | | Backup |
| A B C | | | |
| +-----+-+-+-+----++ +-+--------------+
\ ^ ^ ^ ^ | |
\ | | | | |
\ | | | | +-----+-+-----+
\ | | | + ovn-northd |
\ Traffic +----------+
```

In a naive active-backup, one of the Gateways is chosen (arbitrarily) as a leader. All logical routers (A, B, C in the figure), are scheduled on this leader gateway and all traffic flows through it. ovn-northd monitors this gateway via OpenFlow echo requests (or some equivalent), and if the gateway dies, it recreates the routers on one of the backups.

This approach basically works in most cases and should likely be the starting point for OVN – it’s strictly better than no HA solution and is a good foundation for more sophisticated solutions. That said, it’s not without it’s limitations. Specifically, this approach doesn’t coordinate with the physical network to minimize disruption during failures, and it tightly couples failover to ovn-northd (we’ll discuss why this is bad in a bit), and wastes resources by leaving backup gateways completely unutilized.

**Router Failover**

When ovn-northd notices the leader has died and decides to migrate routers to a backup gateway, the physical network has to be notified to direct traffic to the new gateway. Otherwise, traffic could be blackholed for longer than necessary making failovers worse than they need to be.

For now, let’s assume that OVN requires all gateways to be on the same IP subnet on the physical network. If this isn’t the case, gateways would need to participate in routing protocols to orchestrate failovers, something which is difficult and out of scope of this document.

Since all gateways are on the same IP subnet, we simply need to worry about updating the MAC learning tables of the Ethernet switches on that subnet. Presumably, they all have entries for each logical router pointing to the old leader. If these entries aren’t updated, all traffic will be sent to the (now defunct) old leader, instead of the new one.

In order to mitigate this issue, it’s recommended that the new gateway sends a Reverse ARP (RARP) onto the physical network for each logical router it now controls. A Reverse ARP is a benign protocol used by many hypervisors when virtual machines migrate to update L2 forwarding tables. In this case, the ethernet source address of the RARP is that of the logical router it corresponds to, and its destination is the broadcast address. This causes the RARP to travel to every L2 switch in the broadcast domain, updating forwarding tables accordingly. This strategy is recommended in
all failover mechanisms discussed in this document – when a router newly boots on a new leader, it should RARP its MAC address.

**Controller Independent Active-backup**

The fundamental problem with naive active-backup, is it tightly couples the failover solution to ovn-northd. This can significantly increase downtime in the event of a failover as the (often already busy) ovn-northd controller has to recompute state for the new leader. Worse, if ovn-northd goes down, we can’t perform gateway failover at all. This violates the principle that control plane outages should have no impact on dataplane functionality.

In a controller independent active-backup configuration, ovn-northd is responsible for initial configuration while the HA cluster is responsible for monitoring the leader, and failing over to a backup if necessary. ovn-northd sets HA policy, but doesn’t actively participate when failovers occur.

Of course, in this model, ovn-northd is not without some responsibility. Its role is to pre-plan what should happen in the event of a failure, leaving it to the individual switches to execute this plan. It does this by assigning each gateway a unique leadership priority. Once assigned, it communicates this priority to each node it controls. Nodes use the leadership priority to determine which gateway in the cluster is the active leader by using a simple metric: the leader is the gateway that is healthy, with the highest priority. If that gateway goes down, leadership falls to the next highest priority, and conversely, if a new gateway comes up with a higher priority, it takes over leadership.

Thus, in this model, leadership of the HA cluster is determined simply by the status of its members. Therefore if we can communicate the status of each gateway to each transport node, they can individually figure out which is the leader, and direct traffic accordingly.

**Tunnel Monitoring**

Since in this model leadership is determined exclusively by the health status of member gateways, a key problem is how do we communicate this information to the relevant transport nodes. Luckily, we can do this fairly cheaply using tunnel monitoring protocols like BFD.

The basic idea is pretty straightforward. Each transport node maintains a tunnel to every gateway in the HA cluster (not just the leader). These tunnels are monitored using the BFD protocol to see which are alive. Given this information, hypervisors can trivially compute the highest priority live gateway, and thus the leader.

In practice, this leadership computation can be performed trivially using the bundle or group action. Rather than using OpenFlow to simply output to the leader, all gateways could be listed in an active-backup bundle action ordered by their priority. The bundle action will automatically take into account the tunnel monitoring status to output the packet to the highest priority live gateway.
Inter-Gateway Monitoring

One somewhat subtle aspect of this model, is that failovers are not globally atomic. When a failover occurs, it will take some time for all hypervisors to notice and adjust accordingly. Similarly, if a new high priority Gateway comes up, it may take some time for all hypervisors to switch over to the new leader. In order to avoid confusing the physical network, under these circumstances it’s important for the backup gateways to drop traffic they’ve received erroneously. In order to do this, each Gateway must know whether or not it is, in fact active. This can be achieved by creating a mesh of tunnels between gateways. Each gateway monitors the other gateways its cluster to determine which are alive, and therefore whether or not that gateway happens to be the leader. If leading, the gateway forwards traffic normally, otherwise it drops all traffic.

We should note that this method works well under the assumption that there are no inter-gateway connectivity failures, in such case this method would fail to elect a single master. The simplest example is two gateways which stop seeing each other but can still reach the hypervisors. Protocols like VRRP or CARP have the same issue. A mitigation for this type of failure mode could be achieved by having all network elements (hypervisors and gateways) periodically share their link status to other endpoints.

Gateway Leadership Resignation

Sometimes a gateway may be healthy, but still may not be suitable to lead the HA cluster. This could happen for several reasons including:

- The physical network is unreachable
- BFD (or ping) has detected the next hop router is unreachable
- The Gateway recently booted and isn’t fully configured

In this case, the Gateway should resign leadership by holding its tunnels down using the `other_config:cpath_down` flag. This indicates to participating hypervisors and Gateways that this gateway should be treated as if it’s down, even though its tunnels are still healthy.

Router Specific Active-Backup

```
+----------------+ +----------------+
| | | | | | | | | |
| A C | | B D E | |
| | | | | | | | |
+----------------+ +----------------+
```

Controller independent active-backup is a great advance over naive active-backup, but it still has one glaring problem – it under-utilizes the backup gateways. In ideal scenario, all traffic would split evenly among the live set of gateways. Getting all the way there is somewhat tricky, but as a step in the direction, one could use the “Router Specific Active-Backup” algorithm. This algorithm looks a lot like active-backup on a per logical router basis, with one twist. It chooses a different active Gateway for each logical router. Thus, in situations where there are several logical routers, all with somewhat balanced load, this algorithm performs better.
Implementation of this strategy is quite straightforward if built on top of basic controller independent active-backup. On a per logical router basis, the algorithm is the same, leadership is determined by the liveness of the gateways. The key difference here is that the gateways must have a different leadership priority for each logical router. These leadership priorities can be computed by ovn-northd just as they had been in the controller independent active-backup model.

Once we have these per logical router priorities, they simply need be communicated to the members of the gateway cluster and the hypervisors. The hypervisors in particular, need simply have an active-backup bundle action (or group action) per logical router listing the gateways in priority order for that router, rather than having a single bundle action shared for all the routers.

Additionally, the gateways need to be updated to take into account individual router priorities. Specifically, each gateway should drop traffic of backup routers it’s running, and forward traffic of active gateways, instead of simply dropping or forwarding everything. This should likely be done by having ovn-controller recompute OpenFlow for the gateway, though other options exist.

The final complication is that ovn-northd’s logic must be updated to choose these per logical router leadership priorities in a more sophisticated manner. It doesn’t matter much exactly what algorithm it chooses to do this, beyond that it should provide good balancing in the common case. I.E. each logical routers priorities should be different enough that routers balance to different gateways even when failures occur.

Preemption

In an active-backup setup, one issue that users will run into is that of gateway leader preemption. If a new Gateway is added to a cluster, or for some reason an existing gateway is rebooted, we could end up in a situation where the newly activated gateway has higher priority than any other in the HA cluster. In this case, as soon as that gateway appears, it will preempt leadership from the currently active leader causing an unnecessary failover. Since failover can be quite expensive, this preemption may be undesirable.

The controller can optionally avoid preemption by cleverly tweaking the leadership priorities. For each router, new gateways should be assigned priorities that put them second in line or later when they eventually come up. Furthermore, if a gateway goes down for a significant period of time, its old leadership priorities should be revoked and new ones should be assigned as if it’s a brand new gateway. Note that this should only happen if a gateway has been down for a while (several minutes), otherwise a flapping gateway could have wide ranging, unpredictable, consequences.

Note that preemption avoidance should be optional depending on the deployment. One necessarily sacrifices optimal load balancing to satisfy these requirements as new gateways will get no traffic on boot. Thus, this feature represents a trade-off which must be made on a per installation basis.

Fully Active-Active HA

![Fully Active-Active HA Diagram]
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4.1. OVN
The final step in L3HA is to have true active-active HA. In this scenario each router has an instance on each Gateway, and a mechanism similar to ECMP is used to distribute traffic evenly among all instances. This mechanism would require Gateways to participate in routing protocols with the physical network to attract traffic and alert of failures. It is out of scope of this document, but may eventually be necessary.

L2HA

L2HA is very difficult to get right. Unlike L3HA, where the consequences of problems are minor, in L2HA if two gateways are both transiently active, an L2 loop triggers and a broadcast storm results. In practice to get around this, gateways end up implementing an overly conservative “when in doubt drop all traffic” policy, or they implement something like MLAG.

MLAG has multiple gateways work together to pretend to be a single L2 switch with a large LACP bond. In principle, it’s the right solution to the problem as it solves the broadcast storm problem, and has been deployed successfully in other contexts. That said, it’s difficult to get right and not recommended.

4.1.4 Role Based Access Control

Where SSL provides authentication when connecting to an OVS database, role based access control (RBAC) provides authorization to operations performed by clients connecting to an OVS database. RBAC allows for administrators to restrict the database operations a client may perform and thus enhance the security already provided by SSL.

In theory, any OVS database could define RBAC roles and permissions, but at present only the OVN southbound database has the appropriate tables defined to facilitate RBAC.

Mechanics

RBAC is intended to supplement SSL. In order to enable RBAC, the connection to the database must use SSL. Some permissions in RBAC are granted based on the certificate common name (CN) of the connecting client.

RBAC is controlled with two database tables, RBAC_Role and RBAC_Permission. The RBAC_Permission table contains records that describe a set of permissions for a given table in the database.

The RBAC_Permission table contains the following columns:

- **table**  The table in the database for which permissions are being described.
- **insert_delete**  Describes whether insertion and deletion of records is allowed.
- **update**  A list of columns that are allowed to be updated.
- **authorization**  A list of column names. One of the listed columns must match the SSL certificate CN in order for the attempted operation on the table to succeed. If a key-value pair is provided, then the key is the column name, and the value is the name of a key in that column. An empty string gives permission to all clients to perform operations.

The RBAC_Role table contains the following columns:

- **name**  The name of the role being defined
- **permissions**  A list of key-value pairs. The key is the name of a table in the database, and the value is a UUID of a record in the RBAC_Permission table that describes the permissions the role has for that table.

Note:  All tables not explicitly referenced in an RBAC_Role record are read-only
In order to enable RBAC, specify the role name as an argument to the set-connection command for the database. As an example, to enable the “ovn-controller” role on the OVN southbound database, use the following command:

```
$ ovn-sbctl set-connection role=ovn-controller ssl:192.168.0.1:6642
```

**Note:** There is currently no pre-defined role for ovn-northd. You must configure a separate listener on the OVN southbound database that ovn-northd can connect to if your deployment topology require ovn-northd to connect to a OVN southbound database instance on a remote machine.

### Pre-defined Roles

This section describes roles that have been defined internally by OVS/OVN.

**ovn-controller**

The ovn-controller role is specified in the OVN southbound database and is intended for use by hypervisors running the ovn-controller daemon. ovn-controller connects to the OVN southbound database mostly to read information, but there are a few cases where ovn-controller also needs to write. The ovn-controller role was designed to allow for ovn-controllers to write to the southbound database only in places where it makes sense to do so. This way, if an intruder were to take over a hypervisor running ovn-controller, it is more difficult to compromise the entire overlay network.

It is strongly recommended to set the ovn-controller role for the OVN southbound database to enhance security.

### 4.1.5 What’s New with OVS and OVN 2.8

This document is about what was added in Open vSwitch 2.8, which was released at the end of August 2017, concentrating on the new features in OVN. It also covers some of what is coming up in Open vSwitch and OVN 2.9, which is due to be released in February 2018. OVN has many features, and this document does not cover every new or enhanced feature (but contributions are welcome).

This document assumes a basic familiarity with Open vSwitch, OVN, and their associated tools. For more information, please refer to the Open vSwitch and OVN documentation, such as the `ovn-architecture(7)` manpage.

### Debugging and Troubleshooting

Before version 2.8, Open vSwitch command-line tools were far more painful to use than they needed to be. This section covers the improvements made to the CLI in the 2.8 release.

### User-Hostile UUIDs

The OVN CLI, through `ovn-nbctl`, `ovn-nbctl`, and `ovn-trace`, used full-length UUIDs almost everywhere. It didn’t even provide any assistance with completion, etc., which in practice meant always cutting and pasting UUIDs from one command or window to another. This problem wasn’t limited to the places where one would expect to have to see or use a UUID, either. In many places where one would expect to be able to use a network, router, or port name, a UUID was required instead. In many places where one would want to see a name, the UUID was displayed instead. More than anything else, these shortcomings made the CLI user-hostile.

There was an underlying problem that the southbound database didn’t actually contain all the information needed to provide a decent user interface. In some cases, for example, the human-friendly names that one would want to use for entities simply weren’t part of the database. These names weren’t necessary for correctness, only for usability.
OVN 2.8 eased many of these problems. Most parts of the CLI now allow the user to abbreviate UUIDs, as long as the abbreviations are unique within the database. Some parts of the CLI where full-length UUIDs make output hard to read now abbreviate them themselves. Perhaps more importantly, in many places the OVN CLI now displays and accepts human-friendly names for networks, routers, ports, and other entities. In the places where the names were not previously available, OVN (through `ovn-northd`) now copies the names into the southbound database.

The CLIs for layers below OVN, at the OpenFlow and datapath layers with `ovs-ofctl` and `ovs-dpctl`, respectively, had some similar problems in which numbers were used for entities that had human-friendly names. Open vSwitch 2.8 also solves some of those problems. Other than that, the most notable enhancement in this area was the `--no-stats` option to `ovs-ofctl dump-flows`, which made that command's output more readable for the cases where per-flow statistics were not interesting to the reader.

**Connections Between Levels**

OVN and Open vSwitch work almost like a stack of compilers: the OVN Neutron plugin translates Neutron configuration into OVN northbound configuration, which `ovn-northd` translates into logical flows, which `ovn-controller` translates into OpenFlow flows, which `ovs-vswitchd` translates into datapath flows. For debugging and troubleshooting it is often necessary to understand exactly how these translations work. The relationship from a logical flow to its OpenFlow flows, or in the other direction, from an OpenFlow flow back to the logical flow that produced it, was often of particular interest, but OVN didn’t provide good tools for the job.

OVN 2.8 added some new features that ease these jobs. `ovn-sbctl lflow-list` has a new option `--ovs` that lists the OpenFlow flows on a particular chassis that were generated from the logical flows that it lists. `ovn-trace` also added a similar `--ovs` option that applies to the logical flows it traces.

In the other direction, OVN 2.8 added a new utility `ovn-detrace` that, given an Open vSwitch trace of OpenFlow flows, annotates it with the logical flows that yielded those OpenFlow flows.

**Distributed Firewall**

OVN supports a distributed firewall with stateful connection tracking to ensure that only packets for established connections, or those that the configuration explicitly allows, can ingress a given VM or container. Neutron uses this feature by default. Most packets in an OpenStack environment pass through it twice, once after egress from the packet's source VM and once before ingress into its destination VM. Before OVN 2.8, the `ovn-trace` program, which shows the path of a packet through an OVN logical network, did not support the logical firewall, which in practice made it almost useless for Neutron.

In OVN 2.8, `ovn-trace` adds support for the logical firewall. By default it assumes that packets are part of an established connection, which is usually what the user wants as part of the trace. It also accepts command-line options to override that assumption, which allows the user to discover the treatment of packets that the firewall should drop.

At the next level deeper, prior to Open vSwitch 2.8, the OpenFlow tracing command `ofproto/trace` also supported neither the connection tracking feature underlying the OVN distributed firewall nor the “recirculation” feature that accompanied it. This meant that, even if the user tried to look deeper into the distributed firewall mechanism, he or she would encounter a further roadblock. Open vSwitch 2.8 added support for both of these features as well.

**Summary Display**

`ovn-nbctl show` and `ovn-sbctl show`, for showing an overview of the OVN configuration, didn’t show a lot of important information. OVN adds some more useful information here.
**DNS, and IPAM**

OVN 2.8 adds a built-in DNS server designed for assigning names to VMs and containers within an OVN logical network. DNS names are assigned using records in the OVN northbound database and, like other OVN features, translated into logical flows at the OVN southbound layer. DNS requests directed to the OVN DNS server never leave the hypervisor from which the request is sent; instead, OVN processes and replies to the request from its `ovn-controller` local agent. The OVN DNS server is not a general-purpose DNS server and cannot be used for that purpose.

OVN includes simple built-in support for IP address management (IPAM), in which OVN assigns IP addresses to VMs or containers from a pool or pools of IP addresses delegated to it by the administrator. Before OVN 2.8, OVN IPAM only supported IPv4 addresses; OVN 2.8 adds support for IPv6. OVN 2.8 also enhances the address pool support to allow specific addresses to be excluded. Neutron assigns IP addresses itself and does not use OVN IPAM.

**High Availability**

As a distributed system, in OVN a lot can go wrong. As OVN advances, it adds redundancy in places where currently a single failure could disrupt the functioning of the system as a whole. OVN 2.8 adds two new kinds of high availability.

**ovn-northd HA**

The `ovn-northd` program sits between the OVN northbound and southbound databases and translates from a logical network configuration into logical flows. If `ovn-northd` itself or the host on which it runs fails, then updates to the OVN northbound configuration will not propagate to the hypervisors and the OVN configuration freezes in place until `ovn-northd` restarts.

OVN 2.8 adds support for active-backup HA to `ovn-northd`. When more than one `ovn-northd` instance runs, it uses an OVSDB locking feature to automatically choose a single active instance. When that instance dies or becomes nonresponsive, the OVSDB server automatically choose one of the remaining instance(s) to take over.

**L3 Gateway HA**

In OVN 2.8, multiple chassis may now be specified for L3 gateways. When more than one chassis is specified, OVN manages high availability for that gateway. Each hypervisor uses the BFD protocol to keep track of the gateway nodes that are currently up. At any given time, a hypervisor uses the highest-priority gateway node that is currently up.

**OVSDB**

The OVN architecture relies heavily on OVSDB, the Open vSwitch database, for hosting the northbound and southbound databases. OVSDB was originally selected for this purpose because it was already used in Open vSwitch for configuring OVS itself and, thus, it was well integrated with OVS and well supported in C and Python, the two languages that are used in Open vSwitch.

OVSDB was well designed for its original purpose of configuring Open vSwitch. It supports ACID transactions, has a small, efficient server, a flexible schema system, and good support for troubleshooting and debugging. However, it lacked several features that are important for OVN but not for Open vSwitch. As OVN advances, these missing features have become more and more of a problem. One option would be to switch to a different database that already has many of these features, but despite a careful search, no ideal existing database was identified, so the project chose instead to improve OVSDB where necessary to bring it up to speed. The following sections talk more about recent and future improvements.
High Availability

When ovsdb-server was only used for OVS configuration, high availability was not important. ovsdb-server was capable of restarting itself automatically if it crashed, and if the whole system went down then Open vSwitch itself was dead too, so the database server’s failure was not important.

In contrast, the northbound and southbound databases are centralized components of a distributed system, so it is important that they not be a single point of failure for the system as a whole. In released versions of OVN, ovsdb-server supports only “active-backup replication” across a pair of servers. This means that if one server goes down, the other can pick it back up approximately where the other one left off. The servers do not have built-in support for deciding at any given time which is the active and which the backup, so the administrator must configure an external agent to do this management.

Active-backup replication is not entirely satisfactory, for multiple reasons. Replication is only approximate. Configuring the external agent requires extra work. There is no benefit from the backup server except when the active server fails. At most two servers can be used.

A new form of high availability for OVSDB is under development for the OVN 2.9 release, based on the Raft algorithm for distributed consensus. Whereas replication uses two servers, clustering using Raft requires three or more (typically an odd number) and continues functioning as long as more than half of the servers are up. The clustering implementation is built into ovsdb-server and does not require an external agent. Clustering preserves the ACID properties of the database, so that a transaction that commits is guaranteed to persist. Finally, reads (which are the bulk of the OVN workload) scale with the size of the cluster, so that adding more servers should improve performance as the number of hypervisors in an OVN deployment increases. As of this writing, OVSDB support for clustering is undergoing development and early deployment testing.

RBAC security

Until Open vSwitch 2.8, ovsdb-server had little support for access control within a database. If an OVSDB client could modify the database at all, it could make arbitrary changes. This was sufficient for most uses case to that point.

Hypervisors in an OVN deployment need access to the OVN southbound database. Most of their access is reads, to find out about the OVN configuration. Hypervisors do need some write access to the southbound database, primarily to let the other hypervisors know what VMs and containers they are running and how to reach them. Thus, OVN gives all of the hypervisors in the OVN deployment write access to the OVN southbound database. This is fine when all is well, but if any of the hypervisors were compromised then they could disrupt the entire OVN deployment by corrupting the database.

The OVN developers considered a few ways to solve this problem. One way would be to introduce a new central service (perhaps in ovn-northd) that provided only the kinds of writes that the hypervisors legitimately need, and then grant hypervisors direct access to the southbound database only for reads. But ultimately the developers decided to introduce a new form of more access control for OVSDB, called the OVSDB RBAC (role-based access control) feature. OVSDB RBAC allows for granular enough control over access that hypervisors can be granted only the ability to add, modify, and delete the records that relate to themselves, preventing them from corrupting the database as a whole.

Further Directions

For more information about new features in OVN and Open vSwitch, please refer to the NEWS file distributed with the source tree. If you have questions about Open vSwitch or OVN features, please feel free to write to the Open vSwitch discussion mailing list at ovs-discuss@openvswitch.org.
4.1.6 Testing

It is possible to test OVN using both tooling provided with Open vSwitch and using a variety of third party tooling.

**Built-in Tooling**

OVN provides a number of different test suites and other tooling for validating basic functionality of OVN. Before running any of the tests described here, you must bootstrap, configure and build OVN as described in *OVN on Linux, FreeBSD and NetBSD*. You do not need to install OVN, Open vSwitch or to build or load the kernel module to run these test suites. You do not need supervisor privilege to run these test suites.

**Unit Tests**

OVN includes a suite of self-tests. Before you submit patches upstream, we advise that you run the tests and ensure that they pass. If you add new features to OVN, then adding tests for those features will ensure your features don’t break as developers modify other areas of OVN.

To run all the unit tests in OVN, one at a time, run:

```
$ make check
```

This takes under 5 minutes on a modern desktop system.

To run all the unit tests in OVN in parallel, run:

```
$ make check TESTSUITEFLAGS=-j8
```

You can run up to eight threads. This takes under a minute on a modern 4-core desktop system.

To see a list of all the available tests, run:

```
$ make check TESTSUITEFLAGS=--list
```

To run only a subset of tests, e.g. test 123 and tests 477 through 484, run:

```
$ make check TESTSUITEFLAGS='123 477-484'
```

Tests do not have inter-dependencies, so you may run any subset.

To run tests matching a keyword, e.g. `ovsdb`, run:

```
$ make check TESTSUITEFLAGS='-k ovsdb'
```

To see a complete list of test options, run:

```
$ make check TESTSUITEFLAGS=--help
```

The results of a testing run are reported in `tests/testsuite.log`. Report report test failures as bugs and include the `testsuite.log` in your report.

**Note:** Sometimes a few tests may fail on some runs but not others. This is usually a bug in the testsuite, not a bug in Open vSwitch itself. If you find that a test fails intermittently, please report it, since the developers may not have noticed. You can make the testsuite automatically rerun tests that fail, by adding `RECHECK=yes` to the `make` command line, e.g.:
Debugging unit tests

To initiate debugging from artifacts generated from `make check` run, set the `OVS_PAUSE_TEST` environment variable to 1. For example, to run test case 139 and pause on error:

```bash
$ OVS_PAUSE_TEST=1 make check TESTSUITEFLAGS=-v 139
```

When error occurs, above command would display something like this:

```
Set environment variable to use various ovs utilities
export OVS_RUNDIR=<dir>/ovs/_build-gcc/tests/testsuite.dir/0139
Press ENTER to continue:
```

And from another window, one can execute ovs-xxx commands like:

```
export OVS_RUNDIR=/opt/vdasari/Developer/ovs/_build-gcc/tests/testsuite.dir/0139
$ ovs-ofctl dump-ports br0
```

Once done with investigation, press ENTER to perform cleanup operation.

Coverage

If the build was configured with `--enable-coverage` and the `lcov` utility is installed, you can run the testsuite and generate a code coverage report by using the `check-lcov` target:

```bash
$ make check-lcov
```

All the same options are available via `TESTSUITEFLAGS`. For example:

```bash
$ make check-lcov TESTSUITEFLAGS=-j8 -k ovn
```

Valgrind

If you have `valgrind` installed, you can run the testsuite under `valgrind` by using the `check-valgrind` target:

```bash
$ make check-valgrind
```

When you do this, the “valgrind” results for test `<N>` are reported in files named `tests/testsuite.dir/<N>/valgrind.*`. To test the testsuite of kernel datapath under `valgrind`, you can use the `check-kernel-valgrind` target and find the “valgrind” results under directory `tests/system-kmod-testsuite.dir/`. All the same options are available via `TESTSUITEFLAGS`.

**Hint:** You may find that the valgrind results are easier to interpret if you put `-q` in `~/.valgrindrc`, since that reduces the amount of output.
Static Code Analysis

Static Analysis is a method of debugging Software by examining code rather than actually executing it. This can be done through `scan-build` commandline utility which internally uses clang (or) gcc to compile the code and also invokes a static analyzer to do the code analysis. At the end of the build, the reports are aggregated in to a common folder and can later be analyzed using `scan-view`.

OVN includes a Makefile target to trigger static code analysis:

```
$ ./boot.sh
$ ./configure CC=clang  # clang
# or
$ ./configure CC=gcc CFLAGS="-std=gnu99"  # gcc
$ make clang-analyze
```

You should invoke `scan-view` to view analysis results. The last line of output from `clang-analyze` will list the command (containing results directory) that you should invoke to view the results on a browser.

Continuous Integration with Travis CI

A `.travis.yml` file is provided to automatically build OVN with various build configurations and run the testsuite using Travis CI. Builds will be performed with gcc, sparse and clang with the -Werror compiler flag included, therefore the build will fail if a new warning has been introduced.

The CI build is triggered via git push (regardless of the specific branch) or pull request against any Open vSwitch GitHub repository that is linked to travis-ci.

Instructions to setup travis-ci for your GitHub repository:

1. Go to https://travis-ci.org/ and sign in using your GitHub ID.
2. Go to the “Repositories” tab and enable the ovs repository. You may disable builds for pushes or pull requests.
3. In order to avoid forks sending build failures to the upstream mailing list, the notification email recipient is encrypted. If you want to receive email notification for build failures, replace the the encrypted string:

   1. Install the travis-ci CLI (Requires ruby >=2.0): gem install travis
   2. In your Open vSwitch repository: travis encrypt mylist@mydomain.org
   3. Add/replace the notifications section in `.travis.yml` and fill in the secure string as returned by travis encrypt:

```
notifications:
  email:
    recipients:
    - secure: "....."
```

**Note:** You may remove/omit the notifications section to fall back to default notification behaviour which is to send an email directly to the author and committer of the failing commit. Note that the email is only sent if the author/committer have commit rights for the particular GitHub repository.

4. Pushing a commit to the repository which breaks the build or the testsuite will now trigger a email sent to mylist@mydomain.org

4.1. OVN
Datapath testing

OVN includes a suite of tests specifically for datapath functionality. The datapath tests make some assumptions about
the environment. They must be run under root privileges on a Linux system with support for network namespaces.
Make sure no other Open vSwitch instance is running the test suite. These tests may take several minutes to complete,
and cannot be run in parallel.

To invoke the datapath testsuite with the OVS userspace datapath, run:

```bash
$ make check-system-userspace
```

The results of the userspace testsuite appear in `tests/system-userspace-testsuite.dir`.

To invoke the datapath testsuite with the OVS kernel datapath, run:

```bash
$ make check-kernel
```

The results of the kernel testsuite appear in `tests/system-kmod-testsuite.dir`.

The tests themselves must run as root. If you do not run `make` as root, then you can specify a program to get superuser
privileges as `SUDO=<program>`, e.g. the following uses `sudo` (the `--` option is needed to pass through environment
variables):

```bash
$ make check-system-userspace SUDO='sudo --'
```

The testsuite creates and destroys tap devices named `ovs-netdev` and `br0`. If it is interrupted during a test, then
before it can be restarted, you may need to destroy these devices with commands like the following:

```bash
$ ip tuntap del dev ovs-netdev mode tap
$ ip tuntap del dev br0 mode tap
```

All the features documented under `Unit Tests` are available for the datapath testsuites, except that the datapath testsuites
do not support running tests in parallel.
CHAPTER 5

How-to Guides

Answers to common “How do I?”-style questions. For more information on the topics covered herein, refer to *Deep Dive*.

5.1 OVS

5.1.1 Encrypt Open vSwitch Tunnels with IPsec

Please refer to the Open vSwitch documentation on ipsec.

5.1.2 Open vSwitch with SSL

Please refer to the Open vSwitch documentation on SSL.

5.2 OVN

5.2.1 Open Virtual Networking With Docker

This document describes how to use Open Virtual Networking with Docker 1.9.0 or later.

**Important:** Requires Docker version 1.9.0 or later. Only Docker 1.9.0+ comes with support for multi-host networking. Consult www.docker.com for instructions on how to install Docker.

**Note:** You must build and install Open vSwitch before proceeding with the below guide. Refer to *Installing Open Virtual Network (OVN)* for more information.
Setup

For multi-host networking with OVN and Docker, Docker has to be started with a distributed key-value store. For example, if you decide to use consul as your distributed key-value store and your host IP address is $HOST_IP, start your Docker daemon with:

```
$ docker daemon --cluster-store=consul://127.0.0.1:8500 \
    --cluster-advertise=$HOST_IP:0
```

OVN provides network virtualization to containers. OVN’s integration with Docker currently works in two modes - the “underlay” mode or the “overlay” mode.

In the “underlay” mode, OVN requires a OpenStack setup to provide container networking. In this mode, one can create logical networks and can have containers running inside VMs, standalone VMs (without having any containers running inside them) and physical machines connected to the same logical network. This is a multi-tenant, multi-host solution.

In the “overlay” mode, OVN can create a logical network amongst containers running on multiple hosts. This is a single-tenant (extendable to multi-tenants depending on the security characteristics of the workloads), multi-host solution. In this mode, you do not need a pre-created OpenStack setup.

For both the modes to work, a user has to install and start Open vSwitch in each VM/host that they plan to run their containers on.

The “overlay” mode

**Note:** OVN in “overlay” mode needs a minimum Open vSwitch version of 2.5.

1. Start the central components.

   OVN architecture has a central component which stores your networking intent in a database. On one of your machines, with an IP Address of $CENTRAL_IP, where you have installed and started Open vSwitch, you will need to start some central components.

   Start ovn-northd daemon. This daemon translates networking intent from Docker stored in the OVN_Northbound database to logical flows in OVN_Southbound database. For example:

   ```
   $ /usr/share/ovn/scripts/ovn-ctl start_northd
   ```

   With Open vSwitch version of 2.7 or greater, you need to run the following additional commands (Please read the manpages of ovn-nb for more control on the types of connection allowed.)

   ```
   $ ovn-nbctl set-connection ptcp:6641
   $ ovn-sbctl set-connection ptcp:6642
   ```

2. One time setup

   On each host, where you plan to spawn your containers, you will need to run the below command once. You may need to run it again if your OVS database gets cleared. It is harmless to run it again in any case:

   ```
   $ ovs-vsctl set Open_vSwitch . \  
       external_ids:ovn-remote="tcp:$CENTRAL_IP:6642" \  
       external_ids:ovn-nb="tcp:$CENTRAL_IP:6641" \  
       external_ids:ovn-encap-ip=$LOCAL_IP \  
       external_ids:ovn-encap-type="$ENCAP_TYPE"
   ```
where:

$\text{LOCAL_IP}$ is the IP address via which other hosts can reach this host. This acts as your local tunnel endpoint.

$\text{ENCAP_TYPE}$ is the type of tunnel that you would like to use for overlay networking. The options are `geneve` or `stt`. Your kernel must have support for your chosen $\text{ENCAP_TYPE}$. Both `geneve` and `stt` are part of the Open vSwitch kernel module that is compiled from this repo. If you use the Open vSwitch kernel module from upstream Linux, you will need a minimum kernel version of 3.18 for `geneve`. There is no `stt` support in upstream Linux. You can verify whether you have the support in your kernel as follows:

```sh
dpkg --shlibs $ENCAP_TYPE
```

In addition, each Open vSwitch instance in an OVN deployment needs a unique, persistent identifier, called the `system-id`. If you install OVS from distribution packaging for Open vSwitch (e.g. `.deb` or `.rpm` packages), or if you use the ovs-ctl utility included with Open vSwitch, it automatically configures a `system-id`. If you start Open vSwitch manually, you should set one up yourself. For example:

```sh
$ id_file=/etc/openvswitch/system-id.conf
$ test -e $id_file || uuidgen > $id_file
$ ovs-vsctl set Open_vSwitch . external_ids:system-id=$(cat $id_file)
```

3. Start the `ovn-controller`.

You need to run the below command on every boot:

```sh
$ /usr/share/ovn/scripts/ovn-ctl start_controller
```

4. Start the Open vSwitch network driver.

By default Docker uses Linux bridge for networking. But it has support for external drivers. To use Open vSwitch instead of the Linux bridge, you will need to start the Open vSwitch driver.

The Open vSwitch driver uses the Python’s flask module to listen to Docker’s networking api calls. So, if your host does not have Python’s flask module, install it:

```sh
$ sudo pip install Flask
```

Start the Open vSwitch driver on every host where you plan to create your containers. Refer to the note on `$OVS_PYTHON_LIBS_PATH` that is used below at the end of this document:

```sh
$ PYTHONPATH=$OVS_PYTHON_LIBS_PATH ovn-docker-overlay-driver --detach
```

**Note:** The `$OVS_PYTHON_LIBS_PATH` variable should point to the directory where Open vSwitch Python modules are installed. If you installed Open vSwitch Python modules via the Debian package of `python-openvswitch` or via pip by running `pip install ovs`, you do not need to specify the PATH. If you installed it by following the instructions in *OVN on Linux, FreeBSD and NetBSD*, then you should specify the PATH. In this case, the PATH depends on the options passed to `./configure`. It is usually either `/usr/share/openvswitch/python` or `/usr/local/share/openvswitch/python`.

Docker has inbuilt primitives that closely match OVN’s logical switches and logical port concepts. Consult Docker’s documentation for all the possible commands. Here are some examples.

### Create a logical switch

To create a logical switch with name ‘foo’, on subnet ‘192.168.1.0/24’, run:
$ NID=`docker network create -d openvswitch --subnet=192.168.1.0/24 foo`

List all logical switches

$ docker network ls

You can also look at this logical switch in OVN’s northbound database by running the following command:

$ ovn-nbctl --db=tcp:$CENTRAL_IP:6640 ls-list

Delete a logical switch

$ docker network rm bar

Create a logical port

Docker creates your logical port and attaches it to the logical network in a single step. For example, to attach a logical port to network foo inside container busybox, run:

$ docker run -itd --net=foo --name=busybox busybox

List all logical ports

Docker does not currently have a CLI command to list all logical ports but you can look at them in the OVN database by running:

$ ovn-nbctl --db=tcp:$CENTRAL_IP:6640 lsp-list $NID

Create and attach a logical port to a running container

$ docker network create -d openvswitch --subnet=192.168.2.0/24 bar
$ docker network connect bar busybox

Detach and delete a logical port from a running container

You can delete your logical port and detach it from a running container by running:

$ docker network disconnect bar busybox

The “underlay” mode

Note: This mode requires that you have a OpenStack setup pre-installed with OVN providing the underlay networking.
1. One time setup

A OpenStack tenant creates a VM with a single network interface (or multiple) that belongs to management logical networks. The tenant needs to fetch the port-id associated with the interface via which he plans to send the container traffic inside the spawned VM. This can be obtained by running the below command to fetch the 'id' associated with the VM:

```
$ nova list
```

and then by running:

```
$ neutron port-list --device_id=$id
```

Inside the VM, download the OpenStack RC file that contains the tenant information (henceforth referred to as openrc.sh). Edit the file and add the previously obtained port-id information to the file by appending the following line:

```
$ export OS_VIF_ID=$port_id
```

After this edit, the file will look something like:

```
#!/bin/bash
export OS_AUTH_URL=http://10.33.75.122:5000/v2.0
export OS_TENANT_ID=fab106b215d943c3bad519492278443d
export OS_TENANT_NAME="demo"
export OS_USERNAME="demo"
export OS_VIF_ID=e798c371-85f4-4f2d-ad65-d09dd1d3c1c9
```

2. Create the Open vSwitch bridge

If your VM has one ethernet interface (e.g.: ‘eth0’), you will need to add that device as a port to an Open vSwitch bridge ‘breth0’ and move its IP address and route related information to that bridge. (If it has multiple network interfaces, you will need to create and attach an Open vSwitch bridge for the interface via which you plan to send your container traffic.)

If you use DHCP to obtain an IP address, then you should kill the DHCP client that was listening on the physical Ethernet interface (e.g. eth0) and start one listening on the Open vSwitch bridge (e.g. breth0).

Depending on your VM, you can make the above step persistent across reboots. For example, if your VM is Debian/Ubuntu-based, read openswitch-switchREADME.Debian found in debian folder. If your VM is RHEL-based, refer to RHEL 5.6, 6.x Packaging for Open vSwitch.

3. Start the Open vSwitch network driver

The Open vSwitch driver uses the Python’s flask module to listen to Docker’s networking api calls. The driver also uses OpenStack’s python-neutronclient libraries. If your host does not have Python’s flask module or python-neutronclient you must install them. For example:

```
$ pip install python-neutronclient
$ pip install Flask
```

Once installed, source the openrc file:

```
$ . ./openrc.sh
```

Start the network driver and provide your OpenStack tenant password when prompted:

```
$ PYTHONPATH=$OVNS_PYTHON_LIBS_PATH ovn-docker-underlay-driver \
    --bridge breth0 --detach
```
From here-on you can use the same Docker commands as described in `docker-overlay`.

Refer to the ovs-architecture man pages (`man ovn-architecture`) to understand OVN’s architecture in detail.

### 5.2.2 Integration of Containers with OVN and OpenStack

Isolation between containers is weaker than isolation between VMs, so some environments deploy containers for different tenants in separate VMs as an additional security measure. This document describes creation of containers inside VMs and how they can be made part of the logical networks securely. The created logical network can include VMs, containers and physical machines as endpoints. To better understand the proposed integration of containers with OVN and OpenStack, this document describes the end to end workflow with an example.

- A OpenStack tenant creates a VM (say VM-A) with a single network interface that belongs to a management logical network. The VM is meant to host containers. OpenStack Nova chooses the hypervisor on which VM-A is created.

- A Neutron port may have been created in advance and passed in to Nova with the request to create a new VM. If not, Nova will issue a request to Neutron to create a new port. The ID of the logical port from Neutron will also be used as the vif-id for the virtual network interface (VIF) of VM-A.

- When VM-A is created on a hypervisor, its VIF gets added to the Open vSwitch integration bridge. This creates a row in the Interface table of the Open_vSwitch database. As explained in the integration guide, the vif-id associated with the VM network interface gets added in the `external_ids:iface-id` column of the newly created row in the Interface table.

- Since VM-A belongs to a logical network, it gets an IP address. This IP address is used to spawn containers (either manually or through container orchestration systems) inside that VM and to monitor the health of the created containers.

- The vif-id associated with the VM’s network interface can be obtained by making a call to Neutron using tenant credentials.

- This flow assumes a component called a “container network plugin”. If you take Docker as an example for containers, you could envision the plugin to be either a wrapper around Docker or a feature of Docker itself that understands how to perform part of this workflow to get a container connected to a logical network managed by Neutron. The rest of the flow refers to this logical component that does not yet exist as the “container network plugin”.

- All the calls to Neutron will need tenant credentials. These calls can either be made from inside the tenant VM as part of a container network plugin or from outside the tenant VM (if the tenant is not comfortable using temporary Keystone tokens from inside the tenant VMs). For simplicity, this document explains the work flow using the former method.

- The container hosting VM will need Open vSwitch installed in it. The only work for Open vSwitch inside the VM is to tag network traffic coming from containers.

- When a container needs to be created inside the VM with a container network interface that is expected to be attached to a particular logical switch, the network plugin in that VM chooses any unused VLAN (This VLAN tag only needs to be unique inside that VM. This limits the number of container interfaces to 4096 inside a single VM). This VLAN tag is stripped out in the hypervisor by OVN and is only useful as a context (or metadata) for OVN.

- The container network plugin then makes a call to Neutron to create a logical port. In addition to all the inputs that a call to create a port in Neutron that are currently needed, it sends the vif-id and the VLAN tag as inputs.

- Neutron in turn will verify that the vif-id belongs to the tenant in question and then uses the OVN specific plugin to create a new row in the Logical_Switch_Port table of the OVN Northbound Database. Neutron responds back with an IP address and MAC address for that network interface. So Neutron becomes the IPAM system and provides unique IP and MAC addresses across VMs and containers in the same logical network.
• The Neutron API call above to create a logical port for the container could add a relatively significant amount of time to container creation. However, an optimization is possible here. Logical ports could be created in advance and reused by the container system doing container orchestration. Additional Neutron API calls would only be needed if the port needs to be attached to a different logical network.

• When a container is eventually deleted, the network plugin in that VM may make a call to Neutron to delete that port. Neutron in turn will delete the entry in the Logical_Switch_Port table of the OVN Northbound Database.

As an example, consider Docker containers. Since Docker currently does not have a network plugin feature, this example uses a hypothetical wrapper around Docker to make calls to Neutron.

• Create a Logical switch:

```bash
$ ovn-docker --cred=cca86bd13a564ac2a63dddf45d37f create network LS1
```

The above command will make a call to Neutron with the credentials to create a logical switch. The above is optional if the logical switch has already been created from outside the VM.

• List networks available to the tenant:

```bash
$ ovn-docker --cred=cca86bd13a564ac2a63dddf45d37f list networks
```

• Create a container and attach a interface to the previously created switch as a logical port:

```bash
$ ovn-docker --cred=cca86bd13a564ac2a63dddf45d37f --vif-id=$VIF_ID --network=LS1 run -d --net=none ubuntu:14.04 /bin/sh -c "while true; do echo hello world; sleep 1; done"
```

The above command will make a call to Neutron with all the inputs it currently needs to create a logical port. In addition, it passes the SVIF_ID and a unused VLAN. Neutron will add that information in OVN and return back a MAC address and IP address for that interface. ovn-docker will then create a veth pair, insert one end inside the container as ‘eth0’ and the other end as a port of a local OVS bridge as an access port of the chosen VLAN.

### 5.2.3 Open Virtual Network With firewalld

firewalld is a service that allows for easy administration of firewalls. OVN ships with a set of service files that can be used with firewalld to allow for remote connections to the northbound and southbound databases.

This guide will describe how you can use these files with your existing firewalld setup. Setup and administration of firewalld is outside the scope of this document.

#### Installation

If you have installed OVN from an RPM, then the service files for firewalld will automatically be installed in /usr/lib/firewalld/services. Installation from RPM includes installation from the yum or dnf package managers.

If you have installed OVN from source, then from the top level source directory, issue the following commands to copy the firewall service files:

```bash
$ cp rhel/usr_lib_firewalld_services_ovn-central-firewall-service.xml /etc/firewalld/services/
$ cp rhel/usr_lib_firewalld_services_ovn-host-firewall-service.xml /etc/firewalld/services/
```
Activation

Assuming you are already running firewalld, you can issue the following commands to enable the OVN services.

On the central server (the one running `ovn-northd`), issue the following:

```bash
$ firewall-cmd --zone=public --add-service=ovn-central-firewall-service
```

This will open TCP ports 6641 and 6642, allowing for remote connections to the northbound and southbound databases.

On the OVN hosts (the ones running `ovn-controller`), issue the following:

```bash
$ firewall-cmd --zone=public --add-service=ovn-host-firewall-service
```

This will open UDP port 6081, allowing for geneve traffic to flow between the controllers.

Variations

When installing the XML service files, you have the choice of copying them to `/etc/firewalld/services` or `/usr/lib/firewalld/services`. The former is recommend since the latter can be overwritten if firewalld is upgraded.

The above commands assumed your underlay network interfaces are in the “public” firewalld zone. If your underlay network interfaces are in a separate zone, then adjust the above commands accordingly.

The `--permanent` option may be passed to the above `firewall-cmd` invocations in order for the services to be permanently added to the firewalld configuration. This way it is not necessary to re-issue the commands each time the firewalld service restarts.

The `ovn-host-firewall-service` only opens port 6081. This is because the default protocol for OVN tunnels is geneve. If you are using a different encapsulation protocol, you will need to modify the XML service file to open the appropriate port(s). For VXLAN, open port 4789. For STT, open port 7471.

Recommendations

The `firewalld` service files included with the OVS repo are meant as a convenience for `firewalld` users. All that the service files do is to open the common ports used by OVN. No additional security is provided. To ensure a more secure environment, it is a good idea to do the following:

- Use tools such as `iptables` or `nftables` to restrict access to known hosts.
- Use SSL for all remote connections to OVN databases.
- Use role-based access control for connections to the OVN southbound database.
6.1 Man Pages

The following man pages are written in rST and converted to roff at compile time:

6.1.1 ovn-sim

Synopsis

ovn-sim [option]... [script]...

Description

ovn-sim is a wrapper script that adds ovn related commands on top of ovs-sim.

ovs-sim provides a convenient environment for running one or more Open vSwitch instances and related software in a sandboxed simulation environment.

To use ovn-sim, first build Open vSwitch, then invoke it directly from the build directory, e.g.:

```bash
git clone https://github.com/openvswitch/ovs.git
cd ovs
./boot.sh && ./configure && make
cd ..
git clone https://github.com/ovn-org/ovn.git
cd ovn
./boot.sh && ./configure --with-ovs-source=${PWD}/../ovs
make
utilities/ovn-sim
```

See documentation on ovs-sim for info on simulator, including the parameters you can use.
OVN Commands

These commands interact with OVN, the Open Virtual Network.

**ovn_start [options]** Creates and initializes the central OVN databases (both ovn-sb(5) and ovn-nb(5)) and starts an instance of ovsdb-server for each one. Also starts an instance of ovn-northd.

The following options are available:

--- **nbdb-model model** Uses the given database model for the northbound database. The *model* may be standalone (the default), backup, or clustered.

--- **nbdb-servers n** For a clustered northbound database, the number of servers in the cluster. The default is 3.

--- **sbdb-model model** Uses the given database model for the southbound database. The *model* may be standalone (the default), backup, or clustered.

--- **sbdb-servers n** For a clustered southbound database, the number of servers in the cluster. The default is 3.

**ovn_attach network bridge ip [masklen]** First, this command attaches bridge to interconnection network network, just like net_attach network bridge. Second, it configures (simulated) IP address *ip* (with network mask length *masklen*, which defaults to 24) on *bridge*. Finally, it configures the Open vSwitch database to work with OVN and starts ovn-controller.

Examples

Simulating hypervisors, starting ovn controller (via ovn_attach) and adding a logical port on each one of them:

```
# ovn_start
# ovn-nbctl ls-add lsw0
net_add n1
for i in 0 1; do
    sim_add hv$i
    as hv$i
    ovs-vsctl add-br br-phys
    ovn_attach n1 br-phys 192.168.0.`expr $i + 1`
    ovs-vsctl add-port br-int vif$i -- \
        set Interface vif$i external-ids:iface-id=lp$i
    ovn-nbctl lsp-add lsw0 lp$i
    ovn-nbctl lsp-set-addresses lp$i f0:00:00:00:00:0$i
done
```

Here’s a primitive OVN “scale test” (adjust the scale by changing *n* in the first line):

```
n=200; export n
# ovn_start --sbdb-model=clustered
net_add n1
ovn-nbctl ls-add br0
for i in `seq $n`; do
    (sim_add hv$i
     as hv$i
     ovs-vsctl add-br br-phys
     y=$(expr $i / 256)
     x=$(expr $i % 256)
     ovn_attach n1 br-phys 192.168.$y.$x
     ovs-vsctl add-port br-int vif$i -- \\n```

(continues on next page)
set Interface vif$i external-ids:iface-id=lp$i) &
case $i in
    *50|*00) echo $i; wait ;;
esac
done
wait
for i in `seq $n`; do
    yy=$(printf %02x $(expr $i / 256))
    xx=$(printf %02x $(expr $i % 256))
    ovn-nbctl lsp-add br0 lp$i
    ovn-nbctl lsp-set-addresses lp$i f0:00:00:00:$yy:$xx
done

When the scale test has finished initializing, you can watch the logical ports come up with a command like this:

```
watch 'for i in `seq $n`; do
    if test `ovn-nbctl lsp-get-up lp$i` != up; then echo $i; fi; done'
```

The remainder are still in roff format can be found below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Man Pages</th>
<th>(pdf)</th>
<th>(html)</th>
<th>(plain text)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ovn-architecture(7)</td>
<td>(pdf)</td>
<td>(html)</td>
<td>(plain text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovn-controller(8)</td>
<td>(pdf)</td>
<td>(html)</td>
<td>(plain text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovn-controller-vtep(8)</td>
<td>(pdf)</td>
<td>(html)</td>
<td>(plain text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovn-ctrl(8)</td>
<td>(pdf)</td>
<td>(html)</td>
<td>(plain text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovn-nb(5)</td>
<td>(pdf)</td>
<td>(html)</td>
<td>(plain text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovn-nbctl(8)</td>
<td>(pdf)</td>
<td>(html)</td>
<td>(plain text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovn-northd(8)</td>
<td>(pdf)</td>
<td>(html)</td>
<td>(plain text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovn-sb(5)</td>
<td>(pdf)</td>
<td>(html)</td>
<td>(plain text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovn-sbctl(8)</td>
<td>(pdf)</td>
<td>(html)</td>
<td>(plain text)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ovn-trace(8)</td>
<td>(pdf)</td>
<td>(html)</td>
<td>(plain text)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.1 Development

Q: How do I apply patches from email?

A: You can use `git am` on raw email contents, either from a file saved by or piped from an email client. In `mutt`, for example, when you are viewing a patch, you can apply it to the tree in `~/ovs` by issuing the command `cd ~/ovs && git am`. If you are an OVS committer, you might want to add `-s` to sign off on the patch as part of applying it. If you do this often, then you can make the keystrokes, a shorthand for it by adding the following line to your `.muttrc`:

```
macro index,pager ,a "<pipe-message>cd ~/ovs && git am -s" "apply patch"
```

git am has a problem with some email messages from the ovs-dev list for which the mailing list manager edits the From: address, replacing it by the list’s own address. The mailing list manager must do this for messages whose sender’s email domain has DMARC configured, because receivers will otherwise discard these messages when they do not come directly from the sender’s email domain. This editing makes the patches look like they come from the mailing list instead of the author. To work around this problem, one can use the following wrapper script for `git am`:

```
#!/bin/sh
tmp=$(mktemp)
cat >$tmp
if grep '^From:.*via dev.*' "$tmp" >/dev/null 2>&1; then
    sed '/^From:.*via dev.*/d
          s/^\[Rr\]eply-[tT]o:/From:/' $tmp
else
    cat "$tmp"
fi | git am "$@"
rm "$tmp"
```

Another way to apply emailed patches is to use the `pwclient` program, which can obtain patches from patchwork and apply them directly. Download `pwclient` at https://patchwork.ozlabs.org/project/ovn/. You probably want to set up a `.pwclientrc` that looks something like this:
After you install pwclient, you can apply a patch from patchwork with pwclient git-am #, where # is the patch’s number. (This fails with certain patches that contain form-feeds, due to a limitation of the protocol underlying pwclient.)

Another way to apply patches directly from patchwork which supports applying patch series is to use the git-pw program. It can be obtained with pip install git-pw. Alternative installation instructions and general documentation can be found at https://patchwork.readthedocs.io/projects/git-pw/en/latest/. You need to use your own patchwork login or create one at https://patchwork.ozlabs.org/register/. The following can then be set on the command line with git config or through a .gitconfig like this:

```
[pw]
server=https://patchwork.ozlabs.org/api/1.0
project=ovn
username=<username>
password=<password>
```

Patch series can be listed with git-pw series list and applied with git-pw series apply #, where # is the series number. Individual patches can be applied with git-pw patch apply #, where # is the patch number.

### 7.2 General

**Q:** What is OVN?

**A:** OVN, the Open Virtual Network, is a system to support virtual network abstraction. OVN complements the existing capabilities of OVS to add native support for virtual network abstractions, such as virtual L2 and L3 overlays and security groups.

OVN is intended to be used by cloud management software (CMS). For details about the architecture of OVN, see the ovn-architecture manpage. Some high-level features offered by OVN include

- Distributed virtual routers
- Distributed logical switches
- Access Control Lists
- DHCP
- DNS server

**Q:** How can I try OVN?

**A:** The OVN source code can be built on a Linux system. You can build and experiment with OVN on any Linux machine. Packages for various Linux distributions are available on many platforms, including: Debian, Ubuntu, Fedora.

**Q:** Why does OVN use STT and Geneve instead of VLANs or VXLAN (or GRE)?

**A:** OVN implements a fairly sophisticated packet processing pipeline in “logical datapaths” that can implement switching or routing functionality. A logical datapath has an ingress pipeline and an egress
pipeline, and each of these pipelines can include logic based on packet fields as well as packet metadata such as the logical ingress and egress ports (the latter only in the egress pipeline).

The processing for a logical datapath can be split across hypervisors. In particular, when a logical ingress pipeline executes an “output” action, OVN passes the packet to the egress pipeline on the hypervisor (or, in the case of output to a logical multicast group, hypervisors) on which the logical egress port is located. If this hypervisor is not the same as the ingress hypervisor, then the packet has to be transmitted across a physical network.

This situation is where tunneling comes in. To send the packet to another hypervisor, OVN encapsulates it with a tunnel protocol and sends the encapsulated packet across the physical network. When the remote hypervisor receives the tunnel packet, it decapsulates it and passes it through the logical egress pipeline. To do so, it also needs the metadata, that is, the logical ingress and egress ports.

Thus, to implement OVN logical packet processing, at least the following metadata must pass across the physical network:

- Logical datapath ID, a 24-bit identifier. In Geneve, OVN uses the VNI to hold the logical datapath ID; in STT, OVN uses 24 bits of STT’s 64-bit context ID.
- Logical ingress port, a 15-bit identifier. In Geneve, OVN uses an option to hold the logical ingress port; in STT, 15 bits of the context ID.
- Logical egress port, a 16-bit identifier. In Geneve, OVN uses an option to hold the logical egress port; in STT, 16 bits of the context ID.

See `ovn-architecture(7)`, under “Tunnel Encapsulations”, for details.

Together, these metadata require $24 + 15 + 16 = 55$ bits. GRE provides 32 bits, VXLAN provides 24, and VLAN only provides 12. Most notably, if logical egress pipelines do not match on the logical ingress port, thereby restricting the class of ACLs available to users, then this eliminates 15 bits, bringing the requirement down to 40 bits. At this point, one can choose to limit the size of the OVN logical network in various ways, e.g.:

- 16 bits of logical datapaths + 16 bits of logical egress ports. This combination fits within a 32-bit GRE tunnel key.
- 12 bits of logical datapaths + 12 bits of logical egress ports. This combination fits within a 24-bit VXLAN VNI.
- It’s difficult to identify an acceptable compromise for a VLAN-based deployment.

These compromises wouldn’t suit every site, since some deployments may need to allocate more bits to the datapath or egress port identifiers.

As a side note, OVN does support VXLAN for use with ASIC-based top of rack switches, using `ovn-controller-vtep(8)` and the OVSDB VTEP schema described in `vtep(5)`, but this limits the features available from OVN to the subset available from the VTEP schema.

Q: How can I contribute to the OVN Community?

A: You can start by joining the mailing lists and helping to answer questions. You can also suggest improvements to documentation. If you have a feature or bug you would like to work on, send a mail to one of the mailing lists.
CHAPTER 8

OVN Internals

Information for people who want to know more about the OVN project itself and how they might involved.

8.1 Contributing to OVN

The below guides provide information on contributing to OVN itself.

8.1.1 Submitting Patches

Send changes to OVN as patches to dev@openvswitch.org. One patch per email. More details are included below. If you are using Git, then `git format-patch` takes care of most of the mechanics described below for you.

**Before You Start**

Before you send patches at all, make sure that each patch makes sense. In particular:

- A given patch should not break anything, even if later patches fix the problems that it causes. The source tree should still build and work after each patch is applied. (This enables `git bisect` to work best.)

- A patch should make one logical change. Don’t make multiple, logically unconnected changes to disparate subsystems in a single patch.

- A patch that adds or removes user-visible features should also update the appropriate user documentation or manpages. Consider adding an item to NEWS for nontrivial changes. Check “Feature Deprecation Guidelines” section in this document if you intend to remove user-visible feature.

Testing is also important:

- Test a patch that modifies existing code with `make check` before submission. Refer to the “Unit Tests” in `Testing`, for more information. We also encourage running the kernel and userspace system tests.

- Consider testing a patch that adds or deletes files with `make distcheck` before submission.
• A patch that modifies Linux kernel code should be at least build-tested on various Linux kernel versions before submission. I suggest versions 3.10 and whatever the current latest release version is at the time.

• A patch that adds a new feature should add appropriate tests for the feature. A bug fix patch should preferably add a test that would fail if the bug recurs.

If you are using GitHub, then you may utilize the travis-ci.org CI build system by linking your GitHub repository to it. This will run some of the above tests automatically when you push changes to your repository. See the “Continuous Integration with Travis-CI” in Testing for details on how to set it up.

Email Subject

The subject line of your email should be in the following format:

[PATCH ovn <n>/<m>] <area>: <summary>

Where:

[PATCH ovn]: indicates that this is the patch and it is targeted for OVN project. This is important since OVN and OVS are using same mailing lists for development. ovn word could be added manually or by using git format-patch --subject-prefix="PATCH ovn" .... It might be useful to add following configuration to a local .git/config:

```
[format]
subjectPrefix = "PATCH ovn"
```

<n>/<m>: indicates that this is the nth of a series of m patches. It helps reviewers to read patches in the correct order. You may omit this prefix if you are sending only one patch.

<area>: indicates the area of OVN to which the change applies (often the name of a source file or a directory). You may omit it if the change crosses multiple distinct pieces of code.

<summary>: briefly describes the change. Use the imperative form, e.g. “Force SNAT for multiple gateway routers.” or “Fix daemon exit for bad datapaths or flows.” Try to keep the summary short, about 50 characters wide.

The subject, minus the [PATCH ovn <n>/<m>] prefix, becomes the first line of the commit’s change log message.

Description

The body of the email should start with a more thorough description of the change. This becomes the body of the commit message, following the subject. There is no need to duplicate the summary given in the subject.

Please limit lines in the description to 75 characters in width. That allows the description to format properly even when indented (e.g. by “git log” or in email quotations).

The description should include:

• The rationale for the change.
• Design description and rationale (but this might be better added as code comments).
• Testing that you performed (or testing that should be done but you could not for whatever reason).
• Tags (see below).

There is no need to describe what the patch actually changed, if the reader can see it for himself.

If the patch refers to a commit already in the OVN repository, please include both the commit number and the subject of the patch, e.g. ‘commit 632d136c (vswitch: Remove restriction on datapath names.)’.
If you, the person sending the patch, did not write the patch yourself, then the very first line of the body should take the form `From: <author name> <author email>`, followed by a blank line. This will automatically cause the named author to be credited with authorship in the repository.

**Tags**

The description ends with a series of tags, written one to a line as the last paragraph of the email. Each tag indicates some property of the patch in an easily machine-parseable manner.

Please don’t wrap a tag across multiple lines. If necessary, it’s OK to have a tag extend beyond the customary maximum width of a commit message.

Examples of common tags follow.

`Signed-off-by: Author Name <author.name@email.address...>`

Informally, this indicates that Author Name is the author or submitter of a patch and has the authority to submit it under the terms of the license. The formal meaning is to agree to the Developer’s Certificate of Origin (see below).

If the author and submitter are different, each must sign off. If the patch has more than one author, all must sign off.

Signed-off-by tags should be the last tags in the commit message. If the author (or authors) and submitter are different, the author tags should come first. More generally, occasionally a patch might pass through a chain of submitters, and in such a case the sign-offs should be arranged in chronological order.

`Signed-off-by: Author Name <author.name@email.address...>`

`Signed-off-by: Submitter Name <submitter.name@email.address...>`

`Co-authored-by: Author Name <author.name@email.address...>`

Git can only record a single person as the author of a given patch. In the rare event that a patch has multiple authors, one must be given the credit in Git and the others must be credited via Co-authored-by: tags. (All co-authors must also sign off.)

`Acked-by: Reviewer Name <reviewer.name@email.address...>`

Reviewers will often give an Acked-by: tag to code of which they approve. It is polite for the submitter to add the tag before posting the next version of the patch or applying the patch to the repository. Quality reviewing is hard work, so this gives a small amount of credit to the reviewer.

Not all reviewers give Acked-by: tags when they provide positive reviews. It’s customary only to add tags from reviewers who actually provide them explicitly.

`Tested-by: Tester Name <reviewer.name@email.address...>`

When someone tests a patch, it is customary to add a Tested-by: tag indicating that. It’s rare for a tester to actually provide the tag; usually the patch submitter makes the tag himself in response to an email indicating successful testing results.

`Tested-at: <URL>`

When a test report is publicly available, this provides a way to reference it. Typical <URL>s would be build logs from autobuilders or references to mailing list archives.

Some autobuilders only retain their logs for a limited amount of time. It is less useful to cite these because they may be dead links for a developer reading the commit message months or years later.

`Reported-by: Reporter Name <reporter.name@email.address...>`
When a patch fixes a bug reported by some person, please credit the reporter in the commit log in this fashion. Please also add the reporter’s name and email address to the list of people who provided helpful bug reports in the AUTHORS file at the top of the source tree.

Fairly often, the reporter of a bug also tests the fix. Occasionally one sees a combined “Reported-and-tested-by:” tag used to indicate this. It is also acceptable, and more common, to include both tags separately.

(If a bug report is received privately, it might not always be appropriate to publicly credit the reporter. If in doubt, please ask the reporter.)

Requested-by: Requester Name <requester.name@email.address...>

When a patch implements a request or a suggestion made by some person, please credit that person in the commit log in this fashion. For a helpful suggestion, please also add the person’s name and email address to the list of people who provided suggestions in the AUTHORS file at the top of the source tree.

(If a suggestion or a request is received privately, it might not always be appropriate to publicly give credit. If in doubt, please ask.)

Suggested-by: Suggester Name <suggester.name@email.address...>

See Requested-by:.

CC: Person <name@email>

This is a way to tag a patch for the attention of a person when no more specific tag is appropriate. One use is to request a review from a particular person. It doesn’t make sense to include the same person in CC and another tag, so e.g. if someone who is CC-ed later provides an Acked-by, add the Acked-by and remove the CC at the same time.

Reported-at: <URL>

If a patch fixes or is otherwise related to a bug reported in a public bug tracker, please include a reference to the bug in the form of a URL to the specific bug, e.g.:

```
Reported-at: https://bugs.debian.org/743635
```

This is also an appropriate way to refer to bug report emails in public email archives, e.g.:

```
Reported-at: https://mail.openvswitch.org/pipermail/ovs-dev/2014-June/284495.html
```

Submitted-at: <URL>

If a patch was submitted somewhere other than the OVN development mailing list, such as a GitHub pull request, this header can be used to reference the source.

```
Submitted-at: https://github.com/openvswitch/ovs/pull/92
```

VMware-BZ: #1234567

If a patch fixes or is otherwise related to a bug reported in a private bug tracker, you may include some tracking ID for the bug for your own reference. Please include some identifier to make the origin clear, e.g. “VMware-BZ” refers to VMware’s internal Bugzilla instance and “ONF-JIRA” refers to the Open Networking Foundation’s JIRA bug tracker.

ONF-JIRA: EXT-12345

See VMware-BZ:

Bug #1234567.
These are obsolete forms of VMware-BZ: that can still be seen in old change log entries. (They are obsolete because they do not tell the reader what bug tracker is referred to.)

**Issue:** 1234567

**See Bug:**

**Fixes:** 63bc9fbc69f ("packets: Reorder CS_* flags to remove gap.")

If you would like to record which commit introduced a bug being fixed, you may do that with a “Fixes” header. This assists in determining which OVN releases have the bug, so the patch can be applied to all affected versions. The easiest way to generate the header in the proper format is with this git command. This command also CCs the author of the commit being fixed, which makes sense unless the author also made the fix or is already named in another tag:

```
$ git log -1 --pretty=format:"CC: %an <%ae>%nFixes: %h ("%s")" --abbrev=12 COMMIT_REF
```

**Vulnerability:** CVE-2016-2074

Specifies that the patch fixes or is otherwise related to a security vulnerability with the given CVE identifier. Other identifiers in public vulnerability databases are also suitable.

If the vulnerability was reported publicly, then it is also appropriate to cite the URL to the report in a Reported-at tag. Use a Reported-by tag to acknowledge the reporters.

**Developer's Certificate of Origin**

To help track the author of a patch as well as the submission chain, and be clear that the developer has authority to submit a patch for inclusion in OVN please sign off your work. The sign off certifies the following:

```
Developer's Certificate of Origin 1.1

By making a contribution to this project, I certify that:

(a) The contribution was created in whole or in part by me and I have the right to submit it under the open source license indicated in the file; or

(b) The contribution is based upon previous work that, to the best of my knowledge, is covered under an appropriate open source license and I have the right under that license to submit that work with modifications, whether created in whole or in part by me, under the same open source license (unless I am permitted to submit under a different license), as indicated in the file; or

(c) The contribution was provided directly to me by some other person who certified (a), (b) or (c) and I have not modified it.

(d) I understand and agree that this project and the contribution are public and that a record of the contribution (including all personal information I submit with it, including my sign-off) is maintained indefinitely and may be redistributed consistent with this project or the open source license(s) involved.
```

See also [http://developercertificate.org/](http://developercertificate.org/).
Feature Deprecation Guidelines

OVN is intended to be user friendly. This means that under normal circumstances we don’t abruptly remove features from OVN that some users might still be using. Otherwise, if we would, then we would possibly break our user setup when they upgrade and would receive bug reports.

Typical process to deprecate a feature in OVN is to:

(a) Mention deprecation of a feature in the NEWS file. Also, mention expected release or absolute time when this feature would be removed from OVN altogether. Don’t use relative time (e.g. “in 6 months”) because that is not clearly interpretable.

(b) If OVN is configured to use deprecated feature it should print a warning message to the log files clearly indicating that feature is deprecated and that use of it should be avoided.

(c) If this feature is mentioned in man pages, then add “Deprecated” keyword to it.

Also, if there is alternative feature to the one that is about to be marked as deprecated, then mention it in (a), (b) and (c) as well.

Remember to follow-up and actually remove the feature from OVN codebase once deprecation grace period has expired and users had opportunity to use at least one OVN release that would have informed them about feature deprecation!

OVN upgrades

If the patch introduces any new OVN actions or updates existing OVN actions, then make sure to check the function ovn_get_internal_version() in lib/ovn-util.c and increment the macro - OVN_INTERNAL_MINOR_VER.

Adding new OVN actions or changing existing OVN actions can have datapath disruptions during OVN upgrades. To minimize disruptions, OVN supports version matching between ovn-northd and ovn-controller and it is important to update the internal OVN version when the patch introduces such changes.

Comments

If you want to include any comments in your email that should not be part of the commit’s change log message, put them after the description, separated by a line that contains just ---. It may be helpful to include a diffstat here for changes that touch multiple files.

Patch

The patch should be in the body of the email following the description, separated by a blank line.

Patches should be in diff -up format. We recommend that you use Git to produce your patches, in which case you should use the -M -C options to git diff (or other Git tools) if your patch renames or copies files. Quilt might be useful if you do not want to use Git.

Patches should be inline in the email message. Some email clients corrupt white space or wrap lines in patches. There are hints on how to configure many email clients to avoid this problem on kernel.org. If you cannot convince your email client not to mangle patches, then sending the patch as an attachment is a second choice.

Follow the style used in the code that you are modifying. OVN Coding Style file describes the coding style used in most of OVN.

You may use the utilities/checkpatch.py utility as a quick check for certain commonly occurring mistakes (improper leading/trailing whitespace, missing signoffs, some improper formatted patch files).
Example

From fa29a1c2c17682879e79a21bb0cdd5bbee67fa7c0 Mon Sep 17 00:00:00 2001
From: Jesse Gross <jesse@nicira.com>
Date: Thu, 8 Dec 2011 13:17:24 -0800
Subject: [PATCH] datapath: Alphabetize include/net/ipv6.h compat header.

Signed-off-by: Jesse Gross <jesse@nicira.com>
---
datapath/linux/Modules.mk | 2 +-  
1 files changed, 1 insertions(+), 1 deletions(-)
donf --git a/datapath/linux/Modules.mk b/datapath/linux/Modules.mk
index fdd952e..f6cb88e 100644
--- a/datapath/linux/Modules.mk
+++ b/datapath/linux/Modules.mk
@@ -56,11 +56,11 @@ openvswitch_headers += 
    linux/compat/include/net/dst.h 
    linux/compat/include/net/genetlink.h 
    linux/compat/include/net/ip.h 
+    linux/compat/include/net/ipv6.h 
    linux/compat/include/net/net_namespace.h 
    linux/compat/include/net/netlink.h 
    linux/compat/include/net/protocol.h 
    linux/compat/include/net/route.h 
-    linux/compat/include/net/ipv6.h 
    linux/compat/genetlink.inc

    both_modules += brcompat
--
1.7.7.3

8.1.2 Backporting patches

Note: This is an advanced topic for developers and maintainers. Readers should familiarize themselves with building and running OVN, with the git tool, and with the OVN patch submission process.

The backporting of patches from one git tree to another takes multiple forms within OVN, but is broadly applied in the following fashion:

- Contributors submit their proposed changes to the latest development branch
- Contributors and maintainers provide feedback on the patches
- When the change is satisfactory, maintainers apply the patch to the development branch.
- Maintainers backport changes from a development branch to release branches.

With regards to OVN user space code and code that does not comprise the Linux datapath and compat code, the development branch is master in the OVN repository. Patches are applied first to this branch, then to the most recent branch-X.Y, then earlier branch-X.Z, and so on. The most common kind of patch in this category is a bugfix which affects master and other branches.
Changes to userspace components

Patches which are fixing bugs should be considered for backporting from master to release branches. OVN contributors submit their patches targeted to the master branch, using the Fixes tag described in Submitting Patches. The maintainer first applies the patch to master, then backports the patch to each older affected tree, as far back as it goes or at least to all currently supported branches. This is usually each branch back to the most recent LTS release branch.

If the fix only affects a particular branch and not master, contributors should submit the change with the target branch listed in the subject line of the patch. Contributors should list all versions that the bug affects. The git format-patch argument --subject-prefix may be used when posting the patch, for example:

```
$ git format-patch HEAD --subject-prefix="PATCH branch-2.7"
```

If a maintainer is backporting a change to older branches and the backport is not a trivial cherry-pick, then the maintainer may opt to submit the backport for the older branch on the mailing list for further review. This should be done in the same manner as described above.

Submission

Once the patches are all assembled and working on the OVN tree, they need to be formatted again using git format-patch. The common format for commit messages for Linux backport patches is as follows:

```plaintext
datapath: Remove incorrect WARN_ONCE().

Upstream commit:
  commit c6b2aafffc6934be72d96855c9a1d88970597fbc
  Author: Jarno Rajahalme <jarno@ovn.org>
  Date:   Mon Aug 1 19:08:29 2016 -0700

  openvswitch: Remove incorrect WARN_ONCE().

  ovs_ct_find_existing() issues a warning if an existing conntrack entry
classified as IP_CT_NEW is found, with the premise that this should
not happen. However, a newly confirmed, non-expected conntrack entry
remains IP_CT_NEW as long as no reply direction traffic is seen. This
has resulted into somewhat confusing kernel log messages. This patch
removes this check and warning.

  Fixes: 289f2253 ("openvswitch: Find existing conntrack entry after upcall.")
  Suggested-by: Joe Stringer <joe@ovn.org>
  Signed-off-by: Jarno Rajahalme <jarno@ovn.org>
  Acked-by: Joe Stringer <joe@ovn.org>

Signed-off-by: Jarno Rajahalme <jarno@ovn.org>
```

The upstream commit SHA should be the one that appears in Linus’ tree so that reviewers can compare the backported patch with the one upstream. Note that the subject line for the backported patch replaces the original patch’s openvswitch prefix with datapath. Patches which only affect the datapath/linux/compat directory should be prefixed with compat.

The contents of a backport should be equivalent to the changes made by the original patch; explain any variations from the original patch in the commit message - For instance if you rolled in a bugfix. Reviewers will verify that the changes made by the backport patch are the same as the changes made in the original commit which the backport is based upon. Patch submission should otherwise follow the regular steps described in Submitting Patches.
8.1.3 OVN Coding Style

This file describes the coding style used in C files in the OVN distribution.

The following GNU indent options approximate this style.

```
-npro -bad -bap -bbb -br -blf -brs -cdw -ce -fca -cli0 -npcs -i4 -179 \
-lc79 -nbfda -nut -saf -sai -saw -sbi4 -sc -sob -st -ncdb -pi4 -cs -bs \
-dil -lp -li0 -hn1
```

Basics

- Limit lines to 79 characters.
- Use form feeds (control+L) to divide long source files into logical pieces. A form feed should appear as the only character on a line.
- Do not use tabs for indentation.
- Avoid trailing spaces on lines.

Naming

- Use names that explain the purpose of a function or object.
- Use underscores to separate words in an identifier: multi_word_name.
- Use lowercase for most names. Use uppercase for macros, macro parameters, and members of enumerations.
- Give arrays names that are plural.
- Pick a unique name prefix (ending with an underscore) for each module, and apply that prefix to all of that module’s externally visible names. Names of macro parameters, struct and union members, and parameters in function prototypes are not considered externally visible for this purpose.
- Do not use names that begin with _. If you need a name for “internal use only”, use ____ as a suffix instead of a prefix.
- Avoid negative names: found is a better name than not_found.
- In names, a size is a count of bytes, a length is a count of characters. A buffer has size, but a string has length. The length of a string does not include the null terminator, but the size of the buffer that contains the string does.

Comments

Comments should be written as full sentences that start with a capital letter and end with a period. Put two spaces between sentences.

Write block comments as shown below. You may put the /* and */ on the same line as comment text if you prefer.

```c
/*
 * We redirect stderr to /dev/null because we often want to remove all
 * traffic control configuration on a port so its in a known state. If
 * this done when there is no such configuration, tc complains, so we just
 * always ignore it.
 */
```
Each function and each variable declared outside a function, and each struct, union, and typedef declaration should be preceded by a comment. See functions below for function comment guidelines.

Each struct and union member should each have an inline comment that explains its meaning. structs and unions with many members should be additionally divided into logical groups of members by block comments, e.g.:

```c
/* An event that will wake the following call to poll_block(). */
struct poll_waiter {
    /* Set when the waiter is created. */
    struct ovs_list node; /* Element in global waiters list. */
    int fd; /* File descriptor. */
    short int events; /* Events to wait for (POLLIN, POLLOUT). */
    poll_fd_func *function; /* Callback function, if any, or null. */
    void *aux; /* Argument to callback function. */
    struct backtrace *backtrace; /* Event that created waiter, or null. */

    /* Set only when poll_block() is called. */
    struct pollfd *pollfd; /* Pointer to element of the pollfds array */
          (null if added from a callback). */
};
```

Use XXX orFIXME comments to mark code that needs work.

Don’t use // comments.

Don’t comment out or #if 0 out code. Just remove it. The code that was there will still be in version control history.

### Functions

Put the return type, function name, and the braces that surround the function’s code on separate lines, all starting in column 0.

Before each function definition, write a comment that describes the function’s purpose, including each parameter, the return value, and side effects. References to argument names should be given in single-quotes, e.g. 'arg'. The comment should not include the function name, nor need it follow any formal structure. The comment does not need to describe how a function does its work, unless this information is needed to use the function correctly (this is often better done with comments inside the function).

Simple static functions do not need a comment.

Within a file, non-static functions should come first, in the order that they are declared in the header file, followed by static functions. Static functions should be in one or more separate pages (separated by form feed characters) in logical groups. A commonly useful way to divide groups is by “level”, with high-level functions first, followed by groups of progressively lower-level functions. This makes it easy for the program’s reader to see the top-down structure by reading from top to bottom.

All function declarations and definitions should include a prototype. Empty parentheses, e.g. `int foo();`, do not include a prototype (they state that the function’s parameters are unknown); write `void` in parentheses instead, e.g. `int foo(void);`.

Prototypes for static functions should either all go at the top of the file, separated into groups by blank lines, or they should appear at the top of each page of functions. Don’t comment individual prototypes, but a comment on each group of prototypes is often appropriate.

In the absence of good reasons for another order, the following parameter order is preferred. One notable exception is that data parameters and their corresponding size parameters should be paired.

1. The primary object being manipulated, if any (equivalent to the `this` pointer in C++).
2. Input-only parameters.
3. Input/output parameters.
4. Output-only parameters.
5. Status parameter.

Example:

```c
/* Stores the features supported by 'netdev' into each of '*current',
 * '*advertised', '*supported', and '*peer' that are non-null. Each value
 * is a bitmap of "enum ofp_port_features" bits, in host byte order.
 * Returns 0 if successful, otherwise a positive errno value. On failure,
 * all of the passed-in values are set to 0. */
int
netdev_get_features(struct netdev *netdev,
            uint32_t *current, uint32_t *advertised,
            uint32_t *supported, uint32_t *peer)
{
    ...
}
```

Functions that destroy an instance of a dynamically-allocated type should accept and ignore a null pointer argument. Code that calls such a function (including the C standard library function `free()`) should omit a null-pointer check. We find that this usually makes code easier to read.

Functions in `.c` files should not normally be marked `inline`, because it does not usually help code generation and it does suppress compiler warnings about unused functions. (Functions defined in `.h` usually should be marked `inline`.)

**Function Prototypes**

Put the return type and function name on the same line in a function prototype:

```c
static const struct option_class *get_option_class(int code);
```

Omit parameter names from function prototypes when the names do not give useful information, e.g.:

```c
int netdev_get_mtu(const struct netdev *, int *mtup);
```

**Statements**

Indent each level of code with 4 spaces. Use BSD-style brace placement:

```c
if (a()) {
    b();
    d();
}
```

Put a space between `if`, `while`, `for`, etc. and the expressions that follow them.

Enclose single statements in braces:

```c
if (a > b) {
    return a;
} else {
    ...
```

(continues on next page)
Use comments and blank lines to divide long functions into logical groups of statements.

Avoid assignments inside if and while conditions.

Do not put gratuitous parentheses around the expression in a return statement, that is, write return 0; and not return(0);

Write only one statement per line.

Indent switch statements like this:

```c
switch (conn->state) {
    case S_RECV:
        error = run_connection_input(conn);
        break;
    case S_PROCESS:
        error = 0;
        break;
    case S_SEND:
        error = run_connection_output(conn);
        break;
    default:
        OVS_NOT_REACHED();
}
```

switch statements with very short, uniform cases may use an abbreviated style:

```c
switch (code) {
    case 200: return "OK";
    case 201: return "Created";
    case 202: return "Accepted";
    case 204: return "No Content";
    default: return "Unknown";
}
```

Use for (;;) to write an infinite loop.

In an if/else construct where one branch is the “normal” or “common” case and the other branch is the “uncommon” or “error” case, put the common case after the if, not the else. This is a form of documentation. It also places the most important code in sequential order without forcing the reader to visually skip past less important details. (Some compilers also assume that the if branch is the more common case, so this can be a real form of optimization as well.)

**Return Values**

For functions that return a success or failure indication, prefer one of the following return value conventions:

- An int where 0 indicates success and a positive errno value indicates a reason for failure.
- A bool where true indicates success and false indicates failure.
Macros

Don’t define an object-like macro if an enum can be used instead.

Don’t define a function-like macro if a `static inline` function can be used instead.

If a macro’s definition contains multiple statements, enclose them with `do {...} while (0)` to allow them to work properly in all syntactic circumstances.

Do use macros to eliminate the need to update different parts of a single file in parallel, e.g. a list of enums and an array that gives the name of each enum. For example:

```c
/* Logging importance levels. */
#define VLOG_LEVELS
    VLOG_LEVEL(EMER, LOG_ALERT) \  
    VLOG_LEVEL(ERR, LOG_ERR) \  
    VLOG_LEVEL(WARN, LOG_WARNING) \  
    VLOG_LEVEL(INFO, LOG_NOTICE) \  
    VLOG_LEVEL(DBG, LOG_DEBUG)
enum vlog_level {
#define VLOG_LEVEL(NAME, SYSLOG_LEVEL) VLL_##NAME,
    VLOG_LEVELS
#undef VLOG_LEVEL
    VLL_N_LEVELS
};

/* Name for each logging level. */
static const char *level_names[VLL_N_LEVELS] = {
#define VLOG_LEVEL(NAME, SYSLOG_LEVEL) #NAME,
    VLOG_LEVELS
#undef VLOG_LEVEL
};
```

Thread Safety Annotations

Use the macros in `lib/compiler.h` to annotate locking requirements. For example:

```c
static struct ovs_mutex mutex = OVS_MUTEX_INITIALIZER;
static struct ovs_rwlock rwlock = OVS_RWLOCK_INITIALIZER;

void function_require_plain_mutex(void) OVS_REQUIRES(mutex);
void function_require_rwlock(void) OVS_REQ_RDLOCK(rwlock);
```

Pass lock objects, not their addresses, to the annotation macros. (Thus we have `OVS_REQUIRES(mutex)` above, not `OVS_REQUIRES(&mutex)`.)

Source Files

Each source file should state its license in a comment at the very top, followed by a comment explaining the purpose of the code that is in that file. The comment should explain how the code in the file relates to code in other files. The goal is to allow a programmer to quickly figure out where a given module fits into the larger system.

The first non-comment line in a `.c` source file should be:

```c
#include <config.h>
```

#include directives should appear in the following order:
1. \#include <config.h>

2. The module’s own headers, if any. Including this before any other header (besides ) ensures that the module’s header file is self-contained (see header files below).

3. Standard C library headers and other system headers, preferably in alphabetical order. (Occasionally one encounters a set of system headers that must be included in a particular order, in which case that order must take precedence.)

4. OVN headers, in alphabetical order. Use "", not <>, to specify OVN header names.

Header Files

Each header file should start with its license, as described under source files above, followed by a “header guard” to make the header file idempotent, like so:

```c
#ifndef NETDEV_H
#define NETDEV_H
...
#endif /* netdev.h */
```

Header files should be self-contained; that is, they should \#include whatever additional headers are required, without requiring the client to \#include them for it.

Don’t define the members of a struct or union in a header file, unless client code is actually intended to access them directly or if the definition is otherwise actually needed (e.g. inline functions defined in the header need them).

Similarly, don’t \#include a header file just for the declaration of a struct or union tag (e.g. just for struct ;). Just declare the tag yourself. This reduces the number of header file dependencies.

Types

Use typedefs sparingly. Code is clearer if the actual type is visible at the point of declaration. Do not, in general, declare a typedef for a struct, union, or enum. Do not declare a typedef for a pointer type, because this can be very confusing to the reader.

A function type is a good use for a typedef because it can clarify code. The type should be a function type, not a pointer-to-function type. That way, the typedef name can be used to declare function prototypes. (It cannot be used for function definitions, because that is explicitly prohibited by C89 and C99.)

You may assume that char is exactly 8 bits and that int and long are at least 32 bits.

Don’t assume that long is big enough to hold a pointer. If you need to cast a pointer to an integer, use intptr_t or uintptr_t from .

Use the int_t and uint_t types from for exact-width integer types. Use the PRId, PRIu, and PRIx macros from for formatting them with printf() and related functions.

For compatibility with antique printf() implementations:

- Instead of "%zu", use "%"PRIuSIZE.
- Instead of "%td", use "%PRIdPTR.
- Instead of "%ju", use "%PRIuMAX."
Other variants exist for different radices. For example, use "%PRIxSIZE" instead of "%zx" or "%x" instead of "%hhx".

Also, instead of "%hhd", use "%d". Be cautious substituting "%u", "%x", and "%o" for the corresponding versions with "hh": cast the argument to unsigned char if necessary, because printf("%hhu", -1) prints 255 but printf("%u", -1) prints 4294967295.

Use bit-fields sparingly. Do not use bit-fields for layout of network protocol fields or in other circumstances where the exact format is important.

Declare bit-fields to be signed or unsigned integer types or _Bool (aka bool). Do not declare bit-fields of type int: C99 allows these to be either signed or unsigned according to the compiler’s whim. (A 1-bit bit-field of type int may have a range of -1...0!)

Try to order structure members such that they pack well on a system with 2-byte short, 4-byte int, and 4- or 8-byte long and pointer types. Prefer clear organization over size optimization unless you are convinced there is a size or speed benefit.

Pointer declarators bind to the variable name, not the type name. Write int *x, not int* x and definitely not int * x.

**Expressions**

Put one space on each side of infix binary and ternary operators:

```
+ / %
+ -
<< >>
< <= > >=
== !=
&
|
&&
||
?:
+= -= *= /= %= &= ^= |= <<= >>=
```

Avoid comma operators.

Do not put any white space around postfix, prefix, or grouping operators:

```
() [] -> .
! ~ ++ -- + - * &
```

Exception 1: Put a space after (but not before) the “sizeof” keyword.

Exception 2: Put a space between the () used in a cast and the expression whose type is cast: (void *) 0.

Break long lines before the ternary operators ? and :, rather than after them, e.g.

```
return (out_port != VIGP_CONTROL_PATH
    ? alpheus_output_port(dp, skb, out_port)
    : alpheus_output_control(dp, skb, fwd_save_skb(skb),
                              VIGR_ACTION));
```

Parenthesize the operands of && and || if operator precedence makes it necessary, or if the operands are themselves expressions that use && and ||, but not otherwise. Thus:
if (rule && (!best || rule->priority > best->priority)) {
    best = rule;
}

but:

if (!isdigit((unsigned char)s[0]) ||
    !isdigit((unsigned char)s[1]) ||
    !isdigit((unsigned char)s[2])) {
    printf("string %s does not start with 3-digit code\n", s);
}

Do parenthesize a subexpression that must be split across more than one line, e.g.:

```c
*idxp = ((l1_idx << PORT_ARRAY_L1_SHIFT) |
          (l2_idx << PORT_ARRAY_L2_SHIFT) |
          (l3_idx << PORT_ARRAY_L3_SHIFT));
```

Breaking a long line after a binary operator gives its operands a more consistent look, since each operand has the same horizontal position. This makes the end-of-line position a good choice when the operands naturally resemble each other, as in the previous two examples. On the other hand, breaking before a binary operator better draws the eye to the operator, which can help clarify code by making it more obvious what’s happening, such as in the following example:

```c
if (!ctx.freezing
    && xbridge->has_in_band
    && in_band_must_output_to_local_port(flow)
    && !actions_output_to_local_port(&ctx)) {
```

Thus, decide whether to break before or after a binary operator separately in each situation, based on which of these factors appear to be more important.

Try to avoid casts. Don’t cast the return value of malloc().

The sizeof operator is unique among C operators in that it accepts two very different kinds of operands: an expression or a type. In general, prefer to specify an expression, e.g. `int *x = xmalloc(sizeof *x);`. When the operand of sizeof is an expression, there is no need to parenthesize that operand, and please don’t.

Use the ARRAY_SIZE macro from `<lib/util.h>` to calculate the number of elements in an array.

When using a relational operator like `<` or `==`, put an expression or variable argument on the left and a constant argument on the right, e.g. `x == 0`, not `0 == x`.

### Blank Lines

Put one blank line between top-level definitions of functions and global variables.

### C DIALECT

Most C99 features are OK because they are widely implemented:

- Flexible array members (e.g. `struct { int foo[]; };`).
- `static inline` functions (but no other forms of `inline`, for which GCC and C99 have differing interpretations).
- `long long`
• bool and <stdbool.h>, but don’t assume that bool or _Bool can only take on the values 0 or 1, because this behavior can’t be simulated on C89 compilers.

Also, don’t assume that a conversion to bool or _Bool follows C99 semantics, i.e. use (bool) (some_value != 0) rather than (bool) some_value. The latter might produce unexpected results on non-C99 environments. For example, if bool is implemented as a typedef of char and some_value = 0x10000000.

• Designated initializers (e.g. struct foo foo = { .a = 1 }; and int a[] = { [2] = 5 });.

• Mixing of declarations and code within a block. Favor positioning that allows variables to be initialized at their point of declaration.

• Use of declarations in iteration statements (e.g. for (int i = 0; i < 10; i++)).

• Use of a trailing comma in an enum declaration (e.g. enum { x = 1, }).

As a matter of style, avoid // comments.

Avoid using GCC or Clang extensions unless you also add a fallback for other compilers. You can, however, use C99 features or GCC extensions also supported by Clang in code that compiles only on GNU/Linux (such as lib/netdev-linux.c), because GCC is the system compiler there.

Python

When introducing new Python code, try to follow Python’s PEP 8 style. Consider running the pep8 or flake8 tool against your code to find issues.

Libraries

When introducing a new library, follow Open vSwitch Library ABI guide

8.1.4 OVN Documentation Style

This file describes the documentation style used in all documentation found in OVN. Documentation includes any documents found in Documentation along with any README, MAINTAINERS, or generally rst suffixed documents found in the project tree.

reStructuredText vs. Sphinx

reStructuredText (rST) is the syntax, while Sphinx is a documentation generator. Sphinx introduces a number of extensions to rST, like the :ref: role, which can and should be used in documentation, but these will not work correctly on GitHub. As such, these extensions should not be used in any documentation in the root level, such as the README.

rST Conventions

Basics

Many of the basic documentation guidelines match those of the OVN Coding Style.

• Use reStructuredText (rST) for all documentation.

  Sphinx extensions can be used, but only for documentation in the Documentation folder.
• Limit lines at 79 characters.

**Note:** An exception to this rule is text within code-block elements that cannot be wrapped and links within references.

• Use spaces for indentation.
• Match indentation levels.
  A change in indentation level usually signifies a change in content nesting, by either closing the existing level or introducing a new level.
• Avoid trailing spaces on lines.
• Include a license (see this file) in all docs.
• Most importantly, always build and display documentation before submitting changes! Docs aren’t unit testable, so visible inspection is necessary.

### File Names

• Use hyphens as space delimiters. For example: `my-readme-document.rst`

**Note:** An exception to this rule is any man pages, which take an trailing number corresponding to the number of arguments required. This number is preceded by an underscore.

• Use lowercase filenames.

**Note:** An exception to this rule is any documents found in the root-level of the project.

### Titles

• Use the following headers levels.

```
======= Heading 0 (reserved for the title in a document)
--------- Heading 1
---------- Heading 2
---------- Heading 3
'''''''' Heading 4
```

**Note:** Avoid using lower heading levels by rewriting and reorganizing the information.

• Under- and overlines should be of the same length as that of the heading text.
• Use “title case” for headers.
Code

- Use :: to prefix code.
- Don’t use syntax highlighting such as .. highlight:: <syntax> or code-block:: <syntax> because it depends on external pygments library.
- Prefix commands with $.
- Where possible, include fully-working snippets of code. If there pre-requisites, explain what they are and how to achieve them.

Admonitions

- Use admonitions to call attention to important information.:

  .. note::

  This *is* a sample callout for some useful tip or trick.

Example admonitions include: warning, important, note, tip or seealso.

- Use notes sparingly. Avoid having more than one per subsection.

Tables

- Use either graphic tables, list tables or CSV tables.

Graphic tables

```text
.. table:: OVS-Linux kernel compatibility

+--------------+---------------+
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open vSwitch</th>
<th>Linux kernel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4.x</td>
<td>2.6.18 to 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5.x</td>
<td>2.6.18 to 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6.x</td>
<td>2.6.18 to 3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
+--------------+---------------+
```

```text
.. table:: OVS-Linux kernel compatibility

+--------------+---------------+
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open vSwitch</th>
<th>Linux kernel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.4.x</td>
<td>2.6.18 to 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5.x</td>
<td>2.6.18 to 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6.x</td>
<td>2.6.18 to 3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
+--------------+---------------+
```
Note: The `table` role `.. table:: <name>` - can be safely omitted.

List tables

```plaintext
.. list-table:: OVS-Linux kernel compatibility
   :widths: 10 15
   :header-rows: 1

   * - Open vSwitch
     - Linux kernel
     * - 1.4.x
       - 2.6.18 to 3.2
     * - 1.5.x
       - 2.6.18 to 3.2
     * - 1.6.x
       - 2.6.18 to 3.2
```

CSV tables

```plaintext
.. csv-table:: OVS-Linux kernel compatibility
   :header: Open vSwitch, Linux kernel
   :widths: 10 15

   1.4.x, 2.6.18 to 3.2
   1.5.x, 2.6.18 to 3.2
   1.6.x, 2.6.18 to 3.2
```

Cross-referencing

- To link to an external file or document, include as a link:

  Here’s a `link <http://openvswitch.org>`__ to the Open vSwitch website.

  Here’s a `link`_ in reference style.

  .. _link: http://openvswitch.org

- You can also use citations:

  Refer to the Open vSwitch documentation [1]_.

  References
  ----------

  .. [1]: http://openvswitch.org

- To cross-reference another doc, use the `doc` role:
Here is a link to the :doc:`/README.rst`

Note: This is a Sphinx extension. Do not use this in any top-level documents.

• To cross-reference an arbitrary location in a doc, use the ref role:

```
.. _sample-crossref

Title
~~~~~
Hello, world.

Another Title
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Here is a cross-reference to :ref:`sample-crossref`.
```

Note: This is a Sphinx extension. Do not use this in any top-level documents.

Figures and Other Media

• All images should be in PNG format and compressed where possible. For PNG files, use OptiPNG and AdvanceCOMP’s advpng:

```
$ optipng -o7 -zml-9 -i0 -strip all <path_to_png>
$ advpng -z4 <path_to_png>
```

• Any ASCII text “images” should be included in code-blocks to preserve formatting
• Include other reStructuredText verbatim in a current document

Comments

• Comments are indicated by means of the .. marker:

```
.. TODO(stephenfin) This section needs some work. This TODO will not
appear in the final generated document, however.
```

Man Pages

In addition to the above, man pages have some specific requirements:

• You must define the following sections:
  – Synopsis
  – Description
  – Options
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Note that NAME is not included - this is automatically generated by Sphinx and should not be manually defined. Also note that these do not need to be uppercase - Sphinx will do this automatically.

Additional sections are allowed. Refer to man-pages(8) for information on the sections generally allowed.

- You **must not** define a NAME section.
  
  See above.

- The OPTIONS section must describe arguments and options using the program and option directives.
  
  This ensures the output is formatted correctly and that you can cross-reference various programs and commands from the documentation. For example:

  ```
  .. program:: ovs-do-something
  
  .. option:: -f, --force
     
     Force the operation
  
  .. option:: -b <bridge>, --bridge <bridge>
     
     Name or ID of bridge
  ```

  **Important:** Option argument names should be enclosed in angle brackets, as above.

- Any references to the application or any other OVN application must be marked up using the program role.
  
  This allows for easy linking in the HTML output and correct formatting in the man page output. For example:

  ```
  To do something, run :program:`ovs-do-something`.
  ```

- The man page must be included in the list of man page documents found in conf.py
  
  Refer to existing man pages, such as ovn-sim for a worked example.

**Writing Style**

Follow these guidelines to ensure readability and consistency of the Open vSwitch documentation. These guidelines are based on the /*IBM Style Guide*/.

- Use standard US English
  
  Use a spelling and grammar checking tool as necessary.

- Expand initialisms and acronyms on first usage.
  
  Commonly used terms like CPU or RAM are allowed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do not use</th>
<th>Do use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OVS is a virtual switch. OVS has...</td>
<td>Open vSwitch (OVS) is a virtual switch. OVS has...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The VTEP emulator is...</td>
<td>The Virtual Tunnel Endpoint (VTEP) emulator is...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Write in the active voice
  
  The subject should do the verb’s action, rather than be acted upon.
• Write in the present tense

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do not use</th>
<th>Do use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A bridge is created by you</td>
<td>Create a bridge</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Write in second person

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Do not use</th>
<th>Do use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Once the bridge is created, you can create a port</td>
<td>Once the bridge is created, create a port</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• Keep sentences short and concise
• Eliminate needless politeness
  Avoid “please” and “thank you”

**Helpful Tools**

There are a number of tools, online and offline, which can be used to preview documents are you edit them:

- **rst.ninjs.org**
  An online rST editor/previewer
- **ReText**
  A simple but powerful editor for Markdown and reStructuredText. ReText is written in Python.
- **restview**
  A viewer for ReStructuredText documents that renders them on the fly.

**Useful Links**

- **Quick reStructuredText**
- **Sphinx Documentation**

### 8.1.5 Open vSwitch Library ABI Updates

This file describes the manner in which the Open vSwitch shared library manages different ABI and API revisions. This document aims to describe the background, goals, and concrete mechanisms used to export code-space functionality so that it may be shared between multiple applications.
Definitions

Table 1: Definitions for terms appearing in this document

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABI</td>
<td>Abbreviation of Application Binary Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Abbreviation of Application Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Binary Interface</td>
<td>The low-level runtime interface exposed by an object file.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
<td>The source-code interface descriptions intended for use in multiple translation units when compiling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code library</td>
<td>A collection of function implementations and definitions intended to be exported and called through a well-defined interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared Library</td>
<td>A code library which is imported at run time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overview

C and C++ applications often use ‘external’ functionality, such as printing specialized data types or parsing messages, which has been exported for common use. There are many possible ways for applications to call such external functionality, for instance by including an appropriate inline definition which the compiler can emit as code in each function it appears. One such way of exporting and importing such functionality is through the use of a library of code.

When a compiler builds object code from source files to produce object code, the results are binary data arranged with specific calling conventions, alignments, and order suitable for a run-time environment or linker. This result defines a specific ABI.

As library of code develops and its exported interfaces change over time, the resulting ABI may change as well. Therefore, care must be taken to ensure the changes made to libraries of code are effectively communicated to applications which use them. This includes informing the applications when incompatible changes are made.

The Open vSwitch project exports much of its functionality through multiple such libraries of code. These libraries are intended for multiple applications to import and use. As the Open vSwitch project continues to evolve and change, its exported code will evolve as well. To ensure that applications linking to these libraries are aware of these changes, Open vSwitch employs libtool version stamps.

ABI Policy

Open vSwitch will export the ABI version at the time of release, such that the library name will be the major.minor version, and the rest of the release version information will be conveyed with a libtool interface version.

The intent is for Open vSwitch to maintain an ABI stability for each minor revision only (so that Open vSwitch release 2.5 carries a guarantee for all 2.5.ZZ micro-releases). This means that any porting effort to stable branches must take not to disrupt the existing ABI.

In the event that a bug must be fixed in a backwards-incompatible way, developers must bump the libtool ‘current’ version to inform the linker of the ABI breakage. This will signal that libraries exposed by the subsequent release will not maintain ABI stability with the previous version.

Coding

At build time, if building shared libraries by passing the --enable-shared arguments to ./configure, version information is extracted from the $PACKAGE_VERSION automake variable and formatted into the appropriate arguments. These get exported for use in Makefiles as SOVS_LTINFO, and passed to each exported library along with other LDFLAGS.
Therefore, when adding a new library to the build system, these version flags should be included with the `$LDFLAGS` variable. Nothing else needs to be done.

Changing an exported function definition (from a file in, for instance `lib/*.h`) is only permitted from minor release to minor release. Likewise changes to library data structures should only occur from minor release to minor release.

### 8.2 Mailing Lists

**Important:** Report security issues only to security@openvswitch.org. For more information, refer to our *security policies*.

#### 8.2.1 ovs-announce

The `ovs-announce` mailing list is used to announce new versions of Open vSwitch and OVN and is extremely low-volume. (subscribe) (archives)

#### 8.2.2 ovs-discuss

The `ovs-discuss` mailing list is used to discuss plans and design decisions for Open vSwitch and OVN. It is also an appropriate place for user questions. (subscribe) (archives)

#### 8.2.3 ovs-dev

The `ovs-dev` mailing list is used to discuss development and review code before being committed. (subscribe) (archives)

#### 8.2.4 bugs

The `bugs` mailing list is an alias for the discuss mailing list.

#### 8.2.5 security

The `security` mailing list is for submitting security vulnerabilities to the security team.

### 8.3 Patchwork

Open vSwitch and OVN use Patchwork to track the status of patches sent to the `ovs-dev mailing list`. Our Patchwork instance can be found on ozlabs.org.

Patchwork provides a number of useful features for developers working on Open vSwitch and OVN:

- Tracking the lifecycle of patches (accepted, rejected, under-review, …)
- Assigning reviewers (delegates) to patches
- Downloading/applying patches, series, and bundles via the web UI or the REST API (see *git-pw*)
- A usable UI for viewing patch discussions
8.3.1 git-pw

The git-pw tool provides a way to download and apply patches, series, and bundles. You can install git-pw from PyPi like so:

```
$ pip install --user git-pw
```

To actually use git-pw, you must configure it with the Patchwork instance URL, Patchwork project, and your Patchwork user authentication token. The URL and project are provided below, but you must obtain your authentication token from your Patchwork User Profile page. If you do not already have a Patchwork user account, you should create one now.

Once your token is obtained, configure git-pw as below. Note that this must be run from within the OVN Git repository:

```
$ git config pw.server https://patchwork.ozlabs.org/
$ git config pw.project ovn
$ git config pw.token $PW_TOKEN  # using the token obtained earlier
```

Once configured, run the following to get information about available commands:

```
$ git pw --help
```

8.3.2 pwclient

The pwclient is a legacy tool that provides some of the functionality of git-pw but uses the legacy XML-RPC API. It is considered deprecated in its current form and git-pw should be used instead.

8.4 OVN Release Process

This document describes the process ordinarily used for OVN development and release. Exceptions are sometimes necessary, so all of the statements here should be taken as subject to change through rough consensus of OVN contributors, obtained through public discussion on, e.g., ovs-dev or the #openvswitch IRC channel.

8.4.1 Release Strategy

OVN feature development takes place on the “master” branch. Ordinarily, new features are rebased against master and applied directly. For features that take significant development, sometimes it is more appropriate to merge a separate branch into master; please discuss this on ovs-dev in advance.

The process of making a release has the following stages. See Release Scheduling for the timing of each stage:

1. “Soft freeze” of the master branch.

   During the freeze, we ask committers to refrain from applying patches that add new features unless those patches were already being publicly discussed and reviewed before the freeze began. Bug fixes are welcome at any time. Please propose and discuss exceptions on ovs-dev.

2. Fork a release branch from master, named for the expected release number, e.g. “branch-2019.10” for the branch that will yield OVN 2019.10.x.

   Release branches are intended for testing and stabilization. At this stage and in later stages, they should receive only bug fixes, not new features. Bug fixes applied to release branches should be backports of corresponding bug fixes to the master branch, except for bugs present only on release branches (which are rare in practice).
At this stage, sometimes there can be exceptions to the rule that a release branch receives only bug fixes. Like bug fixes, new features on release branches should be backports of the corresponding commits on the master branch. Features to be added to release branches should be limited in scope and risk and discussed on ovs-dev before creating the branch.

3. When committers come to rough consensus that the release is ready, they release the .0 release on its branch, e.g. 2019.10.0 for branch-2019.10. To make the actual release, a committer pushes a signed tag named, e.g. v2019.10.0, to the OVN repository, makes a release tarball available on openvswitch.org, and posts a release announcement to ovs-announce.

4. As bug fixes accumulate, or after important bugs or vulnerabilities are fixed, committers may make additional releases from a branch: 2019.10.1, 2019.10.2, and so on. The process is the same for these additional release as for a .0 release.

At most two release branches are formally maintained at any given time: the latest release and the latest release designed as LTS. An LTS release is one that the OVN project has designated as being maintained for a longer period of time. Currently, an LTS release is maintained until the next LTS is chosen. There is not currently a strict guideline on how often a new LTS release is chosen, but so far it has been about every 2 years. That could change based on the current state of OVN development. For example, we do not want to designate a new release as LTS that includes disruptive internal changes, as that may make it harder to support for a longer period of time. Discussion about choosing the next LTS release occurs on the OVS development mailing list.

8.4.2 Release Numbering

The version number on master should normally end in .90. This indicates that the OVN version is “almost” the next version to branch.

Forking master into branch-x.y requires two commits to master. The first is titled “Prepare for x.y.0” and increments the version number to x.y. This is the initial commit on branch-x.y. The second is titled “Prepare for post-x.y.0 (x.y.90)” and increments the version number to x.y.90.

The version number on a release branch is x.y.z, where x is the current year, y is the month of the release, and z is initially 0. Making a release requires two commits. The first is titled Set release dates for x.y.z. and updates NEWS and debian/changelog to specify the release date of the new release. This commit is the one made into a tarball and tagged. The second is titled Prepare for x.y.(z+1). and increments the version number and adds a blank item to NEWS with an unspecified date.

8.4.3 Release Scheduling

OVN makes releases at the following three-month cadence. All dates are approximate:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (months)</th>
<th>Example Dates</th>
<th>Stage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Dec 1, Mar 1, …</td>
<td>Begin x.y release cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T + 2</td>
<td>Feb 1, May 1, …</td>
<td>“Soft freeze” master for x.y release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T + 2.5</td>
<td>Feb 15, May 15, …</td>
<td>Fork branch-x.y from master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T + 3</td>
<td>Mar 1, Jun 1, …</td>
<td>Release version x.y.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4.4 Release Calendar

The 2021 timetable is shown below. Note that these dates are not set in stone. If extenuating circumstances arise, a release may be delayed from its target date.
Below is the 2022 timetable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Release</th>
<th>Soft Freeze</th>
<th>Branch Creation</th>
<th>Release</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22.03.0</td>
<td>Feb 4</td>
<td>Feb 18</td>
<td>Mar 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.06.0</td>
<td>May 6</td>
<td>May 20</td>
<td>Jun 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.09.0</td>
<td>Aug 5</td>
<td>Aug 19</td>
<td>Sep 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.12.0</td>
<td>Nov 4</td>
<td>Nov 18</td>
<td>Dec 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4.5 Contact

Use dev@openvswitch.org to discuss the OVN development and release process.

8.5 Reporting Bugs in OVN

We are eager to hear from users about problems that they have encountered with OVN. This file documents how best to report bugs so as to ensure that they can be fixed as quickly as possible.

Please report bugs by sending email to bugs@openvswitch.org.

For reporting security vulnerabilities, please read OVN's Security Process.

The most important parts of your bug report are the following:

- What you did that make the problem appear.
- What you expected to happen.
- What actually happened.

Please also include the following information:

- The OVN version number (as output by ovn-controller --version).
- The Git commit number (as output by git rev-parse HEAD), if you built from a Git snapshot.
- Any local patches or changes you have applied (if any).

The following are also handy sometimes:

- The kernel version on which Open vSwitch is running (from /proc/version) and the distribution and version number of your OS (e.g. “Centos 5.0”).
- The contents of the northbound database.
- Any other information that you think might be relevant.

Important: bugs@openvswitch.org is a public mailing list, to which anyone can subscribe, so do not include confidential information in your bug report.
8.6 OVN's Security Process

This is a proposed security vulnerability reporting and handling process for OVN. It is based on the OpenStack vulnerability management process described at https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Vulnerability_Management.

The OVN security team coordinates vulnerability management using the ovs-security mailing list. Membership in the security team and subscription to its mailing list consists of a small number of trustworthy people, as determined by rough consensus of the OVN committers. The OVN security team should include OVN committers, to ensure prompt and accurate vulnerability assessments and patch review.

We encourage everyone involved in the security process to GPG-sign their emails. We additionally encourage GPG-encrypting one-on-one conversations as part of the security process.

8.6.1 What is a vulnerability?

All vulnerabilities are bugs, but not every bug is a vulnerability. Vulnerabilities compromise one or more of:

- Confidentiality (personal or corporate confidential data).
- Integrity (trustworthiness and correctness).
- Availability (uptime and service).

Here are some examples of vulnerabilities to which one would expect to apply this process:

- A crafted packet that causes a kernel or userspace crash (Availability).
- A flow translation bug that misforwards traffic in a way likely to hop over security boundaries (Integrity).
- An OpenFlow protocol bug that allows a controller to read arbitrary files from the file system (Confidentiality).
- Misuse of the OpenSSL library that allows bypassing certificate checks (Integrity).
- A bug (memory corruption, overflow, ...) that allows one to modify the behaviour of OVN through external configuration interfaces such as OVSDB (Integrity).
- Privileged information is exposed to unprivileged users (Confidentiality).

If in doubt, please do use the vulnerability management process. At worst, the response will be to report the bug through the usual channels.

8.6.2 Step 1: Reception

To report an OVN vulnerability, send an email to the ovs-security mailing list (see contact at the end of this document). A security team member should reply to the reporter acknowledging that the report has been received.

Consider reporting the information mentioned in Reporting Bugs in OVN, where relevant.

Reporters may ask for a GPG key while initiating contact with the security team to deliver more sensitive reports.

8.6.3 Step 2: Assessment

The security team should discuss the vulnerability. The reporter should be included in the discussion (via “CC”) to an appropriate degree.

The assessment should determine which OVN versions are affected (e.g. every version, only the latest release, only unreleased versions), the privilege required to take advantage of the vulnerability (e.g. any network user, any local L2 network user, any local system user, connected OpenFlow controllers), the severity of the vulnerability, and how the vulnerability may be mitigated (e.g. by disabling a feature).
The treatment of the vulnerability could end here if the team determines that it is not a realistic vulnerability.

### 8.6.4 Step 3a: Document

The security team develops a security advisory document. The security team may, at its discretion, include the reporter (via “CC”) in developing the security advisory document, but in any case should accept feedback from the reporter before finalizing the document. When the document is final, the security team should obtain a CVE for the vulnerability from a CNA (https://cve.mitre.org/cve/cna.html).

The document credits the reporter and describes the vulnerability, including all of the relevant information from the assessment in step 2. Suitable sections for the document include:

- **Title:** The CVE identifier, a short description of the vulnerability. The title should mention OVN.
  
  In email, the title becomes the subject. Pre-release advisories are often passed around in encrypted email, which have plaintext subjects, so the title should not be too specific.

- **Description:** A few paragraphs describing the general characteristics of the vulnerability, including the versions of OVN that are vulnerable, the kind of attack that exposes the vulnerability, and potential consequences of the attack.

  The description should re-state the CVE identifier, in case the subject is lost when an advisory is sent over email.

- **Mitigation:** How an OVN administrator can minimize the potential for exploitation of the vulnerability, before applying a fix. If no mitigation is possible or recommended, explain why, to reduce the chance that at-risk users believe they are not at risk.

- **Fix:** Describe how to fix the vulnerability, perhaps in terms of applying a source patch. The patch or patches themselves, if included in the email, should be at the very end of the advisory to reduce the risk that a reader would stop reading at this point.

- **Recommendation:** A concise description of the security team's recommendation to users.

- **Acknowledgments:** Thank the reporters.

- **Vulnerability Check:** A step-by-step procedure by which a user can determine whether an installed copy of OVN is vulnerable.

  The procedure should clearly describe how to interpret the results, including expected results in vulnerable and not-vulnerable cases. Thus, procedures that produce clear and easily distinguished results are preferred.

  The procedure should assume as little understanding of Open vSwitch as possible, to make it more likely that a competent administrator who does not specialize in OVN can perform it successfully.

(continues on next page)
The procedure should have minimal dependencies on tools that are not widely installed.

Given a choice, the procedure should be one that takes at least some work to turn into a useful exploit. For example, a procedure based on "ovs-appctl" commands, which require local administrator access, is preferred to one that sends test packets to a machine, which only requires network connectivity.

The section should say which operating systems it is designed for. If the procedure is likely to be specific to particular architectures (e.g. x86-64, i386), it should state on which ones it has been tested.

This section should state the risks of the procedure. For example, if it can crash OVN or disrupt packet forwarding, say so.

It is more useful to explain how to check an installed and running OVN than one built locally from source, but if it is easy to use the procedure from a sandbox environment, it can be helpful to explain how to do so.

- **Patch**: If a patch or patches are available, and it is practical to include them in the email, put them at the end. Format them as described in :doc:`contributing/submitting-patches`, that is, as output by "git format-patch".

  The patch subjects should include the version for which they are suited, e.g. "[PATCH branch-2.3]" for a patch against OVN 2.3.x. If there are multiple patches for multiple versions of OVN, put them in separate sections with clear titles.

  Multiple patches for a single version of OVN, that must be stacked on top of each other to fix a single vulnerability, are undesirable because users are less likely to apply all of them correctly and in the correct order.

  Each patch should include a Vulnerability tag with the CVE identifier, a Reported-by tag or tags to credit the reporters, and a Signed-off-by tag to acknowledge the Developer’s Certificate of Origin. It should also include other appropriate tags, such as Acked-by tags obtained during review.

**CVE-2016-2074** is an example advisory document.

### 8.6.5 Step 3b: Fix

Steps 3a and 3b may proceed in parallel.

The security team develops and obtains (private) reviews for patches that fix the vulnerability. If necessary, the security team pulls in additional developers, who must agree to maintain confidentiality.
8.6.6 Step 4: Embargoed Disclosure

The security advisory and patches are sent to downstream stakeholders, with an embargo date and time set from the time sent. Downstream stakeholders are expected not to deploy or disclose patches until the embargo is passed.

A disclosure date is negotiated by the security team working with the bug submitter as well as vendors. However, the OVN security team holds the final say when setting a disclosure date. The timeframe for disclosure is from immediate (esp. if it’s already publicly known) to a few weeks. As a basic default policy, we expect report date to disclosure date to be 10 to 15 business days.

Operating system vendors are obvious downstream stakeholders. It may not be necessary to be too choosy about who to include: any major OVN user who is interested and can be considered trustworthy enough could be included. To become a downstream stakeholder, email the ovs-security mailing list.

If the vulnerability is already public, skip this step.

8.6.7 Step 5: Public Disclosure

When the embargo expires, push the (reviewed) patches to appropriate branches, post the patches to the ovs-dev mailing list (noting that they have already been reviewed and applied), post the security advisory to appropriate mailing lists (ovs-announce, ovs-discuss), and post the security advisory on the OVN webpage.

When the patch is applied to LTS (long-term support) branches, a new version should be released.

The security advisory should be GPG-signed by a security team member with a key that is in a public web of trust.

Contact

Report security vulnerabilities to the ovs-security mailing list: security@openvswitch.org
Report problems with this document to the ovs-bugs mailing list: bugs@openvswitch.org

8.7 Emeritus Status for OVN Committers

OVN committers are nominated and elected based on their impact on the OVN project. Over time, as committers’ responsibilities change, some may become unable or uninterested in actively participating in project governance. Committer “emeritus” status provides a way for committers to take a leave of absence from OVN governance responsibilities. The following guidelines clarify the process around the emeritus status for committers:

- A committer may choose to transition from active to emeritus, or from emeritus to active, by sending an email to the committers mailing list.
- If a committer hasn’t been heard from in 6 months, and does not respond to reasonable attempts to contact him or her, the other committers can vote as a majority to transition the committer from active to emeritus. (If the committer resurfaces, he or she can transition back to active by sending an email to the committers mailing list.)
- Emeritus committers may stay on the committers mailing list to continue to follow any discussions there.
- Emeritus committers do not nominate or vote in committer elections. From a governance perspective, they are equivalent to a non-committer.
- Emeritus committers cannot merge patches to the OVN repository.
- Emeritus committers will be listed in a separate section in the MAINTAINERS.rst file to continue to recognize their contributions to the project.
Emeritus status does not replace the procedures for forcibly removing a committer.

Note that just because a committer is not able to work on the project on a day-to-day basis, we feel they are still capable of providing input on the direction of the project. No committer should feel pressured to move themselves to this status. Again, it’s just an option for those that do not currently have the time or interest.

### 8.8 Expectations for Developers with OVN Repo Access

#### 8.8.1 Pre-requisites

Be familiar with the guidelines and standards defined in *Contributing to OVN*.

#### 8.8.2 Review

Code (yours or others’) must be reviewed publicly (by you or others) before you push it to the repository. With one exception (see below), every change needs at least one review.

If one or more people know an area of code particularly well, code that affects that area should ordinarily get a review from one of them.

The riskier, more subtle, or more complicated the change, the more careful the review required. When a change needs careful review, use good judgment regarding the quality of reviews. If a change adds 1000 lines of new code, and a review posted 5 minutes later says just “Looks good,” then this is probably not a quality review.

(The size of a change is correlated with the amount of care needed in review, but it is not strictly tied to it. A search and replace across many files may not need much review, but one-line optimization changes can have widespread implications.)

Your own small changes to fix a recently broken build (“make”) or tests (“make check”), that you believe to be visible to a large number of developers, may be checked in without review. If you are not sure, ask for review. If you do push a build fix without review, send the patch to ovs-dev afterward as usual, indicating in the email that you have already pushed it.

Regularly review submitted code in areas where you have expertise. Consider reviewing other code as well.

#### 8.8.3 Git conventions

Do not push merge commits to the Git repository without prior discussion on ovs-dev.

If you apply a change (yours or another’s) then it is your responsibility to handle any resulting problems, especially broken builds and other regressions. If it is someone else’s change, then you can ask the original submitter to address it. Regardless, you need to ensure that the problem is fixed in a timely way. The definition of “timely” depends on the severity of the problem.

If a bug is present on master and other branches, fix it on master first, then backport the fix to other branches. Straight-forward backports do not require additional review (beyond that for the fix on master).

Feature development should be done only on master. Occasionally it makes sense to add a feature to the most recent release branch, before the first actual release of that branch. These should be handled in the same way as bug fixes, that is, first implemented on master and then backported.

Keep the authorship of a commit clear by maintaining a correct list of “Signed-off-by:”s. If a confusing situation comes up, as it occasionally does, bring it up on the mailing list. If you explain the use of “Signed-off-by:” to a new developer, explain not just how but why, since the intended meaning of “Signed-off-by:” is more important than the
syntax. As part of your explanation, quote or provide a URL to the Developer’s Certificate of Origin in Submitting Patches.

Use Reported-by: and Tested-by: tags in commit messages to indicate the source of a bug report.

Keep the AUTHORS.rst file up to date.

### 8.9 OVN Committer Grant/Revocation Policy

An OVN committer is a participant in the project with the ability to commit code directly to the master repository. Commit access grants a broad ability to affect the progress of the project as presented by its most important artifact, the code and related resources that produce working binaries of OVN. As such it represents a significant level of trust in an individual’s commitment to working with other committers and the community at large for the benefit of the project. It cannot be granted lightly and, in the worst case, must be revocable if the trust placed in an individual was inappropriate.

This document suggests guidelines for granting and revoking commit access. It is intended to provide a framework for evaluation of such decisions without specifying deterministic rules that wouldn’t be sensitive to the nuance of specific situations. In the end the decision to grant or revoke committer privileges is a judgment call made by the existing set of committers.

#### 8.9.1 Granting Commit Access

Granting commit access should be considered when a candidate has demonstrated the following in their interaction with the project:

- Contribution of significant new features through the patch submission process where:
  - Submissions are free of obvious critical defects
  - Submissions do not typically require many iterations of improvement to be accepted

- Consistent participation in code review of other’s patches, including existing committers, with comments consistent with the overall project standards

- Assistance to those in the community who are less knowledgeable through active participation in project forums such as the ovs-discuss mailing list.

- Plans for sustained contribution to the project compatible with the project’s direction as viewed by current committers.

- Commitment to meet the expectations described in the “Expectations of Developer’s with OVN Access”

The process to grant commit access to a candidate is simple:

- An existing committer nominates the candidate by sending an email to all existing committers with information substantiating the contributions of the candidate in the areas described above.

- All existing committers discuss the pros and cons of granting commit access to the candidate in the email thread.

- When the discussion has converged or a reasonable time has elapsed without discussion developing (e.g., a few business days) the nominator calls for a final decision on the candidate with a followup email to the thread.

- Each committer may vote yes, no, or abstain by replying to the email thread. A failure to reply is an implicit abstention.

- After votes from all existing committers have been collected or a reasonable time has elapsed for them to be provided (e.g., a couple of business days) the votes are evaluated. To be granted commit access the candidate...
must receive yes votes from a majority of the existing committers and zero no votes. Since a no vote is effectively a veto of the candidate it should be accompanied by a reason for the vote.

- The nominator summarizes the result of the vote in an email to all existing committers.
- If the vote to grant commit access passed, the candidate is contacted with an invitation to become a committer to the project which asks them to agree to the committer expectations documented on the project web site.
- If the candidate agrees access is granted by setting up commit access to the repos on github.

8.9.2 Revoking Commit Access

When a committer behaves in a manner that other committers view as detrimental to the future of the project, it raises a delicate situation with the potential for the creation of division within the greater community. These situations should be handled with care. The process in this case is:

- Discuss the behavior of concern with the individual privately and explain why you believe it is detrimental to the project. Stick to the facts and keep the email professional. Avoid personal attacks and the temptation to hypothesize about unknowable information such as the other’s motivations. Make it clear that you would prefer not to discuss the behavior more widely but will have to raise it with other contributors if it does not change. Ideally the behavior is eliminated and no further action is required. If not,

- Start an email thread with all committers, including the source of the behavior, describing the behavior and the reason it is detrimental to the project. The message should have the same tone as the private discussion and should generally repeat the same points covered in that discussion. The person whose behavior is being questioned should not be surprised by anything presented in this discussion. Ideally the wider discussion provides more perspective to all participants and the issue is resolved. If not,

- Start an email thread with all committers except the source of the detrimental behavior requesting a vote on revocation of commit rights. Cite the discussion among all committers and describe all the reasons why it was not resolved satisfactorily. This email should be carefully written with the knowledge that the reasoning it contains may be published to the larger community to justify the decision.

- Each committer may vote yes, no, or abstain by replying to the email thread. A failure to reply is an implicit abstention.

- After all votes have been collected or a reasonable time has elapsed for them to be provided (e.g. a couple of business days) the votes are evaluated. For the request to revoke commit access for the candidate to pass it must receive yes votes from two thirds of the existing committers.

- anyone that votes no must provide their reasoning, and

- if the proposal passes then counter-arguments for the reasoning in no votes should also be documented along with the initial reasons the revocation was proposed. Ideally there should be no new counter-arguments supplied in a no vote as all concerns should have surfaced in the discussion before the vote.

- The original person to propose revocation summarizes the result of the vote in an email to all existing committers excepting the candidate for removal.

- If the vote to revoke commit access passes, access is removed and the candidate for revocation is informed of that fact and the reasons for it as documented in the email requesting the revocation vote.

- Ideally the revoked committer peacefully leaves the community and no further action is required. However, there is a distinct possibility that he/she will try to generate support for his/her point of view within the larger community. In this case the reasoning for removing commit access as described in the request for a vote will be published to the community.
8.9.3 Changing the Policy

The process for changing the policy is:

- Propose the changes to the policy in an email to all current committers and request discussion.
- After an appropriate period of discussion (a few days) update the proposal based on feedback if required and resend it to all current committers with a request for a formal vote.
- After all votes have been collected or a reasonable time has elapsed for them to be provided (e.g. a couple of business days) the votes are evaluated. For the request to modify the policy to pass it must receive yes votes from two thirds of the existing committers.

Template Emails

8.9.4 Nomination to Grant Commit Access

I would like to nominate [candidate] for commit access. I believe [he/she] has met the conditions for commit access described in the committer grant policy on the project web site in the following ways:

[list of requirements & evidence]

Please reply to all in this message thread with your comments and questions. If that discussion concludes favorably I will request a formal vote on the nomination in a few days.

8.9.5 Vote to Grant Commit Access

I nominated [candidate] for commit access on [date]. Having allowed sufficient time for discussion it’s now time to formally vote on the proposal.

Please reply to all in this thread with your vote of: YES, NO, or ABSTAIN. A failure to reply will be counted as an abstention. If you vote NO, by our policy you must include the reasons for that vote in your reply. The deadline for votes is [date and time].

If a majority of committers vote YES and there are zero NO votes commit access will be granted.

8.9.6 Vote Results for Grant of Commit Access

The voting period for granting to commit access to [candidate] initiated at [date and time] is now closed with the following results:

YES: [count of yes votes] (% of voters)
NO: [count of no votes] (% of voters)
ABSTAIN: [count of abstentions] (% of voters)

Based on these results commit access [is/is NOT] granted.

8.9.7 Invitation to Accepted Committer

Due to your sustained contributions to the OVN project we would like to provide you with commit access to the project repository. Developers with commit access must agree to fulfill specific responsibilities described in the source repository:

/Documentation/internals/committer-responsibilities.rst
Please let us know if you would like to accept commit access and if so that you agree to fulfill these responsibilities. Once we receive your response we’ll set up access. We’re looking forward continuing to work together to advance the OVN project.

8.9.8 Proposal to Revoke Commit Access for Detrimental Behavior

I regret that I feel compelled to propose revocation of commit access for [candidate]. I have privately discussed with [him/her] the following reasons I believe [his/her] actions are detrimental to the project and we have failed to come to a mutual understanding:

[List of reasons and supporting evidence]

Please reply to all in this thread with your thoughts on this proposal. I plan to formally propose a vote on the proposal on or after [date and time].

It is important to get all discussion points both for and against the proposal on the table during the discussion period prior to the vote. Please make it a high priority to respond to this proposal with your thoughts.

8.9.9 Vote to Revoke Commit Access

I nominated [candidate] for revocation of commit access on [date]. Having allowed sufficient time for discussion it’s now time to formally vote on the proposal.

Please reply to all in this thread with your vote of: YES, NO, or ABSTAIN. A failure to reply will be counted as an abstention. If you vote NO, by our policy you must include the reasons for that vote in your reply. The deadline for votes is [date and time].

If 2/3rds of committers vote YES commit access will be revoked.

The following reasons for revocation have been given in the original proposal or during discussion:

[list of reasons to remove access]

The following reasons for retaining access were discussed:

[list of reasons to retain access]

The counter-argument for each reason for retaining access is:

[list of counter-arguments for retaining access]

8.9.10 Vote Results for Revocation of Commit Access

The voting period for revoking the commit access of [candidate] initiated at [date and time] is now closed with the following results:

- YES: [count of yes votes] (% of voters)
- NO: [count of no votes] (% of voters)
- ABSTAIN: [count of abstentions] (% of voters)

Based on these results commit access [is/is NOT] revoked. The following reasons for retaining commit access were proposed in NO votes:

[list of reasons]

The counter-arguments for each of these reasons are:
8.9.11 Notification of Commit Revocation for Detrimental Behavior

After private discussion with you and careful consideration of the situation, the other committers to the OVN project have concluded that it is in the best interest of the project that your commit access to the project repositories be revoked and this has now occurred.

The reasons for this decision are:

While your goals and those of the project no longer appear to be aligned we greatly appreciate all the work you have done for the project and wish you continued success in your future work.
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8.11 Committers

OVN committers are the people who have been granted access to push changes to the OVN git repository.

The responsibilities of an OVN committer are documented here.

The process for adding or removing committers is documented here.
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The project also maintains a list of Emeritus Committers (or Maintainers). More information about Emeritus Committers can be found here.
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8.11. Committers
8.12 How OVN’s Documentation Works

This document provides a brief overview on how the documentation build system within OVN works. This is intended to maximize the “bus factor” and share best practices with other projects.

8.12.1 reStructuredText and Sphinx

Nearly all of OVN’s documentation is written in reStructuredText, with man pages being the sole exception. Of this documentation, most of it is fed into Sphinx, which provides not only the ability to convert rST to a variety of other output formats but also allows for things like cross-referencing and indexing. For more information on the two, refer to the OVN Documentation Style.

8.12.2 ovs-sphinx-theme

The documentation uses its own theme, ovs-sphinx-theme, which can be found on GitHub and is published on pypi. This is shared by Open vSwitch and OVN. It is packaged separately to ensure all documentation gets the latest version of the theme (assuming there are no major version bumps in that package). If building locally and the package is installed, it will be used. If the package is not installed, Sphinx will fallback to the default theme.

The package is currently maintained by Stephen Finucane and Russell Bryant.

8.12.3 Read the Docs

The documentation is hosted on readthedocs.org and a CNAME redirect is in place to allow access from docs.ovn.org. Read the Docs provides a couple of nifty features for us, such as automatic building of docs whenever there are changes and versioning of documentation.

The Read the Docs project is currently maintained by Stephen Finucane, Russell Bryant and Ben Pfaff.

8.12.4 ovn.org

The sources for ovn.org are maintained separately from docs.ovn.org. For modifications to this site, refer to the GitHub project.